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CHf\PTER I

IN1'HODUCTION

The aim of this study is to examine briefly the Guccessive treatments

of Theban legend in the works of the major Athenian dramatists of the

fifth century B.C., Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, in order to

discover the adaptability of these stories to reli~ious, social and

political themes and in order to explore the use of imager~ whether

recurrent in several dramas or peculiar to one. In approaching the

texts some limiting of material, arrangement of subject matter and

critical assumptions ~.ve been made which require explanation and

definition in advance.

The emphasis tl~oughout is placed al~ost exclusively on the

legends of the house of Laius. Plays treating both the peripheral

stories of such heroes as Amphitryo and Alcmena, Amphion and

Zethus, Heracles and Amphiaraus, whose lives and exploits are only

diGtantly connect~d v,i th the house of Laius, and also the myths of

Dionysus at Thebes, are cited simply in footnotes to gi~e an

indication of the frequency of Theban legend in Athenian drama in

spite of the continuing political enmity between the two cities.

Attention 9 then, is focussed on the poets' approach to, and use of,

this closely-connected grou]! of stories about the house of Laius.

From such legends and myths as these, Attic tragedy of this period

almost entirely adapted its subjects. Historical subjects are

1
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generally avoidedl and pure fiction hardly known until after Euripides
2

0

These atorieB formed a body of material, however, th~t for the Greeks

corresponded at one end of the spec~.rum to history (as Herodotus shows

by starting his History of the Persian wars with the stories of Europa,

10 and the Trojan wars) and at the other to religion (for example, the

cult myth of Dionysu~, with a kind of mystic philosophy (such as the

Orphics Clnd Pythagoreans developed) somewhere between. They thus held

a far more significant place in the Greek mind than even a combination

of these tl~ee ways of thinking about life do for a modern, for they

mirrored the whole realm of human existence in a more natural, more

immediate manner than their intellectual counterparts today. Besides,

an important seement of them had been moulded into formal intensity in

the cycle of epic which, though dealing principally with the legends

surrounding the Trojan and Theban wars, included a tremendous compendium

of myth, legend and folk-tale o Homer's two epics, the Iliad and

Odyssey -- the whole cycle of epic poems ~as often attrihuted to him

were but the greatest of thece, yet had such a profound effect on the

subjects, outlook and approach of tragedy that Aeschylus could claim his

plays were ~slices of Homer' s banque~3" Attic tragedy probably owed

both its heroic and tragic world-view and also often the form and

significance of the stories themselves to Homer and the epic cycle.

10nly two plays by Phrynichus (first victory 511 B.C.) -- the
Capture of Miletus (? cf. Herodotus, 6, 21) and the Phoenissae ~Aristophanes,
~a6ps,220 with scholiast, cf. A. Nauck, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta
(Leipzig,1856) , ppo 559-60 7 -- and the extant Persians of Aeschylus are
known to have dealt with t~pical subjects.

2Agathon's AntheuB is the only known example but Aristotle hints
that in his day fictional treatment of myth had gained considerable ground
(Poetics 1451 b 19-22)"

3Athenaeus, 8, 347 eo
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These poems, however, do not establish a fixed version of any

myth -- no such thing existed. Each retellin~ of the story miGht vary

emphasis and content accordine to its artistic purpo~e. Thus the

mainly lyric, satiric and choric poetry of the seventh and sixth

centuries shows wide variation in Rnd addition to the repertoire of myth.

The content of this is difficult to ,judge since only part of the

poetry of both periods has survived, and that often in fragmentilry form"

Attic drama reveals a similar trend of variation and of innovation in

treating myth,and the plays on Theban legend, though based on episodes

from the Oedipodeia, the Thebaid 8nd the Epigoni (and other sources

to a lesser extent), display both the developments of later poets

(and material not used by the epics) and considerable independence of

invention by the playwrights themselves. The first task of this study

has been to define for each play such variation or choice, and so put

Aristotle's remark on this point into perspective (Poetics l453B23):

'- "'1' / / C\ / ) 7/ 4
--rOllS /"EV 0"'/ "eL(~~\.'/r€Vov5 r-v~ouS ).,Vt:lY 1)1.)"-. (;o--nv

Together with a brief rtsum{ of each play's action, that inevitably

involves some interpretation, this consequently forms a basis for

discussion of the dramatists' intentions concerning the other aspects

to be treated.

The poets' selection of variants and the invention of new

details are symptoms partly of the radically new approach to the

stories that is demanded by their dramatization and partly of the changed

circumstances and outlook of the men themselves.· The dramatic effects

4Cf • R. Lattimore, Story Patterns in Greek Trag~dy, (London,
Athlone Press, 1964), pp. 1-6, dealing specifically with'Theban legend.
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achieved by tre dramatists .:u'e not ~iscuGsed separately, n0r is an

overall interpret~.tion attempted, except insofar as an adequate

appreciation of both is required in order to treat those aspects that

are considered. The approach to these aspects, however, relies on some

basic critical assumptions which bear on the ~eneral character of Greek

traGedy. The use of myth as subject matter is only one of many

circumstances thllt mark off Greek drama and its mode of communication

from its modern counterpart ..

Attic tragedies were written for performance by two or three

Metors and a chorus in competition at the Greater Dionysia in the theatre

dedicated to the God. Although plays (especially Aeschylus') were often

repeated both at this major annual festival and at the rural Dionysia

by touring companies in December (the approximate equivalent of the

.month Poseideon).5 performance of them was limited to a few occasions

in a year (and for anyone play probably only one performance was

assured). This was specifically at a religious festival for the whole

city and such a condition of performance distinguishes these plays from

modern drama. It probably also pointG to their origins in the actual

cult of Dionysus. By the time that Aeschylus wrote the Seven a consid-

erable evolution had taken place, for the play has little obvious

reference to Dionysiac cult, and the same applies to most of the

corpus of Greek tragedy (the Bacchae of Euripides being the exception

that proves the rule) .. Investigation of Dionysiac myth and cult, how-

ever, has led to some possible connections that may help to illuminate

5For detailed discussion of these points see A. Pickard-Cambridge,
The Dramatic Festivals of Athens (Oxford, Clarendon, 1953), pp. 40-126 .. - .
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some of the deeper religious themes that recu~ in the treatment of Theban

legend.

Dionysus was a god of the people nnd is thus virtually i[';nored

by Homer, though he was probably aware of the nature of the god's

h ' 6wars lp • . . Pl' 1 r" I"His domain 18, ln utarch s words, the vlho e of the uDe.o<..~va\s

-- not only the liquid fire in the grape, but the sap thrusting in a

youn['; tree, the blood pounding in the veins of a young animal, all the

mysteriolls and uncontrollable tides that ebb and flo\'l in the life of

nature ll
•
7 His \'Iorship as a mystery god appealed especially to women,

who formed a band, the Thiasos, to celebrate his ecstatic rites under

the leadership of a young male priest. Such a god must necessarily

have clashed with the Greek sense of moderation and self-control and

his origin \'las correctly considered to be barbarian (PIL~gia or Thrace)&

The chLef myths about him tell of resistance to his religion in various

parts of Greece (~., Pentheus at Thebes, Lycurgus and Orpheus)o

These may well be a folk-memory of the actual arrival of his cult in

Greece
8

but are also very likely to be aetiological myths to explain his

peculiar cult-worship. In it the women of the thiasos (the Bacchants)

become frenzied by wild singing and dancing to cult instruments (tympanum

and pipes) and imagine themselves possessed by the god ~nthusiasmos).

6Cfo W. K. Co Guthrie, The Greeks and Their Gods (Boston, Beacon,
1955) pp. 160-1650

7Euripides Bacchae, ed. E. R. Dorlds (2nd ed., Oxford, 1960),
po xii, quoting Plutarch, Isis and Osiris, 35, 365A.

8Cf • Guthrie, pp. 172ff.
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Then, seeine the god incarnate as some wild animal, they seize the

beast, tear it alive (spara8mos) and devour it. 9 This type of ritual

was not that associated with the tr"p;ic festivals of Athens, hut was

possihly retained at the "more archaic Dionysia" IThucydides, 2, 15)

held at the sanctuary of Dionysus in the Narshes in the spring. The

implication of the act was a taking a'the God, present in his bestial

, "th h' 10lncRrnatlon, lnto e wors lpper.

transformation of victim to God and worshipper to god appenred to occur

had much in common with the stAte of creativity in artistic work,

and so Aristophanes calls Aeschylus

1259) •

(Frogs,

The sufferings of the God may have been the first subject of

11 ' 12
drama, but such plays occur infrequently in the titles of tragedy.

There is, however, more than just this analogy for believine t~lt

Dionysiac cult-worship was the origin of traGedy and therefore the

fundamental pattern of tragic action in a general sense13• Aristotle

9Cf •
Pentheus, is
Maenads ..

Euripides, Bacchae, passim. There, the god's opponent,
first maddened by Dionysus and then falls victim to the

10
Dodds, pp. xvii-xx: -- human victims may have originally been

slain.

llCf. Dodds, p. xxviii; rejected by Pickard~Cambridge, Dithyramb,
Tragedy and Comedy (Oxford,Clarendon,1927)~p.206ff, and A. Lesky, Greek Tragedy,
trans. H. A. Frankfort (Lendorl, Benn, 1965), pI> 43.

12Dodds, ibid.

13G• Murray's theory that traeedy's form preserved that of the
spring ritual of Dionysus or the Year Daimon, in J. 1:. Harrison, Themis
(2nd ed., Cambridge, 1927), Appendix to Chapter VIII, is untenable in
detail. nrincipally becapse of the absence of any Greek cult parallels.
cf. Pickard-C~mbridGe,Dithyramb, pp.185-206. - ~ .

"
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The Argument (Cambridge, Harvard

7

(Poetics, 1449all) claims that trCl[';edy began from "those V/llo used to

lead off the dithyramb,,14 and a[';ain (Poetics 1449a19 ff.) that it

developed by a process of enlarging and solemnifying the satyr play

(e I{ (')d-r vel K 0[; ). Vlhi1e the latter seems a pOGsih1e case of

Aristotelian or pre-Aristotelian conjecture15 , the former, though

hazardous, may contain more truth16 • At any r~te, if both views

represent ideas prior to Aristotle, they point to possible origins in

some sonG or mime performance closely connected with Dionysus. Other

aspects of tragedy tend to confirm that this is not mere aetiology.

14For the translation of the
see G. F. Else, AriGtotles Poetics:
University Press, 1957), pp. 157 ff.

15Cf • Else j pp. 172 ff. and Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, ppo
124-131-

16E1se suggests a possible (non-Dionysiac) origin for tragedy
in The Ori in and Eflrl Form of Greek Tra cd , Jlartin Classical Lectures
XX Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 19 5). The influence of Homer
and Solon on Thespis and the early tragedians brought about a synthesis
of the heroic and tragic outlook with individual consciousness which
found dramatic expression in the hero. A chorus influenced by the
Dorian dithyramb, was introduced to act as a sOllnding board for the hero's
sufferlng. This culminated with Aeschylus' introduction of the second
actor (Aristotle, Poetics lL\-L\-9a16). As D. VI. Lucas remarks (Classical
Review, New Series XVII, 1967, pp. 70-2), Aristotle had far more sources
and oral traditions than remain today (cf. Poetics, 1449a36-8) and such
a secular origin seems odd when drama in Greece is only found jn religious
contexts. Dorian claims made Arion inventcT of tragedy, of verse for sat-
yrs and of the dithyramb (Suidas,s.v. Arion andA~iptotle, quoted bY;~roc1us,

~o Photius, Bibliotheca, cod. 239, p. 320; cf. his backing of Dorian
claims to tragedy and comedy, Poetics 1448a30 ff., cf. Else, ad loc.),
a further connection with Dionysus o
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which heroic stories of suffering entered the sphere of Dionysiac

worship,2l and this inclusion of heroic stories was probably

influenced by the special interest in epic at the time.
22

The

Theban legends of Oedipus and his f~mily, besides beine the subject

of three epic poems, concern the remarkable sufferine;s of several

heroes. They may well have been early incorporated into the sphere

of Dionysiac cult-plays by the close connection of Thebes and DionYGuso 23

Thus both reasons and methods co.n be deduced for the introduction of

legends of the house of Laius into Greek traGedy.

There is a further theme,. often quite pronounced in the plays

on Theban legend, that links the religious aspect of the plays with the

cult of Dionysus and this is the part played by fertility culto

Dionysus' cult was closely connected with fertility since he was the

god of "the whole wet element 11 of nature and this is underlined by his

early attraction of the satyrs as his worshippers. Their appe~rance

half-man, half-god (or horse) -- suited their lascivious character

and also their fertility functions, just as the costumes used to

24
represent them on the Attic stage included horses' tails and ears 5

21
Lesky, pp. 43 fo

221.' p" t t' . f H d f p' ka d~.go lSlS ra us recenSlon 0 omer an c. lC r-
Cambridge, Dithyramb, pp. 196 ff.

2311By the fifth century Thebes was regarded as the centre of
the Dion~rsiac cult in Greece", Guthrie, p. 166.

24Cfo Pickard~Cambridge, Dithyramb, pp. 149 ffo
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The tradition which makes Pratinas introduce the satyr play (from his

native l'hlius in the Peloponnese? Suidas, ~0)17 hints at such cult-

worsilip in the Peloponnese in connection with Dionysus, w) osc foremost

votaries the satyrs were. The name of trHgedy itself ("goat-song")

lTk'ly hint at satyrs. But this is too debatable to cite aG evidenceo
18

The use of the mask is especially connected with the Vlon;hip of DionYGus19

and the actors' costume, sleeved tunic and high boots (cotlrurni)

20 T Dsimilarly suggests the [';od o he Ci:lse, then, for 11 ionysiac ori~in

for tragedy is circumstantial but strong, and for a cult-story of suffering

as the basic archetype posRible. The heroic myth of suffering, however,

takes pride of place in extant tr;'Jgedy and insight into the way this

evolution took place is given by a passage in Herodotus (5, 67)0 The

historian tells that the \ I of f\drastus, which told of-re,oc.oll-'O~ ,!,0e.. °L
I

his "Tf'()(. &-., ,presumably those resulting from the disastrous

expedition against Thebes, were transferred by Cleisthenes, the tyrant

of Sicyon (ruled c. 600-570), to Dionysus, exchanging the hated Argive

hero for a popular god. The actual stories sung by these choruses

could hardly have been changed to Dionysiac myths or Herodotus'

description of them becomes untenable. This illustrates one way in

17Suidas' remark trk'1t he was the first to compose these plays
is probably to be understood as meaning he gave literary form to them.
A similar misunderstanding is his remark (quoted above) that Arion first
wrote dithyrambs, especially in the light of Peloponnesian claims to
priority.

18Cf • Pickard-Cambrict[:;e, Dithyramb, pp. 149-1660
28 ff, argues for this interpretation and would connect it
Aristotle's remarks on originso

19 8cr. Lesky, pp. 2 -9. The satyrs were masked, and shrine
offerings frequently included satyr masks.

20Cfo A. W. Pickard-CambridGe, Dramatic Festivals, p. 2130
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The festival at which traGedy was played wHs,in effect, a ceremony to

promote the prosperity and fertility of Attica, just as the Rural

Dionysia, more primitive than its sophisticated counterpart, preserved

the phallic procession and obscene language of fertility ritual

(Aristophanes, Acharnians 247 ff~~5 Mime of some kind seems also

likely to be part of the Eleusinian Mysteries, being accompanied by

ritual music, singing and dancing.
26

Hints of such ritual significance,

though by no means necessarily intended as an actual ritual act, still

seem to persist in a nUlDber of plays and perhaps reveal the (largely

subconscious) influence of the origins of tragedy and its circumstances

of performunce on the minds of the dramatists.

These elements of religous meaninc, then, may be exploited

by the tragedians with or without intention but more important is the

effort to discern the actual religious meaning designed~y the writers.

That such a meaning is intended by the dramatist is em assumption

of a particular kind of artistic approach and this needs some

justification. The Greek dramatist,. however, was not only writing for

a religious festival but also had a more defined function in society

than a modern. Aristophanes puts these words on the lips of Aeschylus

25Cf • Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, pp. 237 ff, for the ritual
obscenities of the Eleusinian procession (Herodotus, 5, 82).

26Cf • the discussion of G. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian
Mysteries (Princeton, 1961), pp. 261-72.
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and Euripides:

(FroGs, 1008-10)

I\(~ .

EY. tf / C"/ (2 \ /
VOU faux.I J OTI I--'ttl II au; Ie

"rio l 0 IJ /A. (; v
J

and:
r"' '\ '\ I

TO\. S ~\. <:: Y Do(t.- TT«:\.~o.::e '- C'u:<-\ V

:;,-b~6""K.bL\.OS 6~TlS ~e~4(L) -ro'2o- l y 5') ~~[)crL «O'iTn«(.

('\ r " "/ (n
lJl'] llEc xe1cf"-rd.. ~f::r\:\V 1/..x.S· (FroGs, 1054-6).

Vfuile Aristophanes cannot be treated as an accurate reporter of the

actual opinions of the poets, his literary criticism here is more than

superficial and calculated to amuse. The contrast underlying the

contest of poets is between their differing notions of the Good citizen

and of the poetry required to inculcate this ideal. 27 There is

naturally much comic banter with little critical significance, but the

concept of poet as teacher seems to echo a common sentiment of the time.

Similarly, Plato affirms that many felt IIomer to be the educator of all

Greece (Republic 606e)028 The finale of the FroGs even su~gests a

connection between this didactic function of tragedy and the fertility

ritual which formed its context.. Dionysus chooses Aeschylus, and

Ploutos (Wealth) and the chorus of Eleusinian initiates hymn the poe~s

intelliGence that made traGedy noble and true and throuGh it will save

Athens (1482 ff). Tragedy in its noblest and truest form is seen

27 (The FroGs of Aristophanes, ed. Be Be Rogers London, Bell,
1919), ad locc.

28See also W. Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture,
trans. G. Highet (New York, Oxford University Press, 1965) vol. I,
__ _I'

,:>:;)-:;)0"
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as both an aid to prosperity and, more practically, as sound teaching

to the same end. 'Aristotle (Poetics 1450b5 ff.) echoes this teaching

aspect of tragedy when (on the subject of "thought" or "intent") he

claims that the older poets made their characters speak "politically",

that is, according to the demands of action in a city,29 in contrast to

the moderns who concentrated on rhetoric. Plato's strictures on the

poets assume their, teaching function and it is this thu.t makes "lying"

in art a serious matter. His ideal art appears to be exemplified by his

dialogues which have a ultimate didactic purpose vlhile Possp.ssing

immediatp. literary appeal. The Greek dramatist, then, V/clS v/orking in

an atmosphere which demanded this educative element in tragedy and

therefore it is right to expect it in the plays.

The habitual use of myth implies a world-view in which man and

gods nre closely related and therefore favours the treatment of religious

and social themes. Tragedy, however, was not so restricted that plays

had to be written with the religious aspect of their myth in the ~orefronto

Rather, the plays are didactic in a broad waY9 and were written

"politically" (in Aristotle's sense) on themes of importance for the

city at largeo For this reason, it is hard to break down themes into

the categories religious, social and political since these aspects were

much more organically integrated in the life of the Polis, and often

have implications in all three spheres o

29"According to the combined arts of politics and ethics"
(cf. Nicomachean Ethics I, 1, l094blO and Else, Poetics, ad loc.).
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The concept of the poet as tc.::<cher has the corollary that any

play will necessarily treat myth from the viewpoint of the fifth century.

This leads to an ambivalent treatment of the places and events of the

myth, and contemporary is often unified with antique, just as Homer's

world is part reminiscence of an otherwise forgotten Mycenean Age and

his contemporary Dark Age. In dealing with the political aspects of

plays this is a crucial area and often critics use the term "anachronism"

to denote this attitude. Since the concept of history was only just

developing, it is unlikely that an Athenian audience reacted unfavourably

to such historical fusion. Aeschylus' Eumenides illustrates the fusion of

heroic legend, a struggle of gods and the atmosphere of the Athenian

Areopagus as a law-court, and how this creation can be utilized to

promulgate political propaganda on proper balance within the city.30

The Eumenides also gives examples of further, more particular,

references to political affairs in Athens (754 ff o on the Argive alliance

of 461 B.C.). CertainlY9 there is no lack of interpretation of the

plays on Theb~n legend that attempts to find such implications. While

Aeschylus' plays occasionally show clear instances of particular

political references, Sophocles, whose successful political career is

well-known, has fewer such comments on personalities and policies in the

Thcban Playso Euripides in his Trojan Women seems to derive much of the

tragic intensity of the play from the historical archetype of its

situation -- the capture and destruction of Melos by the Athenians in

30
0n these points cf. B. M. W. Knox, Oedipus at Thebes

(New Haven, Yale University Press, 1957), pp. 61 ff.
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416 B.C. The cruel slaughter of the male population and enslavement of

the refit was given special prominence by Thucydides (5, 84 ff.).

Euripides universalizes the event by depicting the aftermath of the

Trojan War, not as an example of the triumph of power politics as

Thucydides does but as a microcosm of the horrors of war, v/hich

b t 1 · d d 1 . k 31ru a lzes conqueror an conquere ale. Plays and politics, then,

made a 8eminal

are closely related but to assume direct (and therefore unartistic and

unGreek) analogy to political events in a play is wrong o

The filBl aspect studied in the plays on Theban legend is the

imagery. The poetry of Greek tragedy has often been neglected in

comparison to exegesis of the other elements of communication, but it

has equal power to express the poet's themes and ideas o R. Goheen has

. 32review of the imagery in Sophocles' Antlgone and

his terms and approaches provide a working basi~ but not a complete

scheme, for discussion of imagery. Like Goheen's, this study focuses

primarily on dominant images in the plays because there is less

danger of misconstruing the real metaphorical significance of a

number 0 f similar tropes than that of one self-contained expression.

These image patterns function with greater or lesser significance in one

part of or throughout each play and help develop insight into plot,

31 (Cf. G. M. A. Grube, The Drnma of Euripides London, Methuen,
1941), pp. 280 ff.

32The Imagery of Sophocles' Antigone (Princeton, 1951).
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character and meaningo 33 The work of art is an organism and all its

parts must, cohere for it to function ~ith maximum effect. Imagery is

not the least of tragedy's means of communication.

A definition of what is included in the concept of imae;ery is

certainly difficult, but is best summed up as metaphor and its related

forms. In Goheen's study imae;ery is defined as follows:

Wi thin our province nrc any use of cor:crete, 08)1[';UOUS
terms which are not simply descriptive but which are so used
liS to communicate emotional attitudes or intellectual
perceptions indirectly, either by a trcmsfcr of rr,eanine; or
by analogy. Thus we are including what rhetoricians
distinguished as metaphor proper, synecdoche, metonymy,
personificaticn and lithe enlivening of lifeless things " •
It seems also proper to incblde the exemplification of a
general observation by concrete analogy in any 3~se where
the expression is both concrete and suggestive.

33Goheen, pp. 3 ff. A greater role is played hy imagery in some
Aeschylean tragedies: liThe issues, the themes, the motives that make
for conflict, for drama, find their most complete expression not in the
chorus' declar~tions of fact but in their statements in symbol, symhol
which in syntax,,' in the circumstanqes of lane;uage, becomes image.
Imagery in'the' 'Aeschylean plays does not then simply illuminate or even
illustrate drama. In its recall of past events, in its anticipation of
future events, in its definition -- not description -- of present
conflicts it actually creates drama. In this sense imagery is
dramatic imagery". Barbara L. Hughes, Dramatic Imap;ery in Aeschylus
(unpUblished dissertation, Bryn Mawr§ 1955), po iV$

34p • 10.5.
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The last category is illustrated by the opening of the firfit stasimon

of the AntiGone: "V/onders are many and none more awesome than man"

(332). TheGe phrases are concrete but when illustrated by successive

examples become sUGgestive of the ambj.guities th,tt every human action

implies in the play. One further category might well be added, since

it is significant throughout the Theban plays, and this is the concretization

of imaGistic ideas, such as those relating to blindness in Sophocles'

Oedipus Tyrannus, which receive final statement in the form of the

blind Oedipus. This category is an extension of imae;ery and interacts

with it so that in it the imaGe finds concrete statement which is

in turn an imac;e thrOUGh connotation. These imae;e patterns are

explored primarily for their contributions to each drama, but, like

the other aspects studied, are also correlated from play to play to

distinguish and define recurrent tropes that each dramatist applies

both to situation and heroin Theban legend.

Thus several of the. most important modes of expression open to

the poets are examined in this study to illuminate the basic pattern or

patterns of Theban legend and to trace the individual differences of

vision and communication that successive treatments adopt. Myth,

plot, religious, social and political aspects and finally imagistic

expression are all scfutinized in an effort to define both the

continued significance and development of the stories and also their

particular meanings in the course of several treatments at different

times and for different artistic ends by the three very individual masters

of the Attic theatre. To detect and define the adaptability of the

hero Ilnd his implications for the moment at which each



play was created is the central object of the symholic approach,

while to chRracterize the peculiar and persistent imagery of the
~

plays is that of the linguistic approach.

17



II

AESCHYLUS AND THEBAN LEGEND

1. Aeschylus and Tragedy; The Eleu6inians
5

The seven earliest complete Greek tragedies extant are by Aeschylus

and among them is the first known treatment of Theban legend, the

1Seven against Thebes. Of the poet's life little is known. He was born

at Eleusis in Attica of aristocratic parents. Ancient scholars probably cal-

iulated- his-- bit.th.-':'date~524;·;B;Q. from the year of his first victory

with his plays, 484 B.C. His valour in the battle of Marathon

(490 B.C.) is recorded in his epitaph and this date places him in

the period of Athens' dynamic development internally towards rad-

ical democra.cy and externally towards the hegemony of Greece. The

close bond between Aeschylus and the city in his plays illustrates

the spirit of optimism and patriotism that must have been inspired by,

and resulted in, Athens 9 rise to power.

Aeschylus probably shaped tragedy in a radical manner~

Aristotle ( Poetics 1449al5ff.) says that Aeschylus added the second

actor, reduced the part of the chorus and made dialogue pre-eminent.

These were the first large steps towards drama as the conflict of

Ipossibly Aeschylus' own title, cf. Aristophanes, Frogs,
1021. Hereafter in this study simply the Seven.

18



individuals rather than as concentration on one man's dilemma high-

lighted by the reactions of the chorus. Most of Aeschylus' plays,

especially the Persians and the Seven, show evidence of the second,

cruder technique. Although three plays were given by each poet,

the trilogy connected in subject matter may have been developed

especially by Aeschylus. 2 At least, to judge from the Oresteia,

he uses this form to express deep religious and political conflicts

and their resolutions. His work indicates his position as teacher

of the city and shaper of tragedy and these aspects are investigated

in the Seven.

Of Aeschylus' other treatments of Theban legend, little is

known except that a further trilogy contained another treatment of

the Theban war. Its actual plays are disputed. Perhaps they formed

19

an Adrastus trilogy, starting with the Nemea. This may have told the

story' of the fO\Ulding of the Nemean Games. The expedition of the

Argives against Thebes halted at Nemea and were shown to water by

Hypsipyle. While she was gone, her charge Archemorus was killed by

a snake and the games instituted in his memory.3 The next play,

the ArgiVes,4 perhaps contained the lamentation of the Argive

women over the fallen. The Eleusinians dealt with the recovery

2The Persians (472 B.C.) was put on with the Phineus and
the Glaucus Potnieus, unconnected stories, while the Seven
competed against a Lycurgus trilogy by Polyphrasmon (Argument to
Aeschylus' Seven).

3Scholiast to Pindar, Nemean Odes and cf. Rose, Oxford
Classical Dictionary (Oxford, Clarendon, 1947), ~ Adrastus.
References to the play in H.J. Mette, Die Fragmente der Tragoedien
des Aischvlos (Berlin, Akademie, 1959); pp.92-3.

4
Mette, PP.93-4 ..
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and burial of the Seven by Theseus at Eleusis. 5 No performance date

is known for this trilogy, while its sources are the cyclic epic, the

Thebaid, and other local stories from Nemea and Attica, The signific-

ant alteration of the epic to include the intervention of Theseus and

the heroes' burial at Eleusis6 has .led. to the reasona-ble assumption

that this play, like the Suppliants and the Eumenides, reflects a

favourable outlook on close Athenian-Argive-relations. 7

5Plutarch, Theseus, 29 and fragments in Mette, pp. 94-5.
Another interpretation;ofthe fragments makes the trilogy consist of
the Eleusinians, the Argives and the Epigoni, see Aeschylus, trans.
H.W. Smyth(London, Heinemann, 1927), II, 378, 383-5, 396-7. The
reconciliation brought about by Theseus in the Eleusinians suggests
a final, not a first, playa The Bpigoni, which must have dealt with
the successful expedition of the sons of the Seven, is treated aes
separate play in Mette, ppa23-4.

6AcCording to Asclepiades, Pindar, Olympian Odes, 6, 15.
is a quotation from the Thebaid:

/ )1 CI / ().
Yfk.vWV ev, ~1/"'n'

see Hesiod, The Homeric Hymns and Homerica, trans. H.G. Evelyn-vfuite
(London, Heinemann, 1920), p.486.

7Cf • especially Suppliants 625-709, and Eumenides, 754ff.
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University of Michigan Press, 199 ),
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It has been further conjectured that the portrayal of the Thebnns as

amenable to Theseus' persuasion was an ~ttempt to realign Sparta's

allies and that the cult of Theseus' bones was an important theme in

the play following the command of the Delphic oracle in 476 B.C.

These suggestions are based on conjectural dating by circular

arguments and remain doubtful. 8 Other plays on Theban stories

are known only in outline from fragments and references. 9

2. The Seven: Trilogy, Myth and Action

The first extant Greek tragedy dealing with Theban legend is

Aeschylus' Seven. It is the final play of a trilogy that told the sto-

ry of the house of Laius and its eventual destruction. A satyr play,

the Sphinx, followed and probably referred back to the events that

fell between the first and second plays, the Laius and Oedipus.

Although only one significant fragment of the first two tragedies--

three lines from the Oedipus --- has survived and the action and

meaning of the trilogy as a whole must consequently be reconstructed

from the Seven and external sources, the trilogy seems to have a

8For further discussion,
of Aeschylean Tragedy(Ann Arbor,
pp. 150ff.

9Cf • Smyth, p. 375, Alcmena; Lloyd-Jones in Smyth, pp. 541-
556 Theorioe or Isthmiastae (a satyr play in which Dionysus appears
without much reference to the story); Smyt4 pp. 404ff. and Lloyd
Jone~ pp. 586-90, Heracleidae; five plays about Dionysus, variously
reduced to a tetralogy or trilogy:pp. 568-71, Semele or Hydrophoroe;
Nurses; pp. 435-7, Xantriae; pp.385-6, Bacchae and p.443 Pentheus.
Mette treats Bacchae( p.lS) and Nurses (pp.156-7) separately from the
the Dionysus trilogy (pp o132-9). The L~our~eia trilogy, Smyth, p.377,-
Edonians (pp.398-401) i Ba1=:sa..rides (pp.:=b:"L, t Neanisci (~428) and
Lyc1.U:-g'Us (satyric, p.420 )- contains stories of Thracian Dionysus.
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shaping effect on Theban legend in Greek tragedy. Many of its themes

and images continually recur in the treatments of these stories by

the later Attic dramatists. If the whole trilogy were extant, this

influence might be even more marked.

The trilogy was based on the story of the cyclic epics, the

Oedipodeia and the Thebaid. The first play, the Laius, contained

Apollo's oracle to Laius, thrice repeated, that he must die without

offspring to save the city ( Seven, 746ff.). His disobedience to

this divine admonition resulted in his death at the hands of his

exposed son, Oedipus, who was unaware of his identity. This event

was the climax of the first play. An oracle of Apollo that Oedipus

would kill his father already appears in Pindar, Olympian Odes,2,38

40 ( 476 B.C. )9 but the threat is a personal one and does not in-

volve the safety of the city, an important innovation by Aeschyluso

The Pindar passage does, however, include the important theme of

the vengeance of the Fury on Oedipus' sons for their father's

parricide 0

Oedipus' subsequent conquest of the Sphinx ( already leg

endary 10) and marriage to his mother Jocasta ( ci. Homer, Odyssey,

11,271-80, where, however, she is called Epicaste ) probably took

place in the interval between the Laius and the next play, the ~-

ipus. The climaxes of this play must have been the discovery of

the parrXide and incestuous marriage, the blinding, and the mad

curse of Oedipus on his sons (Seven 725, 753ff.). The first

lOCi. References in E.L. de Kock, "The Sophoklean Oidipus
and its Antecedents", Acta Classica 4, 1961, p.23.
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appearance of a curse on Eteocles and Polyneices is in the Thebaid.

In one fragment (Athenaeus, 11, 465E ), Polyneices puts Cadmus' silver

table and Laius' gold cup before Oedipus against his wishes and draws a

curse of continual strife over patrimor~. The scholiast on Sophocles,

Oedipus Coloneus, 1375 has another version from the same source, in

which Oedipus pronounces a curse of fraternal mutual slaughter in'

retaliation for being sent a dishonourable portion from his sons'

sacrifice. The inverse proportion of the intensity of the curses to

th ' t" t' bl 11 d th h l' t l' th te~r provoca ~on ~s no ~cea e, an e sc 0 ~as comp a~ns a

the second curse is petty and ignoble. The stress on Oedipus' mad-

ness (Seven, 724, 780) and the involvement of both sons in the curse

suggest that Aeschylus' motivation for it (in doubt because of the

corruption in Seven, 785-6) was the sons' neglect of their father,

as in the second fragment of the Thebaid.12 This implies that Oed-

ipus was isolated as accursed and polluted, a fact that does not

exonerate the brothers from blameo This would be a typically Aes-

chylean complex of guilt and innocenceo

Before the start of the final play, Oedipus must have died

and the paucity of reference to this event suggests that it took

place at the end of the Oedipuso The central events of the Seven
.,'

are Eteocles' defence of Thebes and duel with his brother, which

~ere familiar from the Thebaid. 14 But Aeschylus' play is almost

llC. Robert, Oidipus (Berlin, Weidmann, 1915), I, 171.

l~e division motif (Seven,710f, etc.)is from the first fro

13Cf• the Thebaid, de Kock, p.20.

14Iwplied in the second curse, and Pindar, 01. Odes, 2,4lff.
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entirely invented in its action. For the first time the sons are

the offspring of Oedipus' incestuous marriage, which means both a

delayed discovery and emphasizes the inherited family curse more than

in the epic. 15 Oedipus' curse, though possibly a climax in the pre-

ceeding play, is only mentioned once in the first half of the Seven

(70), while the brothers'quarrel and duel, though implicit in the

expedition of the Argives, are not referred to until 576. 16 The

suggestion that this represented two sides of Theban legend would

make the first half of the play reflect an internal Mycenean

conflict between the Argives and Thebans, in which Eteocles plays

the patriotic king, and the second half (after 654 ) the Labdacid

legend with all its implications of fraternal strife.17 This may

be true but makes no allowance for the complexity of Eteocles'

character throughout and the subtle implications of the brothers'

struggle in the first half, especially the dramatic irony of the

central scene where the audience 9 but not Eteocles, must anticipate

the duel. Aeschylus' desig~ and not his disparate sources, is

clearly ~P.P'~QftP~ in the suppression of this clash. Though the actual

details of the Argives i assault 9 such as Amphiaraus' mysterious

18death, are borrowed from epic, the motif of seven pairs of attackers

l5H•C. Baldry, "The Dramatization of the Theban Legend",
Greece and Rome, 2nd. Series, 3, 1956, pp.31f.

16Cf • R.P. \'linnington-Ingram, "Aeschylus, Septem 187-90, 750
757", Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies, London, 13,
1966 9 p.92 Note 10.

l7U• von Wil~nowitz-Moellendori, Aischylos Interpretationen
(Berlin,19l4), pp.88-95.

18Pindar , Nemean Odes, 9, 9-28 (476 or 474 B.C.).
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and defenders for the seven gates, with Eteocles and Polyneices as the

final pair is also essentially dramatic and probably Aeschylus'

own devi~e since it rejects AdrastuB as leader of the expedition. 19

If the ending of the play were treated as genuine, which

seems most unlikely,20 further innovations in the legend would be

included, for no other reference to a refusal of burial to Polyneices

is known prior to Sophocles' Antigone. Nor is any evidence of Antigone's

defiance of such an order found. 21 In many respects, then, Aeschylus

has not only remoulded the traditions of epic for dramatic effec~ as

for example, Oedipus' delayed discovery and the seven pairs of champions,

but haR also drastically altered the details for his own purposes,

particularly the parentage of Eteocles and Pelyneices, to stress the

working of the family curse.

The Seven begins with Eteocles' rallying speech to the Cadroeans.

The Argive invaders are about to make their final thrust and all ~

young and old, must help their countryo A scout reports the Argives'

oath to destroy Thebes or die. Eteocles prays to the gods and his

father's curse to spare the city and then retires. A chorus of panic-

stricken Theban women supplicate the gods' images and vividly conjure

up the sights and sounds of approaching war. Eteocles returns to

rebuke their morale-threatening behaviour and enjoin a practical outlook:

19Pindar, Olympian Odes, 6, l2ff.
20"H. Lloyd-Jones, "The End of the ?even against Thebe.s", Class-

ical Suarterly, new series, 9, 1959, pp.80-115 makes out a case for
genuineness. His arguments are attacked on philological grounds'by E.
Fraenkel, "Zum Schluss der Sieben Gagen Thebex:", Museum Helveticum 21,
1964, pp.58-64 and on others by R.D. Dawe, "The Snd of Seven against
Thebes", Classical Quarterly, N.S., 17, 1967, pp.16-28.'The end seems
spurious but fifth century tragic idiom. 21The Seven are buried at
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their pr.ayers to the gods must be tempered with obedience to him and

effort from their menfolk, since the gods mayor may not help. The

chorus is calmed by his outburst and dwells on the miseries of the

siege and capture of a city, invoking the gods' help. Eteocles and

the scout enter together and the l~tter reports one by one the chiefs

of Pxgos and their positions at the seven gates of Thebes. In con-

trast to the boasting and fierceness of the first five attackers

Eteocles sketches the virtuous modesty and courage of his appointed

defenders. The prophet Amphiaraus alone is an unpresumptuous en-

emy but his uprightness guarantees he will not attack Thebes.

His opponent, however, will be a fighter of valour. The final cham-

pion is Polyneices, with a blazon claiming justice for his cause.

Eteocles, though horrified at first, accepts the doom of Oedipus'

curse despite the chorus' warnings that pollution is inevitab~e.

The chorus, aghast, sings of the curse on the house of Laius and its

fulfilment in each generation, steadily more terrible. A messenger

arrives and announces that the city is safe and the brothers dead

by each other's hand. As their bodies enter, the chorus laments

their fate, perhaps accompanied by Antigone and Ismene. In the

supposedly interpolated ending, a herald announces that the city's

council forbids the burial of Polyneices, Antigone refuses to obey

this edict and the chorus divides, some to help Antigone bury her

brother and others to accompany Eteocles' corpse to state burial.

ornear Thebes (above, note 6). For the various stories about
Antigone see Chapter III.
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3. Religious and Social Themes

The trilogy's major theme has already emerged from the study

of Aeschylus' innovations in the myth. It is the working of a family

cUrse in successive generations. The full religious implications

of Aeschylus' treatment can only be guessed at because of the almost

total disappearance of the first two plays. The long second stas

irnon of the Seven (720-791) seems to sum up the operation of the

curse throughout the trilogy, however, and sets Eteocles' (and Poly

~neices') actions in the wider context of their father's and grand

father's destruction through its functioning. The obvious simil

arity of motif suggests comparison with the only complete extant

trilogy of Aeschylus, the Oresteia. There Aeschylus manifests his

interest in the build-up and final resolution of dynamic evolution

ary processes of evil in the affairs of men and their cities, togeth

er with the interrelationship of divine and human causation in these

processes. Both trilogies begin with a divine injunction on a king:

a demand on Agamemnon to sacrifice his daughter, Iphigenia (Agamem

~, 206-18) and Apollo's oracle to Laius not to have offspring

(Seven, 745ff.). Agamemnon's decision, set against the background

of his father's trangressions against his brother, Thyestes (Aga~

memnon, 1215ff.) is pUnished by Clytemnestra's vengeful murder

(Agamemnon, 138off.), just as Laius' disobedience of Apollo is

punished by Oedipus¥ unwitting parricide. These acts result in

dilemmas for the sons. Orestes avenges his father by killing his

mother, but the ambiguity of his conduct ~ at once both righteous
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and guilty, cannot be left unchallenGed. Pursued by his mother's

Furies, he is eventually vindicated by the OlympiRns in the trial

scene of the Eumenides. The Furies, no lon~er allies of Zeus in

their ~lrsuit, are reconciled by Athena to his escapinG with his

life. Eteocles and Polyneices neglected Oedipus and die partly for

their filial impiety (Seven, 785-90). Polyneices is slwwn as fully

deservinG his fate because of his attack on his mother city. Eteo-

cles, however, who, like Orestes, makes a decision to breach the

laws of kiJlship and fiGht his brother, is overcome by the family

curse and the wrath of Apollo (800 ff.) and dies in the forbidden

fraternal duel. Thus each successive member of both families suff-

ers a direr fate than his parent and while the Olympians release

Orestes and his family from this crescendo of hu~,nland divine evil,

only the deaths of Eteocles and Polyneices, the children of incest,

brine freedom for Thebes from the wickedness of the Lnbdacids.

In both trilogies the family curse that provides a central

unifyinr, motif is actuated by the Furies who appear on stLlgC in the

Eumenides. The nature of these eoddesses and of the justice they en~-

~roe is there probed in contrast to the Olympians and their high-

er form of justice. The Furies nre chthonic powers, usually the

22
dauGhters of Earth (Ilesiod, TheoGony, 184 ff.), and thus older

than the Olympians (Eumenides, 150, 779). They especially

22Daughters of Night in the Eumenides (322, 416 and in the
Seven, 679, 979?) painting them as monsters to be feared, cf. the
horrors born of Night (Theogony, 211 ff.)o
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protect the rights of kin and pursue the breakers of kinship ties,

a function that is ancient in the Oedipus legend ( Odyssey,11,271-

80 and Pindar, Olympian Odes, 2, 41ff.). They demand blood for blood

( Eumenides, 185-197) and insist only on the fact of crime and not

its motives (Eumenides,176f.,652-6). In the Eumenides, however,

their connection as chthonic powers with both fertility and the souls

of the dead 23 is exploited by Aeschylus. Athena persuades them to

alter their aspect and become beneficiaries of Athens as inspirers

of the fear that will give authority to the Olympians' new state

system of legal justice symbolized by the Areopagus (Eumenides,976-

995). In the Theban trilogy, however, only their enforcement of

family rights and the family curse appears and they are even iden-

tified by Eteocles with the curse of Oedipus:

'\~ I "' 'E." 'c {\ / 'nee(,""( ~WVS n~""e.~\ "'\ ~lit~""o'17~Y1~' (70,cf~785ff.)

This function of the Furies is the trilogy's unifying theme. 2.4

The working of the Fur~~ in each generation is depict-

ed as a madness that results in crime (Seven,724, 756f., 781,786).

This mad delusion ("at~ll) is the typical mode of operation of the

Furies and in the Eumenides they sing a maddening spell to bind

their victim's soul ( 307-396, cf. Iliad,19, 86ff.). In this way

they put into effect both the curse on the house of Laius and Oed-

ipus' curse on his sons, the central action of the Seven. The mag-

ical power of curses is not recognised by Homer in the main action

23W•K•C• Guthrie, The Greeks and Their God p (Boston, Beacon,
'OE:;E:;) '" ?,.Q... //../'J"tI·2lf..... v •

F. Solmsen,"The Erinys in Aischylos' Septem",T.A.P.A.,68,1937,P.199.
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of either epic unless it receives the sanction of the gods. In Aeschylus

however its potency is integrated into the revenge justice of the Furies

and its operation seen as in some way just retribution for the violat

ion of the rights for which they stand. 25 Thus its operation is

triggered by Laius' disobedience to Apollo's oracle, Oedipus' parri-

cide and his sons' neglect of him. Oedipus himself utters a curse,

the power of which Eteocles hints at early in the Seven (70). The

irony of the central scene in the Seven (373-653) is that both curses

and the Fury who executes them work in accord with Eteocles' free will

to bring him to deadly fraternal combat with Polyneices,26 the final

mad rivalry in the family brought to boil by Oedipus' curse (699-716).

This is the Fury's death blow to the house of Laius (886-7, 1060-3)

and also \erg~,ance for Apollo (800-2). There may be a hint that Fury

and Olympian work together, but if so the idea is not fully delineated

in the Seven. 27 The Fury, then, is the executor of both family curse

and kinship justice and appears wholly in a destructive and punitive

aspect in the Theban ~rilogyQ

The action of the family curse is seen by Aeschylus in a

complex manner. It is not purely the intervention of the divine in

human affairs. Lesky considers Aeschylus to have a new concept here

in that "the effect of the curse consists in a crime renewed from

generation to generationll •
28 vlliile the power of the curse is active

25L•A• Post, From Homer to Menander(Berkeley, Univ. of Calif.,
1951), p.58.

26
27Solmsen, pp.20l-3.

B. Otis, "The Unity of the Seven against Thebes",Greek,Roma.'1
and Byzantine Studies, 3, 1960 pp.153-l74.

28"Decision and Responsibility in the Tragedies of Aeschylus"g
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in the events of the Seven, the freewill and decision of Eteocles

does not therefore disappear. Similarly, Orestes pro~resses from

acknowledgement of Apollo's oracular command to acceptance and

personal desire to fulfil it during the ~ommos of the Choephoroe

(434ff.). Agamemnon follows the same course (Agamemnon, 206-18).

All their actions are a "union of coercion and personal readiness ll •
29

, /
Thus the spectacle of the Seve~ is not merely that of a ~c<. '-I LV v

a"'"u).., '>.. 11"\-("Wt (cf. Agamemnon 1507-8) casting its spell over Eteocles,

as the chorus suggests by its allusions to madness (686-8), but also

that of a hero coming to desire his terrible fate-- a fraternal duel--

although it is an offence against religious sensibility. The doom of

the accursed Labdacids is sealed by both the divine activity of the

Fury and Apollo and human activi ty - a repeated crime-- in each

generation.

The family and its curse involve and imperil the city of Tnebes

from the outset and there is constant tension between family and city,

probably a major theme in the trilogy as it is in the~. Laius

disobeys an oracle which seems to answer an inquiry after measures

for the cityY s safety.30 His motive for disobedience is to be dynastic:

he wishes the city's safety to be compatible with the continuance of

Journal of Hellenic Studies, 86, 1966 p.84.

29Lesky , p.82, cf. also his discussion in Greek Tragedy, trans~
H.A. Frankfort(London, Benn, 1965), pp.63ff.

30R•P• Winnington-Ingram, p.93, n.20.
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of his line. Laius, for all his desire to save his city, end~Gers it,

hut tries to make mnends by exposing Oedipus. Oedipus unwittingly

kills his father but rescues the city from the Sphinx. There is strife

within the family leadin~ to pollution of t~e city from his parricide

and incest. His sons in turn are alienated from him and through his

curse from one another. The city itself becomes the object of their

feud and its safety is jeopardized by Polyneices' irreligious attack

on his mother city. Eteocles, however, wants the city's and his own

safety to be consonant (Seven, 3).31 Throughout the first half of the

Seven Eteocles identifies himself with the city like a hereditary

king on the Homeric pattern and this identification of the city and

its ruling family is further heightened by the omission of the names

Thebes and Thebans, which become the city of the Cadmeans(e.~. 9, 47)

or of Cadmus (74, 120) end the Cadmeans (1, 39). Even if the reason

for this was Thebes disgrace in the Persian wars for Medizing,32

Aeschylus utilizes this contingency to evoke an epic convention,

central to his theme, and its air:of timelessness. Finally Eteocles

succumbs to family rivalry, aware that this is the fulfilment of

Oedipus i curse. 33 The brothers divide their mother earth and

receive only enough for a grave.

The close involvement of the city in the family strife

3lJ •H• Finley, PindarendAeschylus (Cambridge, Harvard Univ.
Press, 1955) p.239.

32Cf • Herodotus, 7, 132j 9, 16; 9, 40ff.; 9, 86.
33Cf. L.A.Post, p.71o
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provoked by the curse seems to have a moral for Aeschylus' Athens:

family and state are so closely interwoven that strife in one pro-

duces a similar reaction in the other. This reflects the continu-

ing struggle between the ancient institution, the family, and its

rival of more recent growth in Attica, the city. Before Solon,

every Athenian had been a member of a tribe, of which there were

four, of a phratry, a third of a tribe, and of a genos ("family"),

one thirtieth of a phratry (L-Aristotl~, Athenian Constitution,

fro 3). Membership in all three groups was hereditary in the male

line. The genos itself was a group of families who believed them-

selves descended from a single god or hero to whom they could trace

their descent unbrokenQ34 In Athens of the earliest period these

were the main political groupings, while the social strata of the

city consisted of nobles, farmers and craftsmen (~Aristotl~,

~.)Q

These kinship units had legal and religious aspects too.

Every phratry and genos was allowed to make its own statutes, sub-

ject to the laws of the state. Although the genos itself never had

any state legal function to perform, the phratry had some part in

homicide lawo 35 Both~nits worshipped special gods: Zeus Phrat-

rios, Athena Phratria, Apollo Patroos, wtih a special festival, .

tha Apatouria. 36 The cults of these gods were centred on the west

34C• Hignett, A History of the Athenian Constitution (Oxford,
Clarendon, 1952), p.63.

35ps•-Demosthenes,xliii,57,.

36Hignett, pp.56f.



side of the Agora. The first archaic temple to Apollo on this site
-,'

was built in the mid-sixth century, probably only predated in this

area by the first Council House. 37 After destruction in the Persian

wars, it was rebuilt in the second quarter of the fourth century in

close conjunction with a joint sanctuary of Zeus Phratrios and Ath-

38ena Phratria (Pausanias, 1,3,4) and a visit to these sanctuaries

was one of the enrolment ceremonies for the phratries (Demosthenes,

lvii,67). Nearby were the Temple of the Mother. of the gods (Paus

anias,I,3,5)(9 the Pisistratid Altar of the Twelve Gods and the

40Altar of the Eponymous Heroes. The last named is of special in-

terest since the heroes are those who gave their names to the ten

tribes instituted by Cleisthenes in his democratic reforms and the

Altar may therefore represent an attempt to oust the religious as

well as the political influence of the phratrieso 41

The genos itself also had religious importance in all

periods and this is attested by the fact that the priesthoods of

certain cults were hereditary in themo Among these were the priest-

ess of Athena Polias, the goddess to whom the Panathenaic festival

37H•A• Thompson,"Buildings on the West Side of the Agora",
Hesperia,6,1937,pp.77-115.

38Ibid.,pp.84-90, 104-7.

39Ibid.,pp.135~40.

4oThucYdides,6,54; Pausanias,1,5,1-5, cf. H.A. Thompson,
The Athenian Agora (2nd. Ed., Athens, American School of Classical Studies,

60ff., 21ff.
41

Herodotus, 5,66 and 69~
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was dedicated (Aeschines,2,147) and especially the priests of the

Eleusinian mysteries, which were in the hands of the Eumolpidae and

Kerykes (~Aristot137,39,2). The religious and legal functions of

both genos and phratry were clearly very strong and ancient. If,

42as seems probable, the genos had only aristocratic Eupatrid

members, it was an association from mutual self-interest to main-

tain the power and wealth of the landed gentry through their mono

poly of political and religious functions. 43

This was the position in Solon's era, but the development

of Athenian democracy was the progressive erosion of the governing

power of the aristocratic organizations (inclUding the genos) and

their chief members, the Eupatridso Solon's reforms were destruct-

ive of the power of the Areopagus, an exclusively Eupatrid council

whether it consisted of the heads of every genos or of a small coll-

ection of familieso 44 He opened the Assembly to all free men, exclu-

sive of property holding (~Aristotle-7,7,3), and the archonship to

the Pentacosiomedimni and perhaps the Hippeis, both property classes

and not kin groups ( Plutarch, Aristeides 1,2j ~Aristotl~,7,3):5

while he forced the archons to account for their financial and gen

eral business to the Assembly before joining the Areopagus ( Aris-

4~ejecting L-Aristotle-7, fr.3 w~th Hignett,pp.65ff.

43Hignett,p.67.

44Ibid.,p.83.

45Ibid.,pp.10lff. for the possibility of the election of the
Hippeis to the archonshipQ



totle, Politics, 1274al5-17, 1281b32-4)o To galvanize the Assembly's

authority, Solon set up the Council of four hundred men, elected by

lot from the four Attic tribes, from the class of the Zeugitae and

above (~Aristotle-7,7,lff.). The Council prepared the Assembly's

business (Plutarch, Solon,19,1), thus making its ~ransactions effect

ive. 46 Thus the aristocratic Areopagus lost the initiative in gov-

ernment, but may have recovered some of this after the Persian wars

(~Aristotle-7, 23,1; Aristotle, Politics, 1304a20-1).47
i

Cleisthenes democratic reforms after the expulsion of the

tyrant Hippias in 510 B.C. were more directly concerned with break-

ing the grip of the genos and phratry. He substituted membership

of a deme (a particular territorial division) for that of a genos

as the criterion of citizenship, which allowed an influx of new

voters into the state.48 This was accompanied by a complete reor-

ganization of the constitution (Herodotus,5,69). The importance of

the reforms was that: "the substitution of the deme for the clan

meant in effect the transition from a principle of kinship to that

of locality•• 0 • Athens after the reforms of Cleisthenes was no

longer a 'federation of kinships,.,,49 Although this view has been

46The authenticity of many of these measures has been chal
lenged by Hignett,pp.86-107.

470n the view that Solon's reforms, and later Cleisthenes'
reforms, had left the Areopagus with the wide powers that Ephialtes
removed in 462B.C. see Hignett,pp.145ff. This would strengthen the
ar~~ment for a clash between the interests of the genos as represent
ed by the aristocratic Areopagus, and the city at the time of the
Th~antri~~.

48u~ ~~ p ~~C
••~~u~~~& .~JOo

49E•M• Walker in Cambridge Ancient Eistory (Cambridge,1926),~44f.
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challenged by Hignett,50 it is corroborated by the use of deme names

and Aristotle's acceptance of it in Politics,13l9.5l It suggests

that the nascent democracy had to shake off the cramping influence

of the genos and such a process WaS unlikely to have been effected

by one set of legislation. Besides removing the constitutional func-

tion of the geno~, Cleisthenes may also have enacted a law compell-

ing phratries (the aggregate of the citizen body) to admit to mem-

bership people other than those in a genos, thus combatting discri

mination.52 After his reforms, the genos is little heard of as an

institution except in its religious functions, but its members, the

Eupatrids, feature as' the leaders of Athenian politicsp, Cleisthenes

himself was an Alcmaeonid and his nephew, Megacles ( the uncle cf

Pericles, Herodotus,6,13l), became leader of the genos after his re

tirement (~Aristotle-7,22;5). Themistocles, a rival, despite a

foreign mother, was a member of the Lycomidae (Plutarch, Themistoc-

4 53les,l, ), while this man's later adversaries included Miltiades,

the chief of the Philaids, and Aristeides, related to the Kerykes

as his political alignment with their policies confirms. 54 Cimon,

if not himself of ancient noble lineage, was allied with the

50Hignett,pp.138ff.

~lThough people of good family still used patroLymics, the
deme name takes over in all official and public affairs, see K. von
Fritz and E. Kapp, Aristotle's Constitution of Athens (New York,
Hafner, 1950),PPo144-5.

52Hignett,pp.6lff. and Note C,ppo390f.

53Hignett,Pe183 defends Themistocles' nobility.
54_ . _ - .."
- ~. ,p.~OL+.



the Eupatrids throuGh his wife and hu.lf-sistero55

After 487 D.C o, the state office that allowed the Eupatrid

domination of Athenian politics was the generalship, which Cimon held

consecutively from 477 to 461. 56 The reason for this was apparently

the nature of this functiofi, since lithe gifts of political leaders

ship and military capacity which it required were in any case only

to be found among the rich landoViners. 1I57 Thus the aristocracy,

organized in the genos system, were in control of Athenian policy

until Cimon' s ostracism in L,61 D.C. His policy of largesses ( ["Ar-

istotle_7, 27, 3) and cleruchies(~., Scyros in 475 D.C.) suggests

appeasement of the people. Eventually, the popular leaders J Eph

ialtes and Pericles (both nObles),.58 overthrew him and again remov-

ed the powers of the Areopagus (461 B. Co, ~(AristOtle_7, 25, 1 ff 0) 0

This hints at n long agitation against the Eupatrid government of

Athens with its genos systemo59 Aeschylus' Oresteia, produced in

458 B.C., depicts the Areopagus not as the instrument of aristocra-

tic government but as a murder court~ which was its ancient legal

function in fulfilment of the justice of the genos o The trilogy,

then, seems to preach a lesson of toleration to both sides in the

struggle for political power. The Theban trilogy, however, predates

this conflict over the Areopagus, but the stress on the strife both

55Ibido, p. 191.

56Ibid.

57Ibid., ppo 191-2.

58
Th ;rl_ "" 10L.
~., .,t'- .. /10
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within the house of wiul'; Gnd between it and the city of Thebes seems

to point to the dangers involved for the state and family alike in

family strife and so reflects the continuing politic;,l conflict v/ith-

in the genos system for the leadership of Athens. Such dissension

is destructive for both genos and city.

This opposition between family Gnd city in the trilogy is

carried deep within the texture of the Seven by the exploitation of

the theme of g~rotrophia, the obli~ltion to care for parents in old

60age g This theme, in its strict sense, must have been the basis

for Oedipus' curse, a climax in t.he Oedipus, and thus led causally

to the brothers' fatal duel in the Seven. The obligation to care

for a parent in old age arose from the tie of kim,hip (IsacuG, De

Cleono Hero, 1, 39) and neglect of this duty led to disenfranchise-

ment under a law of Solon (Diogenes Lctertius, Solon, 1, 55). Oed-

ipus complains that his tendance of his children in their youth is

not repaid by them and curses them for·this:

sJ ) ";x. e oLL oLS

J ~ / 0
(. <f ~ K.E: \I ~ IT l- K. 0 '/0 -.> S .,e.. 0 r 0<.S

1 ~ \ ( J I
ol.I..-ot\.- \\L.K..€-O¥ '" wo-o-ou) OLe. ol.S

) r"\

Despite the difficulty of the text, d..e. tX I.. cl. S

(Seven, 785-70)

Iiscanty" seems the

better reading since this will refer to Oedipus' neglect in his old

61age, as Sophocles in the Oedipus Coloneus stresses later, when

60T . ·t' f 11 H D C "ThlS accoun 0 ows • • ameron, he Debt to Earth in
the Seven AGainst Thebes", T.A.P.A o , 95, 1964, ppo 1-8.

61CfQ T. G. Tucker, The Seven Against Thebes of Aeschylus (Cam
bridge~ 1908). ad loc w
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62
treatinr; the curses. Even if the reading /x.. e ot...~o<.5 be accepted,

a reference to the forbidden food of the Thebaid,63 the situ~tion

is still one in which Oedipus feels his sons to have failed in their

" .duty of gerotrophla. This, then, is the cause of the family quarrel

in both the Oedipus and the Seven and probably was in the Laius also,

since Oedipus' parricide must be considered as the worst imaGinable

inversion of g~rotrophia.

The concept of g~rotrophia is frequently developed as a met-

aphor in application to a warrior who dies for his country. This

act is seen as a citizen's repayment of his nurture and rearing to

his mother land, as Lysias says:

(/ , , ) Q. \ ") &- I ,..,
W c5'tT"f:e. 'f("I "'-~\.lS 0'-.'66.. '(JuS 0(1\0 v~ c:("""\Z(,-IV ) ":1,

t\.,I...,--e.:' £> L " .~ ) s;- /
f'tV To( TeO f' c; L oL 0<."-0 GYTes

(II, 70, cf. Isocrates, Arch~, 6, 108) • So Parthenopaeus, a metic at

Argos, fights against Thebes (Seven, 548),

and if Megareus the Theban dies in battle, he will repay his city

for its nurture: (Seven, 477).

This theme is not limited to these occasional mentions in the play,

but receives great prominence from the start, especially in Eteocles'

address to the Thebans. He reminds them of their patriotic duty to

62Cf • R. C. Jebb, The PIa sand Fra ments of So hocles, Oed
iyms Colow:us (Cambridge, 1900 , ad 1377 for the repetition of lltro_
phos" and cognates in Oedipus' remarks about his sons. Other, more
extreme, conjectures on the passage above are Robert, I, 264: Jex~~«s
-r-e !>rc!..) and Wilamo\'litz ~tXc«(«'S "e... ~rKs 0

supra ..
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Here there are a numb~r of interesting ambiguities that highlight

the theme. The last part may be read as meaning:"to be faithful ~arr-

. . thi h f d" f 11 . S th' . 64 Th' .~or6 ~n s our 0 nee , 0 oWlng my s vers~on. 1S S1m-

ply expresses a hope that the Thebaus will be patriotic soldiers,

"but the underlying imagery suggested by the stress on Tl'L o--r 0 v 5
/

(proleptic) and )\e.-E-o<; is one of trusted debtors-- Tucker's inn-

keeping metaphor with a special application65__ who will pay off the

score for their upbringing to Mother Earth by g;rotrophia.

The Thebans, then, have a special relationship with the soil

of Thebes and their defence of the city is seen in terms of human

kinshipo . Though this is stressed in other ways, as by the Homeric

ti f 1 d 1 . t d' t . 66 1 d tequa on 0 peop e an p ace, c~ y an c~ ~zens, a egen ary pa -

tern for the action of the play hints constantly at the significance

and outcome of the story unfolding on stage. This pattern is the

story of the Sparti, the Sown Men, who sprang from the teeth of the

dragon, which Cadmus slew. The Sown Men, once sprung from the earth9 •

fought with one another until only five were left. These became,

with Cadmus, the first citizens of Thebes. 67 The warrior seed of

Theban earth is often mentioned in the play-- Melanippus and

641 ,325.

65Tucker. Ad. Loc.

66~~se of ~admeans' and 'city of Cadmus'stresses the Cadmeia,
the name of the acropolis at Thebes (Pausanias,9,5,2) ~~d the word
'polia' is ~biguoust refering both to place and people; cf. 1liad,14,
144 and 152; and 16,69.

67 .
Pauaanias i 9.12 i 2:
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Megareus (412-4, 474) are examples-- and Eteocles in the thematically

important prologue pictures all the Theban defenders as growing grain,

which must recall their ancestors:

( r-- r\ '\".., ,,"'"\ '\ / )?/
vi<X~ \)c. Xel vvv) '<ol\.. '""I(),,' t)\{\Cl1ToY .... I:.\l

cJ ~ , / -....." ?/'), Q /
.~ 1- '1 s iX KreX. \..<.i.) \<"0( '- 'To.... E 'c.-') 1".1 ov' xe OV~ ?

0\<xo-.-rlr~v ~\S(XCVOVTrZ.. <Jt.Jr-CJl.To') 1TO'>.JV)
(/ ") ) I f\_) C / (I J

Wed..v '1 fXOVV eKo(tTTOY WeJ-rE: CS'vrlTe.EITE:.5. (10-14)

, / ") t /
tX...\</,,,,o(\"tL..S suggests "in full bloom" (cf. (.\(.1-(\ol..£,L,,} Thucydides,2,19),

r'\o(~11 ~\v ~\ c;r,,({vovrd.. "growing a shoot" (cf. (6'>- ~ o"'T05 , Hero-
r/ \ ))/ ,{U

dotus,6,37 and ~,\£ ~{Ol< w , Iliad,23,599) and L,)ed...-v T tXOVV "being

ripe in season" (Plato, Republic,475a). The Thebans fulfil their duty

to the soil of Thebes in a literal as well as metaphorical sense.

The same symbolism of growth from earth is applied to the

house of Oedipus and the family is depicted as a root:

Just as Cadmus sowed the dragon's teeth in Mother Earth and the crop

of brothers, descendants too of Ares, father of the dragon, fought

till death, so Oedipus' sons from the sacred field of his mother,

1\",\) ) 1,,\ '2
destroyed themselves in fraternal slaughter. 01.1\"" ~\JTo( "bc" 'f 0V c(Cr"-

~e.{tt<..e5"e-oI.\. e-~"M'(5~ (718) the chorus asks Eteocles, but his determin

ation remains firm. The brothers prove themselves the true crop of

Oedipus and finally pay gerotrophia to Theban E.arth.by being buried in



hero While Eteocles fulfils his kinship duty to Earth by his protect

ion, he also breaks the same law of kinship (,b,(\Z1 f{('J(\rWV,4l5) by

destroying his brother, whereas Polyneices breaks this law three times

in respect to Oedipus, Theban Mother Earth and Eteocles. His A(K '1

deceives himinto gaining the only portion of his parent country he

deserves-- six feet of earth.

The theme of gerotrophia, then, helps unify the Seven;and

clarify its conflicts. It is both a religious and social theme and

also a leading image and these two functions are virtually insepar-

ableo It applies in several ways to both the fumily of Laius and

the defence of Thebes. It is the basic reason for the curse of Oed-

ipus and of his sons'duel and also provides in the story of Cadmus

and the Sown Men a mythical correlative for the birth, strife and

death of the brotherso68 The defence of Thebes is seen in terms of

duty to Mother Earth and this metaphor is literally true for the The-

bans, whose descent from the Sown Men makes them sons of their native

soilo

This complex conceit connects very closely with the more ov-

ert levels of the clash between city and genas already discussed.

The city is seen in terms af the genos69 and demands similar duties

from its members. Eteacles' clash of loyalties between these two

institutions results in his destruction and that of his genos , which

68This typically Aeschylean usage (cf. Io in the Suppliants and
Prometheus Bound) recalls T.S. Eliot's remarks on S~lli(espeare's use of
the 'objective correlative'. This is a Ilset of objects, a situation, a
chain of events which shall be the formula of that particular emotionll •

In the Seven the symbol connotes the horrorrQf fw~lv and city strife:, cfe
tl':;;l - v

The Sacred Wood (London, Methuen, 1920). Cf. Pindar, Isthmian Odes,
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jeopardized the city's safety, deliberately in the case of Laius and

Polyneices and accidentally in Oedipus' case. The close interconnect-

ion between city and genos and the possibility of their mutual des-

tructiveness is further emphasized by the conflict sYmbolized in the

contrasted attitudes to g~rotrophia of the Thebans and the house of

Oedipus.

There is a further religious implication in the association of

the Thebans with Mother Earth and of patriotic death \dth harvest and

return to earth. It 'Conjures up the atmosphere of the many popular

cults in Greece belonging to the chthoniantA~ather than the Olympian,

godso It is the character of these deities that "they are d\'1ellers

in the earth, and the earth, does two services for men. By its fer-

tility it provides them with the means of life, and it takes them

into its bosom when th~y dieo The chthonioi accordinely have two

primary functions: they ensure the fertility of the land and they

preside over, or have some function or other connected with, the realm

of the souls of the deado,,70 Both the stressed kinship of the Thebans

with their native soil ( unlike the Olympians, the chthonian cult was

always attached to a particular locality in a protective capacity)7l

and also the idea that a patriotic death pays back Mother Earth for

her nurture (477) hint at these associations.

1,30 of Iolaus l relation with (the historical) Herodotus of Thebes:
(It" ' \ < '" /or-o "a ""ioS t;.wY ..LlTlXtTW v Of Vh.

70Guthrie,p.2l8.

71Ibid. ,p.219: "One natural result of the earl;n.LY nature 01" these
spirits is that most of them were firmly attached to the soil of the locality}'



Further chthonic implications are developed to image forth

other planes of action in the Seven. \Vhile early in the play the

Olympian gods who protect Thebes are constantly invoked (15, 69, 91ff.),72

'i'he Argive attackers are characterized, particularly in the cen-

tral scene, as chthonian gods engaged in hybristic warfare against

the Theban pantheon.. This application of the popular myth of the

struggle between the older and younger gods 73 suggests the horror
,,'

of the Argives' attack and their eventual defeat-- a kind of imagery.

Tydeus, the first Argive champion, is connected vuth the' chthon-
,..... r- C

ians by three descriptions: t t:. cr-1r ~ e. l YlX..-\.5 K. '\ dO' 0 0L u::r\. v c...»

be.. ~'''Wy pO~(381), IZ<x'loc.O""t<..[ 005 >-.ci?ov5(384) ,and especially:

~ \ ~o <l Y 8-) ~1T) ':lcr-'eQ\.5 a0((,tXY~v 10Tvoitvov·
"('\ r ) / J

\'«.r1Te..<>t.. bf 1TCX:YUiC~1V05 G:.y r-(:o~ O-cX.~E:l')

( (J.. 7/ " ') &;, / /tr"'e. f () I v l o-1'"Ov of..CS"-r(WV1 .,'"'1(,,, 5 ur oU\fJ-ljS i-rretf((l.<388~90; cf. 400)

Snakes are a mark of chthonic deities 74 and darkness is the time for

all chthonian rites as opposed to Olympians' day]ght sacrifices 75

(cf. the Argives' oath-sacrifice in 42ff. that has some chthonic

associations, particularly the black shield and invocation of Enyo).76

72The chorus call on Ares, Zeus, Athena, Poseidon, Aphrodite,
Apollo, Artemis and Hera-- seven without Zeus.

73Cf • ~., Hesiod, Theogonl,627ff. and the Titanomachl, the
first of the Epic Cycle, Evelyn-White,pp.481-3. Aeschylus dramatizes
the results of the conflict for Prometheus and Zeus in the Prometheia
trilogy,where the Titans are depicted as hybristic, Prometheus Bound,204ff.

74Guthrie,p.228. 75Ibid .,p.222.

76EnyO is one of the Graiae, sisters of the Gorgons (Hesiod,
Theogony,272ff.). The bull is normally an Olympian sacrifice, but Ares
is connected with war-rnagic,and ~~th the chthor~ans-- dog sacrifices at
Sparta (Pausanias,3,14,9), father of Cadmus' dragon; cf.Oxford Classical ~ct.,~.
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The most suggestive, though not completely verifiable, explanation of

Tydeus' shield device is that its night and moon invoke Hecate, the

goddess of magic, of all.things female and of the three ways.77 ':(:'he

moon is an eye, instrument of knowledge, that vall find out the vio-

lator of Justice for the Fury and teach hiro knowledge of the Fury's

power. In this way Tydeus is truly the "summoner of the Fury" as

Amphiaraus calls him (574). All the threats to the house of Laius--

women, crossroads and Fury-- are sumMed up in_these chthonic associa~··

:ticmp, and these several links illustrate the dual function of these

deities in the play. They characterize both the Argives' hybris and

the real enemies of the house of Laius. There is a further contrast

also between the identification of the Thebans as the sons of earth

and the Argives as hybristic chthonians battling 'va th the Olympians.

The chthonic protectors of Thebes and their protected fight a just

war for their native soil. Thus Tydeus is opposed by Melanippus,

a descendant of the Sown Men (412-3), whose very name contains

the chthonic associations of "black" and fertility, because the horse

i.s frequently a fertility symbol.78

The next four

chthonian colouring.

Argive champions are similarly depicted w~th

I' u(' I ')/.\

Capaneus is called 0\- 't\tZS 0 b oL ~"\)5 (424),

and his boast that his fire is greater than Zeus' may recall such

chthonians as Prometheus, who stole fire from Zeus (Hesiod, Works and

77Helen H. Bacon,"The Shield of Eteocles", Arion,III,no.3,pp.32ff.
for Hecate, cf. Rose, Oxford Classical Dictionary, s.v., "an ancient
chthonian goddess".

78pegasus, the horse from the Gorgon's head (Hesiod, Theogony,
281ff.), started the spring Hippocrene with his hoof (Pausanias,9,31,3).
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Days,47ff.), and Hyperion, father of Suri,Hoon and Dawn (Hesiod, Theo

~,134 and 37lff.), and also the torches used in chthonic rites. 79

Bis Theban counterpart is protected by Artemis and other gods (450).

Eteoclus is the least characterized of the attackers, but his boast

that not even Ares could repulse him (469f.) suggests the battle of

the gods and giants. He is matched with another descendant of the

Sown Men (474-9). The next Argive, Hippomedon, bears another "horse"-

name, associating him with thp. chthomans and fertility. Further, he
/1 '\ J /

is himself a giant: 0-')(\ ""- ~""'\ f"'txr '1UTfDS (488) and has as a

shield device the Titan, Typhon, belching fire80 with snakes forming

the shield's retaining rim (493ff.). Indeed, his divine opponents

Pallas and Zeus combat his chthoman character, the one imagistically

81
as a bird against a snake (503), the other by using his tradition-

al Heapon against the Titans-- the thunder-bolt (5l2f., cf. Hesiod,

TheoGony,687ff. and 853ff.). Parthenopaeus, attacking at the gate

of Amphion, a chthomc protector of Thebes,82 has the eyes of the

Gorgon, a dweller in the nether world (Odyssey,11,635). His shield

83shows the Sphinx, a relative of many earth-born monsters. His fem-

ininity, stressed by these female monsters, again hints at the dangers

of the female and the chthonic for Eteocles. 84

79Cf • the Mysteries of Demeter, Lactantius, Divinae Institu
tiones, epitome,23.

80while Aeschylus calls him aD ~arth-born power(522), Hesiod,
Theogony,820ff. mru(es him son of Tartarus by Gaea but not a Titan. His
battle with Zeus and his hundred snm(e heads give him Titar~c qualities.

81Cf • her constant attribut~ the owl, and ability to metamorpho
size as a bird (Homer, Odyssey,3,37l-2).

82Pausanias,9,17,4f. describes a fertility rite at his tomb.

~'Sister of Geryon (Hesiod, Theogony,270ff.) or of the Gorgons.
Bacon, p.33.
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From Amphiaraus a clearer threat by chthonic i-malor;y comes to

Eteocles. The moral~oodness of this attacker is only part of his

significance. His prophecy of his own herc>:?.<at~(m and mystic burial

in the soil of Thebes conjures up the same connotations of protection

for Thebes that Eteocles himself has employed to turn the omen against

the preceding' Argives. ~fter rebukine:Tyd~n9,ang. Adrastl.l.p for their~o;l.1yt

Amphiaraus dwells on Polyneices' impiety with rhetorical questions,

ending

meaning Thebes personified: "the

ences of family strifeo

Here the compression suggests levels of interpretation o The editors

make r'/ -re./5 a de fining genitive

85 /
mother's fount ll

, cL. 7IoI.'el'S .. «

the fertility of Thebes, just as a river gives life to the fields. But

the combined expression may also hint at the literal referent of the

ima[';e for Polyneices -- Jocasta -- again warning of the fatal consequ

I
r<.o<.-roLo-0EO-C ( suggests "quenching" by fire

h t . d . tl th 1\' b th' hth . dOt' 86such as t a assoclate Wl 1 - e r[';lves J elr c _ onlc escrlp lon o
/

Such a quenching is against NAture's way (Sl~1) and cannot take place.

Thebes will not be extinguished and neither ~ill that destructive

feminine power working against the generatiors of the house of Laius.

Further, Amphiaraus prophesies his own death at Thebes and its

85Smyth, I, 371 quoting Tucker, ad loco

86This word normally applies to fire being quenched but in J es
chylean metaphor seems to be reversed and imply the use of fire, cf.
Liddell, Scott, Jones, 1\ Greek-English Lexicon (9lli edition, Oxford, Cla
rendon, 1939), ~o, especially Agamemnon, 88 0
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consequences:

and the

.,i
('oWOG-

(

1,-r,Z"~(5

messenger' elaborates

(587-8),

the chthonic combination of fertility

and prophecy:

Ar,(e-/~O'v
~

')'} l' "
C\ '1 <; '10£

These lines refer to

)) \ '- \ J
et f\ 0 KoL a~cJ- ?t &- vcr \<"i e. IlO vrE-VoJ

I'Z(<i'v~ (5;~\,x<OT,}"/(-(. ro\./>\c::~rrf..-'oL (593-4).
\ ,

Amphiaraus' oracle at Thebes,87 and stress the

chthonian'hero's influence on fertility. Amphiaraus is in a right rel-

ationship with Theban earth. The threat in these lines is to Eteocles.

'While J~phiarau6 knows and accepts his fate, Eteocles develops the

menace of the image without consciousness of its application to him-

self:
') "I
<2 v 1n~v.. "- 'iTt e><'. trEo L

I ) (' /
1<.d..Kl\lY 0\.) iJ e-V)

1/ ')/
ex' -r"J S cI. t'. 0 '-"e tX...

Amphiaraus is the good man among evil partners, his harvest is death,

but one which will prove him a true son of Mother Earth and bring him

back to her as enrichment. This sets up a paradigm for Laius' house,

who also owe a debt to Theban soil, and for Eteocles, who is fated to

pay his debt with death and burial also. Though a good man, he is

/ ? e /,.\ f""\ 6 'J I C \forced 't\L\Zf. tJ I'<.,x·e1Tov olV(}e.0KTC<0'1o.'{ -rl;t\ (IV( 93) and desires .xv-,.x~c:.''\r tJ Y

d..?rd-- ~e...(Yoc_e-&i)(.\'" (718). He sees Amphiaraus' fate with clarity

but fails to foresee the similar dilemma and choice that face him. He

87Herodotus,1,46~49; Pindar has a similar 8tOry: Olympian Odes,6,13ff.
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is challenged by Polyneices' station at the seventh gate, his shield

device claiming a just cause and h~s threats and boasts of a duel

(645ff.). Polyneices' invocation of his native gods following his

vaunts of conquest over their land confirms Amphiaraus' strictures

on his wickedness but puts both brothers on the same plane by strip-

ping Eteocles of his patriotic identification ~Qth Thebes. Both ap-

peal with equal justice to the city gods as individuals, though as

leaders Polyneices' appeal cannot be just. Polyneices' hybris is

clear (634ff.), but his wish to return from exile is legitimate.

His patronesQ,', Justice, the daughter of Zeus (662), in other respects

incongruous, symbolizes this legal claim. Eteocles, however,(like

a man at law), denies all justice to his brother (664-73) and thinks a

) " (' 0
fraternal duel completely justifiable. He thus becomes 0f;)'1'" () f<h0 5

I

(678) with P61yneices and both are filled with destructive madness

(654, 686-7, 692) sent by the Fury, the daughter of Earth (699:rt~~V~l~J

'"c / 88c:.t\V v 5 ), whom the chorus then hymn (720-91). The battle of

gods, then, takes a significant turn: ~~phiaraus' chthonic associations

are propitious for Thebes, while Polyneices threatens with his Olympian

device and Eteocles surrenders to the real enemy of his house-- the

chthonic Fury-- who finally reconciles them to Mother Earth (l010)0

The chthonic implications of the play characterize the proper relat-

ions of the Thebans with Mother Earth contrasted with the hybristic

monstrosity of the ArB~ve attackers, thus assuring the safety of The-

bes and the self-destruction of the Argives. The Olympians and the

88See note 22 supra.
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city gods literally prevail in the strugGle for Thebes and metaphor-

ically against the chthonic Tit2~s as the chorus' address suggests

(822ff.). Apollo has a special role in the mutual slaughter that ends

the house of Laius (800ff.), since his was the oracle that did not

lose its edge (844). The house of Laius has a more complex relation-

ship with Mother Earth, both claiming its protection and yet reject-

ing its claims. All three generations engage in impious rivalry

over the city. The executor of the curse on the House and of Oedip-

us' curse on his sons is the Fury, the rAal chthonic power with whom

both sons are allied-- a terrible destructive force-- and their house

is vanquished from within by this agent of 6.(l<..i\. 'oiO(.(tr-JV9

Late in the playa theme appears in connection \dth the deaths

of Eteocles and Polyneices that hints at further chthonic associations

for the house of Laius. Oedipus had three cult centres, one at Eteo-

nus in Boeotia in the sanctuary of Demeter,89 one at Colonus in Attica,90

and ' one at Sparta with the Furies of Laius,91 and these firmly

establish him as a chthonic hero, probably in Aeschylus' time. His

sons too, according to Pausanias (9,18,3), received joint rites as her-

oes just outside Thebes in the second century A.D. and the tale (Paus-

~~a8 admits to not having seen the wonder) that the flames of their

89Scholiast on Sophocles, Oedipus Coloneus,91.

90pausanias,1,30,4.

91Herodotus,4,149. On this last one autho:d.ty says: "we are not
inclined to impute this to folk-lore or ancestral tradition, but to th~

Panhellenic influence of the epic on the minds of the Delnhic priest
hood" who gave the oracle to set up the cult, L. R. Farnell, Greek Hero
Cults and Ideas of Immortality (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1921), p. 333.
For full discussion of all three centres, see C. Robert, pp. 1-47.
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sacrifices used to divide in two "suggests an epic source".92 These

three members of Laius' house all received chthonic cult worship at

the time of the play, then, with all that this implies. The theme of

wealth that when grown to excess destroys its possessor is applied

to Oedipus and his sons (769-71) and the latter fulfil Oedipus' curse

~l~ X,C::f..C {loi'=:. '\.oZ..'f5;·':V/i<'11r-i:Y.z.(789-90), giving earth murder-blood

to drink (734). But this sacrifice to earth hallows the spot and the

brothers find and bestow fathomless wealth on earth:

c ~,
,

I f'\
v} it 0 Sec C (.'-' ,-",J. -r ... ((0<5)

fI'\ 0 G-roS ')/0 - ,/
(947-8) •93

d.. vo 005 CO/eLI......

\
This hints at gain for the family and for Thebes in the form of chthon-

ic cult (both prove themselves "Polyneices"--"men of much strife"-- will

they also become "Eteocles"-- "men of true fame"? c:fo 831-3)0 Thus

the earth "contributes her O\oJn time-honoured magic to help along the

'happy ending', the restoration of balance and the cleansing which we

expect at the end of the play and the trilogy 0,,94 The theme of burial

predominates at the end of the play and the choral dirge is a kind of

binding song on the Fury (834f~) which lays Eteocles and Polyneices to

rest on a note of awe at the horror at their deeds. Its emotion may

resemble the atmosphere of hero-worshipo Even if Aeschylus and his

~~arnell,p.332.

93Following T.G. Rosenmeyer,"Seven against Thebes: The Tragedy
of War", Arion' I ,no.l,1962,p.76, ,('x:S is taken withc-w,u.d--IL-. Even
if taken with~~o0rof it may be a possessive, rather than a defining,
genitive, suggesting that earth is enriched by the brothers' blood.

94Rosenmeyer, ibid$
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audience did not know of the cults dedicated to Oedipus and his family

elsewhere in Greece,-th~y musthave been aware of the heroUn of the

Seven at Eleusis-- Aeschylus was a native-- that Pausanias saw (1,39,2),

since excavations have revealed that it was formed in the Geometric

Ageo 95 Aeschylus' Eleusinians may well have concluded an Adrastus

trilogy with the aetiology of this burial,96 and integrated its chthon-

ic significance y~th the Eleusinian Mysteries of Demeter, which prob-

ably retained traits of both the fertility and after-life functions

of chthomc cult. 97 Although the end of the Seven has. the brothers

buried at Thebes, their hero-worship suggests that an aura of fertil-

ity cult is intended to resolve the conflicts in both family and city,

just as the Eumenides concludes the Oresteia with prayers for pros-

perity-- both reflections of the fertility ritual at which they were

performed.

The dominant motif in the Seven appears to be the theme of

knowledge, and though this is rather the essence of the personal tra-

gedies in the house of Laius, it is important for its recurrence in

98later plays on Theban legend.' There is constant ambiguity in the

95G•E• Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries (Princeton,
Princeton University Press, 1961),po62.

96Above, section 1.

97Cf• Guthrie, p.283,n.2.

98This account follows Bacon's article.
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play centering on what is and what seems to be threatening Thebes.

In the opening scenes Eteocles deals competently \rith the Argive threat

but fears a danger within the city that he feels is the chorus' noise

(192-4). The same images of noise and animals are used by Eteocles to

describe the Argives outside and the chorus within, hinting that the

real problem is deciding who is a true enemy and outsider9 just as

Oedipus-- a stranger and outsider-- killed his father and in turn his

sons fought with him over his patrimony. The shields all carry threat-

ening devices, except Amphiaraus'-- he wishes to be, not seem (591f.).

Eteocles makes plain that these threaten their bearers not Thebes o

Polyneices' shield disguises his desires, as Amphiaraus points out

(580ffo), but also helps unmask Eteocles' \rill-- the passion of those
I

who are ~L\O~ (cf. the stress on relationship in the kommos: 932f., 940,

971) breaks out and sweeps the house to destruction. Eteocles at the

turning point of the play makes a decision to know the meaning of Poly-

neices' device:

) ') / <i\.- ) / c/ ,,/"\
'1oZ..1. ~L 00r<': \7 0£- '"\0 v" L rJ1;:> OTr 0 ~ '1[: 1\ Eo- L )

')( /2 / /
E VlV Kot."Ioc-'z.E:l x.e.vc)o ,E:vIZ-roL 'f/-.-"'-/r-(/-loC
') ) 1 /(' \. / \ / A (6 t')
E.1f' c{o(1'voo5 1'!\\..JoVToI... O\.lY rOLl1! 1CeyWV 59-01.

Both achieve knowledge of the power of the Fury :

v 0 ') \. M '" _/ n , {(' I. /.
" • L W 0 Le<A- I~ eX.e" l) 0 T [: (e ex.. ~ ° '0fe-, 0<.. )

ITiTVl:r.- T' OL[;~rTOV <fKl6G"
I\.. ))- / <I I 0

f-e>-.o<.lY I::cvvS) ~ r-€:ooc.tf'9-Ev15 ~lS GL.

AN. 0-0 "ICC Y l.. V 0T<fe-cL bL-oLf\ Ee wY:')

I " '\. r' ') (\. r/ ~J
I...()I.) ~ ou()cV tJo-rfe0S' ~C\!...\7WV

\
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Even the just division of their patrimony is a kind of knowledge and

is performed by Ares, t\'/ofold ancestor of the Thebans-- through his

1. / -Xldaughter, H.:u-monia, and through the Sparti-- yet also the ~(YOS'" o...'>..Jfo)

LK0ft.:z" ~'(fO\KO) (727-8, cf. 941-2), and by Justice too, who though

the blood-relative o{-'the Thebans (415) has no_thing to do with Poly-

neices' birth and rearing (662-71). Eteocles may have even sho~m

himself his brother's equal on stage by receiving his weapons one by

one and so becoming a counterpart of the ~v~~~ ~(VAr~f(644) on Poly

neices' shield.91 Thus both brothers come to knowledge in death of

the working of their family curse and of their true relationship with

their kin. Both they and their father, Oedipus, share strife, mothers

human and divine and finally full kno\'/ledge of these things in a com-

man grave,of their Mother Earth.

4. Political Themes

The religious and social implications of the trilogy and its

final play are complex and woven deeply into the texture of the action,

but a further aspect of the play that is suggested by analogy \rith

the Eumenides must be exploredo As the solution of the Oresteia is

given in and by the Areopagus-- an arena of political action at the

time of writing-- and is partly secured by promises of an eternal

pact with Argos for the Athenians, an overt link with contemporary

politics, so too similar implications have been sought in-the Seven.

99Bacon,pp.34ff. developing a suggestion of Schadewaldt.
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100L.A. Post attempts to show that Aeschylus' defeat by Sophocles in

101the traGic competition of the previous year was a politically

biassed decision by Cimon's board of generals against the poet of

their rival, Pericles o This predisposed Aeschylus to add an element

of propaganda to the Theban trilogy written for the next year. Per-

icles was Aeschylus' choregus for the Persians in 472 B.C. and a mem-

ber of the Alcmaeonid family which had been under a curse for sever

al generationsc l02 This curse was actually used by Spartan propaganda

just before the Peloponnesian war in an attempt to undermine Per

icles' 8.uthority, 103 and·. possibly he was suspect in 467 because of an

association with Themistocles, recently exiled for Medism and then

conniving at invasion with~the Persians.
l04

Since Post considers

that the play: "emphasizes the moral that a man under a curse may by

unusual ability and utmost devotion save his city from destruction

even though the curse falls upon him personallY",105 he concludes

that Eteocles is modelled on Pericles and that the play is political

propaganda. But several points make this implausible. Eteocles

lOO"The Seven against Thebes as Propaganda for Pericles", Class
ical Weekly, 44, 1950,pp.49-52j cf. his book, From Homer to Menander,p.73.

101Plutarch, Cimon, 8,7-8.
10?--Herodotus, 5,71.

103Thucydides,1,127.

104Plutarch, Themistocles,23. F. Stoessl, "Aeschylus as a
Political Thinker", American Journ?l of Philology, 73, 1952, pp.130-33
suggests identifying Polyneices with Themistocles, but the justice
claimed by Polyneices is too strongly refuted by Amphiaraus to support
a political clash between right and right that is required for this
interpretationo

, !"'It::

~v/Classical Weekly, p.49.
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does not sacrifice himself for the city's safety but is rather over-

whelmed by the fury and his own mLimalistic desire to fight his bro-

there The idea of "Opfertod" is refuted both by the chorus' remarks

that he need not fight his brother to save the city (679f., 716) and

also by the view of the chorus and sisters at the end of the play

that both brothers are .-ro)..\_h''''\l<...e'2sJZ!JAovTlk-G"t0E:~\cXv'o~~(832f.,cf.881ff.,

957ff.).106 The moral that a man under a curse can yet save r~s city

is not drawn by Aeschylus, nor does it fit the trilogy as a whole,

since the house of Laius must extinGuish itself before the city is

freed from dynastic and familial strife. l07 Even the historical basis

of the suggestion is shaky. Pericles appears first in politics in 463

as a minor prosecutor of Cimon and seems to be making his debut. l08

He need only have been eighteen when choregus for the PerGians. 109

Even with Themistocles eone and Cimon on campaign, it seems unlikely

that Pericles was prominent in 467 \vhen five years later he is the least

of several democrats attacking Cimon.

For one character in the play there seems to be a more def-

ir~te political prototype. Plutarch (Aristeides,3,4-5) tells the

story that the audience all turned and stared at Aristeides when these

106See A. Podlecki,"The Character of Eteocles in Aeschylus'
Septem", T.A.P.A.,XCV,1964,pp.295-9.

107Cf • A.C. Schlesinger, Boundaries of Dionysus (Cambridge,
Harvard University Press,1963),p.149,n.9.

108Plutarch, Cimon,14,4 and especially ~Aristotle-1, Athenian
Constitution,27,1~

109For most of these arguments, cf. A. Podlecki, Political
BaCkground; pp.31ff.



lines were spoken of Amphiaraus:

592. )

They felt that he above all had these qualities. Pindar (Olympian

Odes, 6,15ff.) similarly characterizes Amphiaraus as a good prophet

and fighter and the sub-title of part of the ~baid, the Amphiaraou

Exelasis, assures his prominence in epic. His dramatic function and

cult importance may also suggest that the stress on him was not pol-

tical propaganda. Yet even if Plutarch's story conveys Aeschylus'

intention ( and Aristeides' character and supposed conviction for

b 'b 110rlo ery fit more convincingly than other proposals), the comment

was made in passing and added to the overall effect of the play rather

th b ' 't al k t 't . t t t' IIIan elong an lon egr ey 0 lo S lon erpre a loon.

One further suggestion must be mentioned to be dismissed.

Tucker in his edition of the playl12 claims thab'~eschylus is indub-

itably lending his aid to the formation of public opinion in support

of the Cimonian policy of fortificationo" (p.xlv). PlutarCh's remark

that the spoils of Eurymedon were used by Cimon to build the south

wall of the Acropolisl13 does not imply a continuance of Themistocles'

110Plutarch, Aristeides,26,1-2. If true, the trial might be
contemporary with the play.

lllCf. Podlecki, Political Background, pp.36-40.

112pp xl" xl i• lolo- v.
113Cimon, 13
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fortification po1ic~ for it is a mere retaining wall ~~d hardly implies

t ' t b 'ld' 114 B . d Th' t 1 'a con roversy over ~ s u~ ~ng. es~ es, ~ em~s oc es name, not

Cimon's, would be associated with the walls, since he faced Spartan 0PP-

osition to rebuild them (Thucydides,l,89ff.). That the reference to

the walls has no political significance is confirmed by the fact that

victory comes from the valour of the Theban champions (797ff.) and

not solely from the walls' protectiono

Apart from these very particular interpretations of the play,

which do not bear close examination, there are a number of features

which create an Athenian rather than a Theban atmosphere. This re-

f1ects a common approach in Aeschylean, and all Greek, tragedy. Arch-

etypal imaees occur which m~(e the Cadmeia the Athenian acropolis and

c,..... \' / C !l / r
the Thebans Athenians. Eteoc1es in the phrase r=.. A\,,( 00') rlJu'o/fOY Xtc<J~--I.v

(72-3) hints that Thebes is attacked by barbarians and the chorus

(( ,...., 115
remarks on the (Tf.eO~vvYl.,J OTfc<...-r1.) (170), while their picture of

(\. \..

a city sacked and burned by its besiegers (340ff.) has justly been

taken as an allusion to the destruction of Athens by the Persians in

480. 116 Aeschylus hRd already characterized them as hybristic towards

the gods (Persians,809-15) and Xerxes' attempt to conquer Greece as

presumptuous pride (Persians,821ff.). This must have been a common

attitude. In the challenges presented by the first five f~give

114Cf • Podlecki, Political Background, pp.40-1.

l15J •T• Sheppo.rd,"The Plot of the Septem Contra Thebas", Class
ical Quarterly, 7, 19l3,p.77.

116T•G• Tucker, on lines 340ff.
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champions to the Olympian and city gods another ele~ent appears--

barbarism and is sustained by the foreign extravagance of the shields

with their bells, decoration and devices.117 The constant repetition

of the ship of state image completes the historical parallel by sugg-

esting the Athenians' flight to Salamis by ship fu~d the famous oracle

of Themistocles about wooden walls (Herodotus,7,14l)o Perhaps, too,

there is a hint in Polyneices' act of importing a foreign army against

his native city of Hippias' attempt to regain his tyranny by means of

Persian interventiono l18 Aeschylus, then, weaves into the siege of

Thebes an archetypal image from Athenian history and so colours his

mythical story and city in contemporary colours.

Besides actual historical reference in the play, there is an

interesting clash of political attitudes. Eteocles assumes kingly

power over the chorus at the outset and establishes his responsibi-

lity for the city with the ship of state image (lff.). His outlook

is essentially military {~v\ d.- ()()6-\. 2), pragmatic and somewhat athe

istic, since he speaks constantly of the gods or of 'god' (4,21,35) and

uses pious formulae (441, 501-3, 514, 550, 562, 614) in a do ut des

kind of religion (71_77).119 His attitude is summed up in his advice

117 8Sheppard, p. 1.

ll8Ibid., approved by Podlecki, Political Background,p.163,n.25i
for Hippias-and the Persians, see Herodotus,5,96fo

ll9Cf. Pod1ecki,"The Character of Eteocles",pp.288ff.
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to the chorus:

(C.~XOU I'd. K€(-(V!i-l,J J~urr~X(Jv5 ?/v.,(\J7G-c~(266)

In contrast t the Theban women elaborately invoke the gods by name

and emphasize their reverence, and Eteocles' atheis~ by pious echoes

of his phras8s.(179-80 cf. 77; 157, 167-8 cf. 35).

This is part of the psychological conD.ict between the sexes

in the play. The chorus, by their prophetic visions of the present

war, of the ferocity of the attackers and of future disaster (lOOff.,

338ff.) provide a narrative beyond the action. Their concentration

on the motif of freedom and slaver~ that recalls the Persian wars,

(lllf., 166ff., 253, 3l8ff.) universalizes and enlivens the applic-

ation of the action, while their woman's view of war arouses all its

suffering and pathos and agony for those who only suffer its consequences

passively.

Eteocles can only see the panic they are spreading and the

severe practicalities of the situation. He rebukes them from this

position. But later, when he makes his decision to fight his brother,

their roles are reversed and the chorus calculate the immediate con-

sequences of his act and advocate moderation, while he feels the gods'

compulsion on him and follows his instincts, as his adoption of lyrics

shows.120 In the earlier scenes he displays a male hauteur towards the

women which hints at the destructiveness of the sex for his house. He

120Solmsen,pp.200-1.
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becomes a despot who,. though rightly concerned for the citizens' mor-

ale, cannot admit that the chorus have good intentions (~, 208-15).

This attitude of pragmatic militarism is clim~xed by his militaristic

saw:

(223-5) j

and may have reminded the audience of Pisistratus' rise to power by an·

armed bodyguard (L-Aristotle-7,14,2) and later by force of arms (~Pxis

totle-7,15,3f.). Certainly, Eteocles ironically contrasts his power

wi th democratic institutions when he puns on the word Y'0 roS , the peb

ble used for voting in the Attic lawcourt, intending by it summary

His similarity to Athenian121enian democratic and legal processeso

execution by mob-stoning:

{ ( 1 r"'I " "I " ) I
/.<.fc j'J -ns o(.e.X~5 '11S' E-i'lS o(KCJJf-r~,-)

) '\ / 1/ f' I
<XV Ilt '6"\.1VI '1<::- ~W --Il --twY I e:: .... .x.'-)<:( QV)

1'7 r{)5 t-<.0( .,..) IX' 0 r 8 y ~ A E: fj-e ~ Ol. ~ G J)-, f- 00 (; f;;{ \

\ "C r (' I l/ \ / /
f\E-v o -r1eoi. u~ ,'-OJ ~ 00 1\ rl1'U~7 /,,0[0'( (196-200).

The formulaic 197 strongly suggests Attic law-terms as do &\{r-0J and

, but Eteocles' law is his own and quite the reverse of Ath-

tyrants, constitutional122 yet conventionally pious ~d militaristic,

reveals the complexity of the characterization and also prepares for

his reversion to savagery against Polyneices in the second half of

l21Th . "1'· -, f .th' d .ere ~s a s~m~ ar ~ro~c~ use 0 ~ en~an emocratlc
process in one fragment ~f the satyr r1ay of the trilogy, the Sp~inx,

where she is called SVl!",jr"t\~¥ .,-Ie UTc<."''-'l'(3myth,II,461) , cf. Herodotus,
6, 110f.. for the daily'rre..v ,oI.v tt.('1 of the generals !It Harathono

1?? = J---Cf. L Aristotle ,14,3 for Pisistratus' consti tl1tional rule.



the play.

There are interesting constitutional references in the final

herald scene of the plny, which is probably interpolated, The Coun-

-) /
cil ('\'\r- 0V "TIe °roJ).o'jl013i Athenian 1) forbid Polyneices' burial.

Despite the frequent use of Athenian democratic formulae (Co Y--o~vr~ 1011;

db 0 ~ (.;: 1031 t cf. 1042) the justice of the elders' decision is ques-

tionable and provokes the chorus to comment on the fickleness of

in states (1076-7) and to help bury Polyneiceso Denying a traitor

123burial vQthin the city was frequent, denying burial altogether

was contrary to Greek custom as Antigone remarks in Sophocles' play

(Antigone,450ff.).124 The Theban council, then, shares Creon's ex-

elusive loyalty to the state above both family and Hellenic custom,

and this illustrates once more the clash between city and genos in

the trilogy, probably with disastrous results for Antieone implied.

This ending to the play leaves the conflict of Justice with Justice

and of the institutions unsettled, balancing the audience's sympathies.

5. Imagery

For all the fierce acticn described in the Seven, a play "in-

fected with Ares" ( Aristophanes, Frogs, 1021), there is little move-

ment on stage compared to a Shakespearian war-playo The excited dQcnmiac rhythms

of the ~horus suggest. that much of the emotional effect was

123Cf • Sophocles, Ajax,1047ffo
124

Isoerates says the same when discussing the Seven, Panath-
enaicus,163.
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conveyed by the dancing and Athenaeus ( 1,22a) says that Telestes

d 1 th t · f th 1 b h· d . 125ma e c ear e ac lons 0 e p ay y us anclng. But this is

irrecoverable and only the poetry of the play remains to indicate

how Aeschylus communicated the atmosphere of war and the other con-

flicts in the play. Analysis shows that exceedingly intricate dev-

elopment of several images in a vital and virile poetic nexus was

a chief mode of expression for the thought and moods of the Seveno

Eteocles opens the play with an image of the ship of state

that identifies him as the captain of Thebes:

1//(" "\." ,.! " I'
~o(.() ro v 1\'0 '"\.I-,-.,(\..) )\~I \e'tC:;\V --r:><. 1<.,(\..( l <J.-.-

(/ \ / (\ f) / /

oq-"ns rVAc<.cr'""6G-\. 1Ie. ~()o5 <;;-'1 1At....JrV0 -rrO(..b-V'J)

1/ ,... (J., \ I \ (" (/
ol;.O<K.d.- V<JJrt>Jv) t/ 1\ "'= ~cX-eoC r1 i<O\rW{ vrrV~(1-3).

Polis and politai are key words in the play and denote the acropolis,

the stronghold on a hill-- the Cadmeia at Thebes~- and the people

who live round it. The picture of Eteocles high in the stern of the

ship seems to recall even the topography of the Greek city (especially

Athens and Thebes). E~eocles,then, takes responsibility for the city's

safety and assumes sole command, as his repetition of the reetaphor (ring

construction) at the end of his speech confirms (32-3). The messenger

accepts this stance when he employs the same image in reference to the

Argives I approach. '''i th his words the metaphor develops a fresh as-

pect, for the Argive army is envisioned as a storm that batters the

125Cf • Aristotle, Poetics,1447a27ff.:"for they too, through
their rhyt~~s incorporated in dance-figures, imitate both characters
and experiences and actionslltrans. Else. Telestes seems to have played
Eteocles in the Seven.
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127

cles' original idea runs through the play in close connection \~th

the ship of state image as a kind of diptych but is concerned "nth

the characterization of the Argives. The distinction between the

two images, however, is impossible to draw with accuracy, though often

one or other referent, Eteocles and the ship or the Argives and their

storm, is uppermost.

In the first episode Eteocles again couches his advice to

the chorus in these terms, begging them not to panic. but to act like

I I "I (' I 6a good sailor (208-10) and to pray f\Vtovv' crTE:Oclv', •• -rio M-t <v 0)0(0(21 ).

This hints at a further transformation of the image: the ship is att

acked by another in a sea_battle,126 and Eteocles in 284 and the

Messenger in 595 develop this idea in their use of ;x.VT')e foi,)

Similarly, Parthenopaeus is K.ol}\(lle~ e. oy (533) and Amphiaraus is

the good sailor among a bad crew (602-4). Eteocles is still the pilot

of the ship when faced by his brother, according to the Messenger (652),

but at this pount the image unde~goes an ominous change. The ship

becomes Eteocles' genos and no longer Thebes. The gods take control

of the situation and Eteocles, foreseeing the destruction they are

bringing on his family, surrenders to their guidance:

~ '" '" I' 1 /' e-- I
"''\(""~l II) ilto(o/<i..... ",,"oCtT ~1Tl.01Tc:-exh "'0))

126Cf • T.G. Tucker, ad loco "The parallel mea.'1ings are (1) 'with
stand the spear' ••• (2) 'prove water-tight against the (charging) ship'."
The double entendre turns on S6evmeani.ng both "ship" and "spear".

127Cf• L.J.D. Richardson,'YTI\1PETHl:, Classical Quarterly, 37,
1943,p.59o
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1..1L...3 K.cZ"I

ilio(r~

Ironically in his

~Zt 0 v \<:] r d..- \( vJ \<. V T <:> .J \?<...'f'Q v
0." '" , l\ ./, /

cr--rv'61C1H 1\«'<" 'Ie oLLOJO[\(OS (689-91).

vision, the calm to come is Hell's river that will
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carry I,aius' house to Hades. The chorus see only the present storm

that buffets the house and Eteocles acknowledges it:

xo.

I:: T.

The storm within the house that drives it on a course to destruction

128is the Fury and Oedipus' curses boiling like a storm sea. But Et-

eoc1es does not wait for the daimon's rage to lull and leaves for the

fraternal duel.

The chorus likens the evils in the house to waves that beat

on the stern of the ship of state and their motion represents sin

begetting sin in successive generations (758-61)0 The triple wave

of these troubles suggests the error committed long ago that lasts

till the third generation and may destroy the city (762-5)0 ~his im-

age is further developed in conjunction with the wealth that in Aes-

chy1us often accompanies the beginning of sin. Wealth in the guise of

Oedipus' sons is about to be jettisoned from the ship of state, but

perhaps not soon enough to save the city (766-71). ~he news arrives

128 Z{w is elsewhere used of boiling water (Iliad,18,349) and
of a boiling sea (Herodotus,7,188), cf. Tucker, ad loc.
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that the ship of state has survived the storm (795-8), but Apollo

has taken command at the seventh gate--~~£o ido/f1S is a naval term129__

vnd the storm of Oedipus' curse has carried his sons away (819). The

calm that Eteoc1es foresaw in Hades (690-1) may encompass the family

in death and the chorus lament vnth gestures like oar-strokes (more

choreography) to speed the family's craft to such peace:

"',\.' I f.' '\ ) 'J'
,,i.,, "of.. 0 0 W -.( ) ~J ~ ( d.. \ 1 \.(0<.. 'T () v l 0 V'

) ( :> )_,' '-- '- I '"etf:0c)(-/ OCj?" \<.c..o(--r~ "ilOk1Tlj""-0'-/ X{COLV
('\ Ci J \ ",\ )/' ( ») / ()

1T \, IV (\ 0 v \ 0 S .xl E::'I 0 L- i 'fGe0 v T IX. r(;- L-[~ (,;--1 cZ l-,

\ 1/. - \ '\ {- I~ I'"
1"0('\' oL 0'1000.../ rG-ArJ.-O\<.t 6\QV' Vf-tAJf'IDol.., (854-8).

Their ship is contrasted with the gaily-decked mission-ship that the

Athenians sent to Delos for the Ionian festival of Apollo mentioned in

the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (146ff.)130 The brothers are true advers

aries on this ship (~VTl'l~kl~ 997), but the third wave overwhelmed

the house (~L.J~(d.. '1e.\.lIJ,A·IWv" 'f\1~"n,r(990,cf. 758ff.)0 The imaGe

of the ship, then, depicts Eteocles' progress from the captain who

steers the ship of state in a storm to a rower in battle131 and fin-

ally to a passenger on the doomed ship of his family drifting in fair

weather to foul destruction. But the state, despite the attacks of

storm and ship, has survived, while the Furies cast down the house of

Laius from the stern (1061-2), and has not capsized in a wave of alien

129800 , cf. Tucker, ad loco

130Cf , the festival Nicias instituted in 426 B.C. For the
description of a mission-ship, cf. Plato, Phaedo, 58aff.

131 6Cf. Rosenmeyer,p. o.
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men through the efforts of Eteocles:

" c/ ( K {' / "II '2 / \/'0. obE: oL~j'.A."'l-vJ"'; Yje'J''z.(- ne f\.'v

r-'1 "lYoL i eo<.n1""o(,-- r'lr J
~\\OS'oL~~

I /'
Kvrd-i\ epW'l~J-..r

\
j :( 6-" " ~ \ __ ..... I (1081-4).
"'- <J...i oL.. K "'0 IS' V'1VO< ~ '\<X. j'-'A At Q I'OC

Eteocles' personal struggle from ignorance to knowledge of his part

in his family's doom is reflected by a change in the application of

the ship image, which thus underlines the movement and meaning of

the play. The trope itself, common in Greek literature, begins in

Homer, where it describes the Trojans' assault on the Greek wall (Il

iad,15,38l-3), and often appears as an allegory for political situa-

tions that suggest tyranny and faction. Archilochus' description of

a (Thracian ?) war as a storm cloud (fr.56 Diehl) is extended by Al-

caeus in reference to Myrsilus' attempt to establish a tyranny in My

tilene into an image of the ship of state in troubled waters. 132

Pindar too uses this image (not pejoratively, ofcourse) of Hiero of

Syracuse (Pythian Odes,1,86-- 470 B.C.-- and 4,274-- 462 B.C.)o The

image, then, has some political associations with tyranny and express-

es man's endeavour to govern in terms of his successful (but hazard-

ous) conquest of the sea. Such a connotation partly applies to Et-

eocles in his attempt to govern Thebes. More important, however,

is the metaphor's application to the situation of faction in the state,

which is also present in the earlier v~iters.

132 ( 6D. Page, Sappho and Alcaeus, Oxford, Clarendon, 1955), A ,
pp.182-5, where Alceaus' party (or possibly the poet's troubled xind
Page) is the ship, and Z2,pp.185-8, both quoted by Heraclitus, Quaest
iones Homericae,5b supplying the historical background.



The ship of state is buffeted by a storm both outside the walls

and within. 'l'he constant stress on the Argives in terms of a tempest

evokes a strong impression of their fearful po\"ler and uncontrollable

might. The Messenger links both images by,paying the Argive army h~s

flecked the plain \dth foam (60-1), and the chorus deve19ps the pic

ture ,dth an accent on noise (84-8, 114-5, 130-1, 213, 229).133 Et-

eocles, however, sees the chorus as a storm vuthin the city and tries

to quell their raging ('\.JerbE. SLctS'e.£lo0~ <puOic) je-E':oQ<l ~lfeeO{}~o'o(r'~t;rov'r(~.,,;r'

191_2).134 The shields scene calls him back to the storm without

(449), as the chorus had attempted to do earlier (234, 361-2)0 \1hile

the threatening storm of Argives subsides (758-65, 794), leaving the

city's ship safe (1081-4), the house of Oedipus is destroyed by the

< ( . ~ t"I

stranger from over the sea (0 1YOYT\~5 ~€L~cS940-1)0 The real Rto~m

was within the house of Laius-- Oedipus' curse-- and its destructive

nature vTaS finally recognized by EteocleG as unsuppressable (709).

The storm image, then, reveals the dual plane of the war, the Argives

without and the course within, and Eteocles' advance to knowledge of

the storm which he cannot suppress 0 His attack on the chorus' storm

was a failure to comprehend the real tempest that threatened himo

Eteocles' progress towards awareness of his true position is

also portrayed by the animal imagery in the play. The Argives are

typified by association with beasts. The messenger reports their

133Even if 79-80 describe the opening of a sluice, as Tucker
suggests, ad loc.,oeoTGtT'OV (85) may mean "buffetting mountains", i.e.cliffs.

134Bacon;pe30o
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sacrifice of a bull into the blood of which they dipped their hands,

apparently war-magic by which they probably hoped to sain the bull's

strength,135 They appear to be li0ns (53), and are connected with

chthonic snakes and horses (381, 385, 393, 495, 503, 537, 539). Et-

eocles sees the chorus also as savage animals I which he must restrain

136(243-4, 181, 286). The chorus think of themselves as gentler crea-

tures, the dove (292-4) and the foal (328, 454), which are hunted by

the Argives (36-8, 121, 247, 322, 351). To them the besiegers are

like a towering net (345f.)-- probably of doom. Eteocles shows them

that the attackers are themselves the hunted, even Amphiaraus (607-8),

but when his brother's challenge is made knovm, he reveals his own

~ C' I cr
brutal nature (wr 0 <JOi...K')5.·' lrf(Oj 692)0 He is a dog refusing to

fawn on fate (704),a clear reminiscence of Tydeus' jibe at Amphia-

raus (383). He sees that the animality of the Argives does not threat-

en Thebes, but attempts to suppress a brutality within the city which

he fails to recognize as his curse and his own nature, the true source

of his danger.

In all the preceding images the noises of war have been power-

fully conveyed by the raging of storms and \rild beasts, All these

are part of the images of seeing and hearing, that illustrate what is

really to be feared and what is false threat. The messenger has the

important function of reporter of sounds and sights and this often

135Cf• ~ote 76 above.

136Bacon,pp.29fo much of the remaining discussion is indebted to her.
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41, 369; cf. 36-8, 40-1, 6G-9, 65l-2}.

The shields scene concentrates particularly on images of sight, empha-

sizing the devices of the Argives and perhaps Thebans also. Amphia-

jangling equipment and by

I
contrasting with 0e t::rw)

raus distinguishes himself from the rest by his lack 9f a device and

(2,1'/ 1 )('1
ordinary speech (f J <X '1. I-V J '>-- Eo-~ and cJ. v <) oee.J

~ 1 )..-.. ) ,\.. I) )I J Oai W > ~ v .,- c,J- and f rr OZAcx.h..cZ /" w •

The shields are all Argive shields which were characteristically round

(89) and this distinguishing mark, constantly insisted on (489 s 496,

549, 590-1, 643), is underlined by the naming of Tydeus' gate after

Proetus, co-inventor of the Argive slrield (Apollodorus, Bibliotheca,2,2).

They are thus all eyes, like Tydeus' moon which is the eye of night

(390), and cast a spell by their roundness which threatens the house

of Laius with the knowledge that eyes bringo The noisiness of the

bells on Tydeus' shield (386), matched by the slogans on the other

shields (434, 468), is empty vaunting like their outward display,

and Eteocles turns each device against its owner.

A minor sound image which mirrors the movement of Eteocles'

war from without to wi thin is that of music. Metaphors dra'tm from this

art characterize the Argive army and its equipment (123, 150, 152,

204, 463) and even the chorus' own stasimon about the Fury (838-9

:;'Gc>O( 'l' l5 ~ jSE ;V'I'oI..v\(... boeJ.r). The song that eventually rings out

in the play is that of the Fury and Oedipus' curses (867-9, 951-2,

1060)-- hardly the chorus of blame that Eteocles expected in the worst

circumstances (7-8) but an ironic celebration of his knowledge of

the true agent that caused his downfall.

The final reversal of the sight imagery, however, is an
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enactment of Eteocles' changed purpose. After Amphiaraus has unveiled

the superficiality of the Argives' shields and boasts by his eschew-

ing of a device and vaunts, Eteocles, faced with Polyneices, begins

to reveal his brutality and similarity vuth his brother (678)0 His

exchange with the chorus divides into six Gections corresponding to

the six pieces of equipment needed for arming. His remarks about

the Fury (708-11) suggest she might have been his shield device and

his description of himself as ...",iJ,oiLov (715) hints that his spear ',las

-/ ( ) ( /
given him there. Finally he ends as tL ....oe 1>7T')..V"l v(718), a complete

counterpart for Polyneices as shown on his shield (-:1vf)'e-<><- "l(-UX"I"'1 v644) ,

and thus his brother's equal in appearance, in deadly intent and in

defiance of the Justice of kindred. 137 Eteocles becomes visibly what

he really is, just as he had come to know the Fury as his enemy and

intended to learn the meaning of Polyneices' device. Both are equal

in their knowledge, once dead (986-990), and it is this ignorance

and knowledge that the audible and visible convey in the Seveno

This knowledge, ultimately that of the true family relationship,

is also the, -essential theme of the imagery of Earth as mother and of

natural growth with all their implications of fertility and hero-cult.

Eteocles is shown, despite his claim of loyalty to Mother Earth, to

be a rival for her with his father and brother and eventually shares

a just portion in her with his relations.

The relationship of the brothers is further conceived of as

137Bacon,pp.34ff.
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a law-case, in which Ares will decide (Lt14, cf. 942-6). Oedipus' curse

that they would divide their possessions v~th the sword (788-90) in-

I
stead of by law comes true, since Chalybian steel acts as K.-r C:ot vwv

. I 138 I

X~'lrc(-ro Sc<..~ "TolS!1T1. K.~ oS (729-30, cf. 711, 918) and Sux.\\..:J..V,1')(

(909). ~10ira, kleros and lachos are prominent at the end of the play

(731-3, 788-90, 876-8, 850-1, 911, 945) and were used in the Greek

laws of inheritance, although their simplicity prevents their being

technical terms.139 The brothers' clash over portions of the inher-

itance, vividly presented in the shields scene by Polyneices' blazon

of Justice and Eteocles' denial of this claim (664ff.), is settled

by an impartial judge, Ares (945). Both receive equal land-- enough

for a grave--as the messenger declares in legal terms (816-8)0 The

chorus pun grimly on the term lo~e:>i. (llfate" and "portion", 947-50)

when speaking of this settlement. Oedipus' estate is at last fairly

divided between his heirs and they receive just reward for their evil

enmity 0

The metaphorical language of the Seven does not recall the

past and rarely predicts the future, although this may have been the

case in the earlier plays. In a play of unseen action ~~d single

locality it functions as the major vehicle for the expression of the

dramatic conflicts, evoking the noise, ferocity and danger of the

Argives' attack. It further elaborates the deeper conflicts of the

58;

138Cf , Athenian ~lollI1T~\...- Itarbitrators"; Plato, La\Vs, 956c.

139Cf • Hesiod, \'lorks and Days, 37, Pindar, Olympian Odes, 7,
Demosthenes 43,51.
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play and gives them visual and audible form. Thus the imagery is

dramatic. Because it derives from tradition and from a contemporary

association of fact and idea, it can envision the complexities of

the drama's meaning. It creates from a simple story of a doomed dyn

asty a drama of archetypal religious and political significance.

The Seven is a highly complex play which deals principally

with the operation of a family curse and =eveals both divine and hu

man motivations and actions operating in an integrated world-view.

The problem of evil is at the centre of its meaning and it is Eteo

cles' progress towards awareness of all the forces operating in the

siege of Thebes and his quarrel with his brother that is the focus

of the action. Aeschylus ends his Theban trilog)r with a third and

final working of the family curse that is its subject and has inter

woven into his play much religious, social ~~d political significance.

Subsequent treatments of Theban legend owe much to his trilogy but

explore with equal penetration and universality other implications

in these storiese



CII1\PTBH III

SOPHOCLE.S AI'D 'l'HEBPd'j LEm:ND

1. Sophocles ~nd Tragedy

~he richest fruits borne by Theban legend in extant Greek Tragedy appear

in Sophocles I three greatest plays, ilntigone, Oedipus Tyrannus and

Oedipus Coloneus. Because of their very richness of suggestion, these

plays, like the rest of the Sophoclean cor~us, have been the subject of

U VMst amount of de~lte in recent years and have received penetrating

~nalyses by many scholars using several critical methods with illuminating

results. Occasionally, these techniques have been exclusively applied

CJ.nd have been limited in outlook and awareness. Some critics have

recently succeeded in synthesizing the results of several categories of

criticism, and have combined acute attention to the language and action

of the plays with a historical approach to the meaning of both 1aneuage

i'~'1d content. This has led to a fc"irer balance between the two

extremes of critical approach, between the religious and philosophical

CiI)prOciC h
1and the purely literary approach to Sophocleso It has been

SEtid that l'throughout his life Sophocles returned periodically to the

lSee the discussion in C. Ho Whitman, Sophocles: A Study of
Heroic Humanism (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1951), ppo 3-Lrl
and A. Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist (Cambridge, At the University
Press, 1957), Part I: Critical Canons, pp. 1-46 0

75
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. 0 d' f l' • d t' . t' \I 2 ct tJ' . I' tJ10U[;C of e] pus .01' ,IJ.t'> pro.touJ1· ef; - lJl~;FLra -lOJ:~;, an - 1] [.i :Lrt< lC;' ·C:.5

t11;,;;' even exhnustive study of several aspec tfJ of the )Jlay is unlikely

to reve~l tlleir full implications, let alone those of the playas a

\'}hole • 'TIns survey limits itself to Cl brief review of rec ent work on the

religic,us, social and political aspects and:i.Jnagistic themes of the playso

Of the one hundred and twenty-three plays by Sophocles known

to Alexandrian scholars only seven survive, Clnd besides the three plays

to be stl1died, the Trachiniae also treats Theban legend. It deals with

death of Heracles. Some of the lost plays, too, centred on Theban legend

or were set at Thebeso 3 These have been ignored, since even if their

plots could be established with any certainty, the details of their

treatment would still be hopelessly losto

The three plays about the house of Laius do not form a trilo~y

in the teschylean sense and were written at wide intervals in Sophocles'

long lifetime. Their order of composition is not sequential eithe~ for

the events of the tntil)one (produced 442 BoC.
4

) follow those of both

2\'!hi tman, p.. 82 a

3Following W. N. Bates, Sophocles, Poet and DrHmatist (New York,
Barnes, 1961): (pp. 169 fo), Alcmaeon, cf o A. C. Pearson, The Fragments
of Sophocles (Cambridge, 1917), I, 68 ff0, 129 ff.; (pp. 175-6),
i\rnphiaraus, cf. Pearson, I, 72 ffo; (p. 176), Amphitryon, cf. Pearson,
1,76 ff o; (PPo 181-3), f\thamas (two plays ?), cfo Pearson, I, Iff o;
(PPo 19lf~5), Dionysiscus, cf. Pearson, I, 117 fo; (ppo 195-8),
Epigoni, cf. Pearson, I, 129 f.; (p. 199), Eriphyle; (po 211),
Hydrophori, cf. Pearson, 11,294 fa; (ppo 241-2), Niobe, cf o Pearson,
II, 96 f o; (p. 244), Oecles, cf. Pearson, II, 119 fa

4Cf • H. C. Jebb, Sophocles, The Plays and Fragments, Part III:
Antigone, ppo xlii-xlvo
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the other plays in story. Only in the Oedipus Co1oneus, the lo.st

]:lay (\'/rittcn circa 406 B.C., performed LtOl B.C.5 ), is there evidence

o~ conscious echoes of the previous playG nnd even here a different

versioJ of Oedipus' death is used fro~ that in the AntiGoneo
6

The plays,

then, are individual treatments of separ,,"te parts of Theban storyo

This method of approach to the stories is true of rr.ost of

I Sophocles' I'lork (only one trilOGY by him, the Telepheia, is known7 )

and accompanies other, more far-reachine chnnges, especially the

8crowing importance of the actors' parto The action of each play is

not set into past and future prospectives as in the Aeschylean trilogy,

nor seen as part of a close relationship between the will of the gods

ultimately viewed as Justice -- and the will of mana This type of

theodicy, in all its careful detail and thorough application, is

l1CGchylus' unique contribution to both tragedy and Greek religion)

and cor stitutes a contemporary rel'lorking of the myths as much as o.ther

more obviollS featureso 9 Sophocles omits this view-in-depth of the

5produced posthumously by his grandson (Argument to Ocdipus
Coloneus) and written after Euripides' Phoenissae o

6Contre,st AntiGone 49-52, 900 with the plot of the Oedipus
Coloneus and comp3.re Homer, Ili<ld, 23, 676 ff. with the former, cf.
C. r1obert, Oidipus (Berlin, \'/eidmann, 1915), p. 115 f.

7Cfo ,'\. Lesky, Greek Tr<lgedy, trans o by H. 1\. Franldort (London,
Benn, 1965), p. 103, where Sophocles' radical change of apjJroach is
confirmed with a quotation from Suidas, §:2. Sophocles•.

8According to Aristotle (Poetics 1449a17 ff.) Sophocles actually
introduced the third actor which gave scope for conflict between characterso

9The supposed portrait of Aristeides the Just in Seven, 592 ff o
and the Areopagus in the Eumenides <Ire examples of his use of contemporary
fentures o



.~nterrelationsl1il) of god and man. JIe focu5es attent:i.on on his

chCtTClcters as human being:'>, and their actions are seen primarily as

the realization of their vlills. For example, there is a remClrkable

contrast between Eteocles' remarks on his decision to fight Polyneices in

the Seven and Oedipus' on his self-discovery and self-blinding in the

Oedipus Coloneuso The chorus warns

curse:

Eteocles to beware of his father's

xo, ~ " r~:rw"f-ilE:- \.
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705 ff.)D~( 0, S \\\00 iZti-r f LJb/'\d... fJ-.,(Seven,

c I 'Ii /
) 9-Vjo) (Oedipus Coloncus 434)0Oedipus says 0''II1'/l \"-.. <: t::- L They

both use the same verb "boiled", which, especially in the Seven, has a

metaphorical reference to a stormo Eteocles uses it of' Oedipus'

curse and the Fury it invoked which thus direct his actions. Oedipus,

/
hm'/ever, recoe;nizes his l7-vrO( 10

as part of his own natureo Both

experience terrible emotional distllrbance which destroys their appetite

~or life (Seven, 704 and Oedipus Coloneus, 434 ff.).. But one is

an external, the other an internal complicationo

lOThis \f'\)/v...jS is a le'l.c1ing charac teristic of Sophoclean heroes,
just <:,s it is Homer's subject in the D.iad: t"'1v"1'V' ~~lhf .. e-(-~ j

c f. B. Knox, The Heroic ~leclper: - Studies in' Sopl1oc"lean' Trap;edy. (Berkeley
<:md Los f'mgeles, University of Culifornia Press, 1964), chapters 1 and 2,
particularly, 29 ff. and 50 ff.
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Though Sophocles retains elivine machinery (oracle:;, au[,'Ury and

even the intervention of the ~ods) it operates as an imponderable &nd

inexplica"ble force in human life and forms a background to the action

,of his human figures. It is often a terrible counterpoint to human Qction

(the refused sacrifices in the Anti~one, the oracle's command to seek

the murderer in the Oedipus Tyrannus), but sometimes acts for good

(the thunder and orClcle of Oedipus Coloneus). Most often, the operation

of orcccles is unmotivated and yet the gods who send them cannot be

accused of cruelty in causing a hero's downfall (cf., especially,

11in Ocdi1)1JS Tyrannus, the pla~e and the oracles o)

Sophocles' characters, then, stand on their own, and his

heroes are isolated from gods and men both by their responsibility

for their acts of will and their refusal to accept ordinary passive pietyo

Knox has defined Sophoclean tragedy as I'the confrontation of his destiny by
,.'

a heroic individual whose freedom of action implies responsibilitY"012

This idea of tracedy (which Aristotle in the Poetics sees as the best

form when the hero is n.ot perfectly virtuous but does not suffer

change to misfortune because of wickedness, 1453a8ff.) is afar cry

from Aeschylus. Yet Sophocleo' Theban plays have more than just the

epic stories in common with Aeschylus' trilogy and often reveal a

remarkable indebtedness of thematic materialo

llef. B. Knox, Oedipus at Thebes (New Haven, Yale University
Press 1957), pp. 9-100. ,

12The Heroic Temper, p. 70
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2. The Antigone

l\ntigone (4J-j 2 B.C.) shows considernble orj.ginality in

construction on the part of Sophocles. "In simplest term.s the

dramatic vehicle is the conflict of hlo persons in ref:;pect of a

burial1' ,13 yet the number of contradictory accounts of Antigone

elsewhere provides a ma"ked contrast with the unity of the playo

It is impossible to decide how early the story of Antigone's burial of

Polyneices appears." The case for an epic origin rests on the supposition

that Apollodorus' account (Bibliotheca, 3, 78 fo) reflects that

1, t' 14trEH: l lone
Ie:

The ending of the Seve~ which is probably not genuine, ~

might be considered a prototype for Sophocles' playo Yet in it \ntigone

is helped in burying Polyneices by a semi-chorus (1074-6) and does not

elaborate his right to burial by appeal to custom (1041 ff.).16 In any

case, there are still a large number of other stories about Antigone

and the play's other characters. Sallustius, Argumentum ad Sophoclis

f\.ntip;)one says that rr.imnermus· (c 0 620 B.C.) has Ismene caught lying

with Theoclymenus and killed by Tydeus, while Ion of Chios (c. 450 BuC.)

has Antigone and Ismene burned by Laodomas, son of Eteocles~ in the

13R• Goheen, The ImaGery of Sophocles' Antigone (Princeton,
University Press, 1951), p. 950

14
H. Lloyd-Jones, "The End of the Seven f\gair.st Thebes",

Cl;::;.ssical Quarterly, New series, 9, 1959, pp. 96-7, accepts the epic
origin.

15See Chapter II.

16Cf • Jebb, po x o
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te~ple of 1 era. In Euripides' Antigone, Haemon rescues and marries

17the heroire and they have a Gon, ~ acon o The Seven are either burned

on seven pyrcs18 or taken from the Thebans by Theseus for burial in

Attica. 19 Creon only appearG in Seven~4'14 as fr..lthcr of the '1'heban

champion, He[jareus, and there is no sU[j[jcstion of his rule or kinship

wi th J oc:'\sta (the council mal<e the decree in Seven, 1012) .20 SO)Jhoclcs,

then, probably had <.\11 these variants available and may have invented

a good deal of material i~ Antigone, especially her mode of death and

21
its consequences.

In the proloVle, Antigone reveals her intention to bury

Polyneices despite Creon's ban and its death penaltyo Ismene rejects

her appeal for help because of their weakness and duty to obey

authorityo Antigone leaves to accomplish her will o The chorus of

17See Chapter-' IV 0

18Pindar, Nemean Odes IX, 9-28. Nothing about the burial of
Polyneices is necessarily implied (contra, Baldry, "The Dramatization
of the Theban Legend", Greece and Rome, 2nd Series, III, 1956, po 33)0

19Aeschylus' version in the Eleusinians, see Chapter 11 0

20Ho J. Rose, in Oxford Classical Dictionary, s.v., calls
Creon "stopgap name".

21"The play is not far from pure fiction", Baldry, p .. 34 0
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':2] ehan elders greets the day of 'ilictory by th~nking the gods for their

destruction of the bOC1stful f\rgiveso Creon meets his council, the

chorus, to announce his succession to the throne and his decree that

:Cteocles but not Polyneices is to be buried. One of the gu<{rds on the

latter's corpse reports its mysterious ceremonial burial o Creon rejects

the chorus' suggestion of divine intervention and blames dissident

citizens, comm~nding the guard to capture the culprits or die o The

chorus sings of the wonder and terror of r~n's ingenuity and reflects on the

danger of disobedience to the laws and divine justice. The guard returns

0ith Antigone~taken prisoner for burying Polyneiceso She claims to be

following the usages of the gods who have not sanctioned Creon's laws.

lIfter an anr;ry interchan{~e, he summons Ismene, suspecting coJ.J.usion o

'.Che latter wishes to share Antigone's fate, but is repudiated by hero

Creon cannot be moved, though Antigone is betrothed to his son o The

chorus (582-625) sings of the gods' prolonged attacks on the house of

hlbdacus, Antigone's fall and the inevitable destruction awaiting man's

life if the gods clash with him o IIaemon arrives and his expression of

loyalty heartens Creon; when he remarks that the city sympathizes with

l\ntigone and advises moderation, an angry exchange results, and he. leaves

in a furyo Creon is persuaded to release Ismene and avoid polluting the

city by walling Antigone in a cave and not having her stonedo The

chorus witnesses to the power of Love, and sympathizes with Antigone as

she laments her lonely and untimely death. Creon interrupts the

chorus' comforting stories of famous legendary heroines and has Antigone

removed. The chorus offers three mythical paradigms of ambiguous

~pplication for Antigonels fate. Teiresias then describes the bad



omens caused by pollution of the altars through the unburied corpses.

Once Teiresias has left,Creon's suspicion of bribery Gives place to a

reversal of his decisions. He will bury Polyneices, release Imtigone

and pray to Dionysus for the city's safety. ~ messenger reports

the results to Creon's wife: Polyneices is buried, but Creon finds

lInemon with Antigone who has hanged herself. Haemon fails in an _

attack on Creon, then kills himself. The queen silently enters the

pal.:1ce nnel Creon brinc;s on Haomon's body. His lamentation is

ilCreasc(1 lly news of 11il.> wife's suicide. JIe is a living dead man (1288).

The chorus moralize his fate iJS punif;hment for prideo

Religious and political problems are bdsic to the trngic

conflict and extensively employed in it. The problem of the individual

conscience and obedience to state law is hinted at in the Seven (1032-84),

but Antigone is far more than a development of thiso ~ntigone's and

Creon's acts are both political and religious in implicationo The

political issue at stake was well stated by Hegel: liThe public law of

the state and the instinctive family-love and duty towards a brother

are here set in conflict. Antigone, the woman, is pathetically

possessed by the interests of family; Creon, the man, by the welfare of

h '1,22t e communlt:'.
-,'

Antigone claims the sanction of her genos for burying Polyneices:

22
"Hep'el on Tra~t', trans. by ~o and H. Paolucci (New York,

Doubleday, 1962), p. 178 0
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~{nd uses political terms (fTC C) S0':3 <5' 1 lt6, 502) to express her

loyalty to the older system of social organization which radical
.. '

23
de~ocracy had tried to combat. She stresses the physical closen~ss

o. those born of the same mother with strange expressions (I, 523,
/

466-7,511,864) and rl),05 of blood relatives is her watchword

(ironically Haemon, not Ismene, is loyal to her)o This theme is at

its height when she implies that mutual slaughter cannot cancel the tie

(523), yet disloyalty has done in Ismene's cnse (543)0

( 485-8, cf. 192, 198).

)1 ) ) (\" ,rfl.) ( I
E-l..,... oL r) (': ." rl]5 Eel {7 0 roC '- ro'l'EO.,,, eo<...

(..... z" I' I n
"l/""'v 1 va) E..t 1«(,l00 \<'Ut E-t )
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Creon recognizes this claim of Antigone but rejects its object:

:X\~'

" \
'10V ftJ-...{-r0S

) / (

LV"1 -rG- 'K~

/
f teo u

Antigone never tries self-justification in terms of the city but

only in terms of her genos Her prologue contrasts with the parodos

(100-161), where the we~mess of the city and wickedness of Polyneices'

treachery are dwelt on, and with Creon's address (162-210) on the

" , u ~
overridinG claims of the state, especially his ~\ t'h~Oy'" oc)'nS 1,( f'll

" (" I / 1\ ? ,..., ) r r- I
1"1)) <;(V"OV "flol.Teo:.s <plI\OY vtl'zll) "--00"-0\1" OVd~r-0v ).ftw.(L82-5,where~l"os

. clashes with Antigone's meaning for it: " rel a tive") 0 The wording of

Creon's speech suggests the ~thenian assembly (~60-1) and asserts the

city's rights over the family'so He does not expect opposition,

least of all from his family,24 but, failing to induce Antigone to

, . . .
nlS S11SP1C lons

23See Chapter II.

24Cf•

(289-314)0
tIl"l t dissidents buried Polyneices
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c:,ccept the city as an obliGation (512-25), he is led to condemn her

to death. There he twice denies the claims of his kin, firet in the

decrrea~ainst his nephew and next in his sentence on his niece o

His scene with I~emon again makes him choose city over family (658-80)

d.nd he sIJeHks of the latter in terms of the former (660, 677 and 730

stress within the family)o His arGuments,

then, for city over family grow in exclusiveness, just as Antigone's

for family. This is the political conflict delineated in Antigone

t~\t the Seven foreshadowed, but there is a further clash o

Both Creon and Antigone appeal sincerely to the gods. Antigone

deeply reveres her family dead and is devoted to the p.;ods below (21_30)0 25

Her religious motive for burying Polyneices seems to be to ensure his

" )/ ()- >/
honour among the dead (contrast Eteocles, who is -roLf EWe(7fV <:. Vf'toY25)

~ /)
and she defies other's opinions (O<>"LIll... '11,,('110 0t6' Y) c:Jo/..O 74). The gods

She contrasts Creon's\'Iill honour her act (77 and 450-7)0
I

Vor 0 1J5

("l<:ms" lr52) with the 'uOe6l.1\'l<>L ~ crro(\~ &-~ ~v V:r L ttL
(454-5" unwritten and sure usages of the gods,,)~26 which will and have

25Cf • I-Iegel, po 68: "Antigone reverences the ties of blood
relationship, the gods of the nether world"o

26The interpretation of this phr~se is much debated. Knox
(Tleroic Temper, ppo 94-8) contends th(,t the V5f'1f"'L concerned must be
solely the burial of the dead and other passages about "unwritten
11-1'1/5" are not to the pojnto Cf. V. Ehrenberg, Sophocles and Pericles
(Oxford, Blackwell, 1951r) , po 1+7 on Thucydides, 2, 37, 30 The
secondary meaning of Y:r-'r-~ "customary rites of burial" (~o
Herodotus, 1, 65) speaks strongly for such a view o
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outlived Creor.' 5 laws. She S('~0ms to refer here to the god~" below

(cf. 519, 542, 894)27 nnd Creon (777) and the chorus recogni~e tl jfi

(Gal ff.)o IIer position would probably be GympDthetic to the nudienceo

itlthough it vias common practice to refuse burial to traitors in their

own city, and several instances of this occurred before and after the

dc'te of the play /8 it was unusual to deny burial ell top;ether 0 1\

similar problem is the centre of the controversy in the second half

of Sophocles' Ajax, where Agamemnon and Menelaus \'Iish to punish the

traitor Ajax by refusing burialo There, Odysseus concludes the

argument by pointinp; Olit that the gods i laws are outraged by this treat-

ment of a brave and noble man (134-5)0 The refusal of the Thebans

to bury the Athenian dead after the battle of Delium (424 B.C o) was an

act against enemies and may be mirrored in the similiar situation in

Euripides' Suppliants, which it probably influencedo 29 In the Antigone

the situation is more crucially political, since Antigone buries

Polyneices in his own city although he betrayed ito This action may

il~ply the notions of return to ~arth and hero-cult (cf. especially

196)9 already exploited

in the Seven, and perhaps even the undertones of fertility there are

present in Antigone's ironic description of Polyneices as
"")

OU...JVO~ S

customs and gods far more ancient than the city.

27Cf • her continual appeals to them while ignoring the Olympi8nso
See L. 11. 0 I'"iackay, "Antigor,e, Coriolanus, and Hee;el", T./I.P.!"., 93 9 1962,
po 1670

28C" M: 13owra, Sophoclean Tragedy (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 194LI),
ppo 48-9.

29See Chapter IV o
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Creon, however, has ctecided on the f,lte of the (lend rnnn purely

OJ! his value to the city and so lG wiing de'lth ns a politicnl \'/Cil[lOl

(cf. 308,580-1). He can talk of Hades ironically (575, 524, 653 fo),

and his unconcern seems clear when he commutes Antigone's death

sentence (777-80)0 This near-rejection of the gods below matches his

eSIJollsal of the city, for his gods Hre its protectors (163, 18'+), whose

enemy Polyneices was (199). This motivates Creon's rejection of the

supposed divine burial of Polyneices (282-9) and the proclamation

itself which expresses the will of these gods to Creon. They are invoked

by the chorus in the parodos (100~162). And so lithe conflict between

tDO individuals represents the conflict between two different complexes

of social and religious loyalties, one expressing the mood of the past,

30the other of the present l1 0 The outcome shows Creon, disdainer of

family, destroyed by his own family (1231-9) and destroying them

(i1~\.~OK.":ViJ 1305)0 He pollutes his city (1915) and endanGers it (1080)
l

despite his wishes. The formula of the chorus:
f /

X,0-0 v'o 5 e--e-~ V
) 11 . ~\fMYVCjOVS 1\<X.e ~\ eWv -r- f YOe Kov

0t~t1o \\5' )/ )... c/ '- "- Ko(\~/"i:rro 15 1 OIW --10 (1\

)~ ~ y " o--r\.. .... :>--,r). 5
I <368_72)31X~t\v.

has come drendfully true for Creon and he has caused his own puni5hment.

30Iillox, The Heroic Temper, p. 102, where, however, he recoGnizes
that both opponents retreat to "purely personal considerations, unrelated
to fcimily, city, gods" (p. 103). Antigone's odd and controversial
sophj_stry (905-12) is viewed as a rejection of her [';ods and revelation
of her basic motive, love, while Creon rejects the city (733-7) and its
p,ods (1039-44), disc1osii>€~ his hurt pride (6:55 f., 678-80)0

31For the reading 'f\cCprJpw-f see Goheen, p. 141, note 3 and
YillOX, The Heroic Temper, p. i85~ note 30



On the oth()r llilml, the [nmily rlOC[~ not repu(J.j[lte f,nU/';oIJ(). Ir;r.l0.ne

trie:; .:md lI<1cmoli succeerlt; ill t.h;lring her de':lth, and h(!r honour with her

relatives below is assured. Her loyalty to family, rir;ht for the city

. Iso in this case, was too exclusive ,md this total rej0ction of city

bring:, de;lth as its reward (890). She will remain citylesG below

alGo (852, 370). The gods do not save he~ hut they ~llfil her prayers

(927-8) and her wish to II join in loving" (C"vr~\\f:r;-y 523). Sophocles

has illuminated his play with two vast contemporary visions of political

and religious sienificance, and, though his characters bear thp. weic;ht

of these visions, they remain triumphantly human and do not degenerate

into symbolso

This clash of city and family is, however, strongly linked

viith a knowledge problem just as in the Seven o There, the Great problem

of knowledge in the central scene was the differentiation of seeminc;

J' b· 32irom elnc;o In the AntiGone, both protagonists have their individual

yet limited means of knowing to match their opposing viewpoint. Antigone's

37;
loyalty to family is based on her t'innate intuition~lI../ Her view of

revl:Lty is not reflected in concrete terms, except her references to

Niobe (823-33) and her invocation to Nature (844-9)0 She uses emotional

terms and elementary feelings (466-7, 857 ff.~ and 69-70,73-4)0 The

illogicality of a number of her major statements illustrates this. She

32See Chapter 110

33Goheen, pp. 76-82 0



:.J.rcueG that dnration of time is a criterion to juoGe action by:

(\

oy

.\nd aGain, the sophistry by \;rhich she justifies her love for her brother

above all others shows a similar emotional warpinG (905-12). Thus her

se~ara.te plane of thought is revealed by these characteristics; her

intuition is a moral one and the catastrophe seeml'; to confirm its

correctnes,-;.

Creon is contrasted with her emotional intuition, for he chooses

sense and reason as his criteria. This is shoym in his constant

references to sensibilia in his images. Three recurring verbal

po.tterns indicate the shalloymess of his judgment. Creon's ideas seem

" - (i I )"l·ight thinking" ("-0 reOvf-\y') and his opponents' "folly" oLlfe 0 o-UY 1

(176, 281, 561 f., 727), but this scheme is reversed after the Teiresias
-,'

cc~ne (1023, 1060 and especially 1348-56). Creon stresses sight and the

seen in the first half of the play (206, 49L~, 690-700, 763-4), while

Teiresias, as in the Oedipus Tyrcmnus, is the embodiment of the vlhole

pattern, especially as he brinGS Creon eventually to face the reality

of pollution by the corpses. The same reversal of pattern occurs after

the catastrophe. Creon wishes to be blind (1328 ff.), and has insight

,(1290). Finally, there is considerable contrast between the demands of

Nature and Law as seen by the different figures. Ismene (59-62) and Creon

develop the idea that law is whatever the ruler wishes (211-14, 479, 525).

Creon maintains that the claims of family are to be based directly on

:.;>;rounds of usefulness (641-60) and his pragmatism would eliminate aIlJr

natural principles of Justice from the city, whose laws are those of its
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Antigone contrasts her fidelity to her o~n nature with the

attitude (511-523) a.nd she cries as a \'Ii tneSG to N,-tture <:is a symbol of
(

this :lgainst Creon's yo I 0 v (842-56, 937-LI-3). She is anr;vlcrcd

by its disruption (997-1013), just as Creon is punished by losine two

of his kin. Creon rejects both the deirnnds of the Gods for Polyneiccs'

lmrLll and H,\emon's advice on the limitation of human \'lisrlom

and relics on hj_s own rule and the wisdom of old ar,e (720-746) 0 His

rc:,te seems to warn aGainst the abandoninG of the traditional values the,t

these counsels represent and the chorus draw this moral from the play:

"'tie WTOY

"\

f'l bH

'rIle gods punish his hybris and this is symbolized by the pollution that

~alls on the city from the unburied corpses (1015-8), which was thought

of as a very real infection on the city's land, animals and peopleo

~hus Antigone's intuitive wisdom, with its loyalty to family, is a foil

and corrective for Creon's factual wisdom, through both are limited,

Antigone's in its means, for it ignores the city's claims w!lich are

essential for all, and Creon's in its ends, for it omits the final

moral order of the world. Neither way of thinking is vindicated by

their catastrophes. Sophocles rather reveals the difficulty of

knowledge for human moral action. A similar difficulty is found at the

end of the Seven, where a problem of Justice in the city is stated

11nd solved in different ways by the two semichoruses (1072-84).
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This proble!:: of lmoViledp;e reflects the contemporary a trnoi>phere

of So})ltocles' day. ']'he ode on i:ln (332-375), which first univerr~alizes

tIle action into a discussion of attitudes to life as n whole, praises

humaTi intellectual achievements similar to those claimed to have been

Viven to men by Prometheus in Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound (1+45-506) 0

These accounts may wcll reflect Sophistic culture-histories of the

IJcriod, and the idea that man developed the city for himself (355-6) is

probably an echo of ProtagorCts' famous myth which saw the city as the

means of civilization (Plato, Protagoras, 320 D ff.)o Sophocles' ode,

however, carries an undertone of daneero The opening is ambiguous:

") e /
d. Y l7e'"J iTO J

<332-4) 0 There the word S 6\Y~5 implies "clever", "marvellous" and

II fearsome", and tJlis undertone of threat also colours the words for

"intellect" epe. 6v'l r- elL <354, "pride" 459) and "civic temper":

(356; "aneer" 280)0 The ode ends by stating that a city

prospers if it keeps the justice of the god~ and punishment awaits

rasru1ess (366-75)034 This stress is similar to that on Justice and

Reverence in the third staee of Protagoras' myth, but the action of

the play develops the dangers implied in the ode and suggests the

great difficulty of the knowledge required for the Sophists' rationalist

approach to ethics and governmento

34Cf • Goheen, PP. 53-6 and cfo Co Po Segal, "SophocleE! Praise
of lfJa.n and the Conflicts of the Antir;one lf

, Arion, 3: 2, 1964, pp. 52-4 0



Cr(~on himself, whose refm,rJl to Rccept the decision of the ode

;;ringr; disiu5ter I shows characteristics of the Sophistic movcmcmt. The

nrr,umentCltion and dogmas of some of his speeches (e.e;o: 162-210,

679-80), his efforts to rationalize away the gods' interest in his

affairs (e.go: 280 ff., 1040-1) and his eventual resort to power

politics (730-61) are all tinged with the teaching of the Sophists. 35 His

upholding of his law and the concept of law is contrast to Ilntip;one' s

appeCll to nature and the justice of the gods has been mentioned

and is perhaps his most significant Sophistic characteristic. Creon's

disaster is on one plane a fai]~re of the intellect of Sophistic man

to reach full knowlede;e of lifeo Sophocles~ then, sees man's intellectual

achievements both as the source of progress and of danger through the

limited knowledge on which they are based. T1lis is unlike the

optimism of Protagoras l myth and Aeschylus' reflection of the same ideas,

and the fate of Creon, whose Sophistic'fe<ltures are marked~ represents

this judgment.

Creon's Sophistic power politics also highlight another clash

in the playo Although the stateWs interests are uppermost in his con

cern and he wishes free speech to allovi the best advice to be r;iven

(178-190) ,. his tyrannical qualities soon begin to appear: his fits of

anger vlith the guard, Antigone and Baemon, his certainty of his own

judgment and his readiness to suspect treason and bribery (289-303)0

His effect on the citizens is to make them fear to speak their minds

(504 ffo, 690 ffo)o He finally demands obedience even when he is

35Goheen, pp. 90-1 0



There is thuG a clash between forms of c;overnment
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in the \'Irong (GGG fo) n.nd he clnimG the state as his (738).

! [!;dinst hiro Haemon usef) the ClJ'[juments of democratic I\thens th<...t

the vlill of the people should be cOJ~sidered (733) and that the d ty

to ,';.11 (737) .36belon[!;'"

37implied in Creon's rule, such as appears in the Seven when Eteocles

shows despotic traits in hif) attitude towards the chorus. 38

This and other side,:, of Creon's action have SUESc;er;ted that

his character is a portrait of Pericleso Creon is c:llled ()Te.-ol...."roc.~

"general" by Antigone (8) without any apparent mythical justification~39

Criticism from an aristocratic standpoint of Pericles v influentin.l

generalship -- first held in 4Lr3 B.C o -- and its probable re~5ults40

seems too narrow an intention. Sophocles seems not to have been a

close
41

ally of the oligarchs, and besides, Creon's tyranny brings

punishment on himself. There are, however, similiarities of policy.

Creon thinks obedience to government is best for the individual (676,

cf o Thucydides, 2, 60) and wishes to make Thebes Great (191, cf.

7hucydides, 2, 36)0 The probable relationship between the two men

seems to be that: "Sophocles, vlhen he c,rented 0 " 0 Creon \'laS,

36C ~ Ehrenberg, p. 60.I.

37Cf. EhrenberG, p. 54 ff o

38
S Chapter II oee

39Ehrenberg, pp. ~05-l2 and pp. 173-1770

40T• B. L. Webster, Political Inter retntions in Greek Literature
(~unchester, ¥Bnchester University Press, 19 ,pp. 52-30

41
Ehrenberg, pp. 137-40 0



Thus Creon's rcstricted autocracy th(tt :Jcer; the

consc iow31y or uncol1[;ciousJ.y, under the imJlilc t of Periclcf·;' lc(,der-

.. f t'- (' t t II L~2
S~\lP O' J1C oJ a e •

:i.J dividui".i.J. only as a member of the city tIoes not represent lJf~ricleG'

ideal of the city. This was ecp'L\lity of jur;tice and a share in [!;<"wcr:"1-

ment for all, and at the S~lme time reco~nition for individual merit

(Thucydides, 2, 37). This combination of the claims of individual

und stute seems also to be Sophocles' political moral in the Anti~()ne,

an aim fElr greater than propaGanda for one political party.

The conflicts of the play are illuminated by the frequent

recurrence of dominant images. These help express both the differing

value-systems behind the clash of characters and the ultimate fc.ccts

of tile nature of evil and man's relationship with the gods. Much of the

imagery sprirJ[';s from the ode on man and its implied praise of intellectual

i;.chievement.s

of m'Oney and

is severely modified in the course of the playa Imagery

h d · , 43 d I' t th d' 'f 1mere <In.lslng e lnea-es .e lvergencles 0 va ue-system

between Creon and Antigone. He employs it to denote a materialistic

view of his enemies (220-2, 295-303) and, though Itntigone proves him

Vlrong here, he quickly reassumes it (1035-9). Antigone and Haemon

use it in an OP1Josite Vlay, of her emotional decision to brave death

(29-30, 461-8, 683-4, 699). The messenger (1168-71) and chorus (1326)

ircnically echo Creon's earlier use, after the reversal, implying a clash

of values. This sequence underlines a clash of values between the

antagonists and the superficiality of Creon's judgment contrasts with

Antigone's decisiono

43Goheen, ppo 14-19, cf. SeGal, p. 48 0
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ml . J . J., • LtLf .. tl t f" 1 t 1
.J. 1e ml .ll.-,-,ry lrnages enV1610n 18 n<1. ure o. Cl Vl con TO 0

Antico18 describes Creon as an Athenian General, (8-10, 86-7) and he

assumes this role in his speeches too, p<1.rticularly in the form of his

decree, which is announced by a herald. (168-9, 215-7, 241-2). These

iMages only re<tch full statement in his crucial scene with Haemon 'vlhere he

portrays civic and family order in mili~lry terms (632-40,666-76),

and Haemon sees his filial duty in the 6ame fashion (688-90). The

Teiresias scene has a similar pattern of i~IGe and rebuttal (1033-5,

108Lf-G, 1095-7 all archery images) 0 Creon finally perceives the short-

coming of his view in these terms:

(1106)

it does not include a Gufficiently wide view of life to be satisfactory.

So the imaGe reverses itself on Creono

rJ:he most important sequence for character and value-systems is

t wt of anicals and their· control o45 It correlates man's relationship

to animals with the gods' to man v This pattern reveals the moral order

of the universe. Creon breaks this moral order by sceld-ng to put him-

self on the plane of the gods and this he symbolizes by describing the

dissident buriers of Polyneices (as he imagines them) in the guise of

yoke animals (289-92)0 46
He sees Antigone as an unbroken horse (477-9)

44
Goheen, ppo 19-26.

45Ibi~, PPo 26-350

Lt6
Cf o the connection of yoke and slavery in the Seven (75, 322,

Lt71 and 793) where the threatened chorus also think of themselves
as hunted animals. See Chapter 11 0



,mc1 l'olyneices as a beast a11\1 carrion for the bird;:; (201-6, 10110-3,

1080-3) 0 'l'he slavery threatened by her brother (202) hecomcf' lInti[~one' s

lot (lf79) -- another im'lge in v/hich Creon equCJ.tes himself with the

mastero Antigone, however, answers t~lt Polyneices is not a olave

dcspite Creon's treatment (5l7), just as, in reverse, Creon accuses

IIaemon of being i\ntiL~olle's slave (755-6). The sisters are animals for

Creon (53l-3, 578-8l) and AntiBone's imprisoning is like a trapped

beast's ( ee 0 e01's 775) 0 The sequence presents Creon's attitude to

authority and the chorus further extends its applicationo In the

parados, the gods' destruction of Polyneices and the j~eives is like

the wild driving of chariots (106-9, l3l-3, 139-40), which ironically

I (' I ")/ ) / (("
mntcheG Creon's final image of his fall (c:.-'1 () CoElUtV oLOC.J..\S OvOlS

127ll-). t1an' s taming of animals is contrasted with his self-tau~ht

government of cities in the first stasimon (332-356) but the gods are

masters of man's destiny (365-75)~ This formula of man's power over

animals equal to gods' power over men is set out distinctly in the next

ode on Love (781-99), especially "drive out of the

course" (791-2) 0 The chorus repeats the racing metaphor to picture

their divided loyalties (800-1, cf. the suggestive repetition of

799, 802 meanine; first gods', and then menis "laws")o

Finally the chorus turns against Creon and their use of nnimal imagery

(9(f7, 955 and 985) suggests their protest. Likewise, Teiresins deGcribes

augury in there terms (999-1004, 1021-2) and the Messenger Haemonis

reaction to Creon at the tomb (1231-2), even Creon himself there (1214)Q
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,"ninal imi11;ery also appecu's in tlw Seven vlhere it i.e; used to charac terize

encr:ic~i (j,rgives: 1+35, 503; Eteoclef3 of the chorus: 243-1+, 281), or

the innocent (chorus of themselves: 292_1+,348).47 Eteocles, after

cor~bi.lttinE; the <::mimals hostile to Thebes, also becomes an animal in

rlis battle fury (692, 704). Both reversals nre the outcome of true

knovlledge [~ained at the turnini, point of the playo

related image sequence, that of birds, centres on I-,ntigoneo 48

The ode on t·hn includes bird-catching as an achievement (343-4), but the

birds feeding on Polyneices' corpse (29 ff., 205) symbolize Creon's

rejection of religious practice for political expediency 0 Teiresias is

warned by these birds of Creon's pollution of the city's affairs, and

the art (998) of prophecy, that relies on them, is separate from the arts

of control by its sympathy with nature. To the guard, Antigone is like

a bi;~d that mournG her younG (1~23-5) or is hunted (433) 0 fintigone's sex

is thus emphasized, as later in Creon's harsh imae;es of animal conquest

(Lf73 f.), also connected with domination of male over femnle (481~ f 0,

525). Creon sees Antie;one's defiance as woman's attempt to rule man

(678, 746, 756) and the clash between his ma::;culine rea::;oning cmd her

complete acceptAnce of her feminine natural affections, with the

eventual vindication of woman's insie;ht, has been prefigured in the Seveno 49

47See Chapter 11 0

48segal, PP. 56-70

L~9
See Chapter 11 0



'J.' hCGC i rna [';0[; of birds, the pGycholol~ical conflict of thc S<;X0G ClIld

the allswer:lnc; of the Hrt of the ode on Man by 'rcireGia[-;' god-given

.:.rt of divination form a complex revenlinG that control ctnd tJuthority

over nature Gnd man is more difficult them the ode and Creon

co
A further sequence concern~ marriage with Death. J Creon.

refers unsym]1o. thetically to f\ntigone' s love for death (Or8-9r) in

contrast to the chorus' sYT'1]1o.thy (802-5). 7he komrr,os (806-33) is imagist-

ica1ly o.n irollical marriaGe procession. But !\11tif~one prefers this

wedding and her family (891-4, 916-20\ and this image takes the place

, 51of a developed erotic subplot, as in Euripides' f\ntlgone9 to provide

~otivntion for Haemon's suicide. The messenGer's employment of this

inace (1204-7, 1223-5, 1240-1) reverses Creon~s ironic use, as does the

tableau of the lovers in death. The Ruge;estion of an after-life (1070-

G) is outweighed' by a feeling of traGic wo.ste. The tension between the

two forms of life hints at the conflictinG claims of body and spirit

and for~s C\ backe;round for judGing the characters' actions.

I f d ' d 52 1 l' tl bl f . )mo.gery 0 lSeD.Se an cur~ symJO lzes 1e pro em 0 eVl_

o.lld the relations of god and man. The "disease" (419-21) of dust that

buried Polyneices, similar to that in Homer, Iliad I, siGnifies the

Gods' intervention according to both guard and chorus,53 an inter-

50Goheen, pp. 37-41.

51Cf • C. Robert, Oidipus, II, 381-95, and Chapter IV.

52Goheen, pp. 41-44 and Segal, pp. 61 and 64 0

53f\ntigone's tacit adnission of th's burial (435) is still
debated. Knox argues well for its acceptance, Heroic Temper, PPo
176, note 3, 180-1, note 430
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l_retcltion that Creon rejected earlier (278-89). He fjug{~CGtr; that

.\ntic;ol'e is "epileptic" (732); but 'l'ciresias points out the genuine ill-

ner,s of the city anel attrilmteG it to Creon's evil (1023-7, 105;:)0

~his accus" tion foreshadol'ls Oedipus' clCtsh in Oedipus Tyrctnnus Vii th

the same prophet, where it is made to an unwary polluter (303-7)0
.,'

Creon, unaware of the macrocosm of man's existenc~ claims man cannot

pollute the gods (1043 f.), but himself infects the city (1080-3)0

'1'he charm; invokes the relir.;ious association of disease again CtS they

pray for hCi'Aling to Dionysus (1115-9~). Ironically, the cure that

comes is retribution and tragic waste, wilich affirms the god's authority

and power over human life as Creon co~es to recognize in these terms (1284 fo)o

In the Ode on Man, shelter from the missiles of storm and the open

air is a triumph of civilization (356-9) but exposure to the elements

(410 ff.) and to Creon's storm (391) is the GUard's lot, an ironic con-

trast to civilization. Creon, according to Haemon, should rule a

desert (740), and he acts this out by making Antigone deserted (887,

919, 713). Polyneices' exposure also illustrates Creon's failure to grasp

an essential of civilization Rnd his disregard of the godso Antigone's

burial -- a she1terine; -- signifies her e:reater insight o

Th . f th -" 1 . 54, h. e lmage sequence 0 e sea arul sal lng s~resses uman

ingenuity and need for co-operationc Conquest of the sea reveals man's

daring and resourcefulness (334-7, 615-6, 953-5) and disclosAs the power

of Love and Dionysus (785, 1117-9). Ismene and Antigone develop the

'commonplace of the "sea of life" and "stor!'1 of troubles" (20, 83, 53G-7)

54Goheen, pp. 44-50, cf. Segal, p. 630



Teiresias uses the figure of Creon's past rule in the
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and thes<: are especially linJ<ed with the troubles of their fnmily (,nd

tIle gods' power over men (582-97)0 In the Seven a sea of troubles

surrounds th8 city (32-3, 60-4) and then Eteocles' doomed family

(690-J., 705-9, 89f-60) 0 Creon's 'hhip of stilte ll commonplaces illuGtrate

his claims to leadership (162-3, 178-83, 188-90) and, while SURcesting

patriotism, may also hint at boastful tyranny, as with Eteocles' usage

• ./-1 C' 551n 1,l1e 0even.

revelation scene (991-4) as another ironical reversal of in'Be against

Creon o In the second stasimon also (582-97) the image is developed at

56length in threatening terms, ostensibly for Antigone and Ismene, but

through his kinship, for Creon also? and contrasts his and the Ode on Man's

attitude of control with the imponderability of irrational suffering•.

The cosmic nature of the sea adds an awareness of man's moral

responsibility and the gods' power in slkAping human life. It is

a testing Ground for man's hopes and achievements, and calamities can

be caused by both the unaccountable violence of the sea and by poor

seamanship. Bnemon warns his father of the latter (710-7) and Creon

finally admits he has piloted them to the harbour of Hades (1283-5)0

Moral irresponsibility on his part and unpredicatable forces in the

world are jointly responsible for the catastrophe. The sl1ip

55See Chapter 11 0

56J bb ..e ,p. Xll o

MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
McMASTER UNIVERSITY
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ima[;el'y in the ~)even also carries connotations of the limited

knowled~e of man, but there Eteoclcs' pilotage of the ship of st~te is

seen in reality to be his heJpless journey to Hades on his faMily's

vessel. 57

1\1though these image sequenc ffi hn ve been treated separ<:cely,

they nrc not experienced in this way. They deal with similar themes

and add ench a different dimension to them o MAny of tllem receive

crucial statement in the ode on Mnn and tl1eir subsequent appearnnce
,.'

recalls its optimistic con~otations, often ironicallyo The images of

army, sea, birds, shelter unll exposure, and animals, together with the

cunflict of sexes, indicate different ways of cOlltrollir.g ,mel their

lir',itations, while the divergent views of Creon, Antigone and Haemon on

human nature and motives are symbolized by the marriage, money, military

anel <1I1in al sequenc es. '1'he interac tion of imagery is of profound

ilnport«nce in the Teiresias scene where several sequences ironically

reverse themselves against Creon and his usnge of them. By their

development and interaction? they all form a significant mode of

communication for the poet's dramatic and other intentions. They

interweave illuminatirg symbols and ideas from contemporary life and

poetry into the texture of the plaYa

In tntigone, Sophocles has crecited a complex structure of

political and religious significance illuminated with elaborate poetryo

rV;Ciny themes found in the Seven are given profound development, even

if the spurioHs ending cannot have influenced the plaYa The conflict

57See Chapter 11 0
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of city and fHmily iUld the problemo of human knowledc;e recur. \//11iJ.e

.',nti!';one remains loyal to her lovine lJCl.ture and family by intuition,

Creon char~pi()ns the state above all and suffers a fatal nnd ironic

retribll tion thro1;e;h his filmi lyo rp.h ese twin themes of knowledGe

ilnd of unsuspected relationship, especially unknown enmity

with kin, are inherent in both the Seven and Antigone. Besides, several

analogous imaGes occur in both, particularly that of the sea and

sailing, in connection with these themes o

30 Oedipus 'l'yrannus

The Oedipus 'l'yrannus (probably produced circa 429 B.Co-)58 is

Sophocles' enigmatic masterpiece and has attracted various imitations

and interpretations through the centuries.59 In antiquity, too, the

60theme Vias popular, but though his play probably became a· classic
.,'

61model, he may have followed the plot of Aeschylus' Oedipus in outline,

58The plaGue and preoccupation with oracles seem the only
prominent (and doubtful) criteria for datinG, but suggest Athens just
after L~30 B.C o , cf. Jebb, S01lhocles: ~_'he Pla s ilnd Fra'ments Part 1,
r{'he Oedi~TLls 'l'yrC1nnus (Cambridge, 10 7 ,ppo xxix-xxx; i'Jhitman, pp. t9
50 and Ehrenberg, p. l14? note 2 v

59'1'0 J ebb's discussion, pp. xxxiii-xlvii, of later trea tmen ts
can be added Jean Cocteau's L~ mC1chine infernale and Freud's inter
pretation of the play's appeal, discussed by Knox, Oedipus at Thebes,
ppo 3-140

60Fifteen known treatments, according to Daly, Real Encyclop~die
(Stuttgart, 1896 - ), 17, 2107, 8ff o

6lCf • Aristotle's praise and constant use of Sophocles' version
, (~ Poetics, l552A34) 0
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(;2
addinG considerable elaborntio~ of the search. The frAcments of the

cyclic e~)ic, the Thebe] id, sugGest that many of Oedipus' tr"f>ic

chLlrncteristics vlerc already formed there, especially Oedipus' two

curses on his sons, his captivity becnw;e of his pollution and his

blindnesso 63 Aeschylus used these three motifs
64

and included Oedipus'

parricide nnd marriage to his mother older themes in the storyo65

Of these, Sophocles omits the curseQ to focus attention on Oedipus'

search and its results,ilnd changes the place of Laius' murder from

Potniae (Aeschylus, Oedipus, fro 173 Nauck) to Daulis (Oedipus

Tyrannus, 733-4)0 It is not known whether Aeschylus followed the

version of Oedipus' childhood used by Carcinus, in which Oedipus'

mother hid him from a relntive (Laius ?),66 or the thle of his exposure

in Sophocles. The defeated Sphinx and her riddle67 and Laius! oracle(s)68

62
fuldry, p. 33.

630n the implication that Oedipus is hlind, see Robert, I, 171,
and on the whole tradition, E. L. de Kock, "The Sophoklean Oidipus
and its Antecedents", Acta Classica, 4, 1961 9 ppo 18-22 u

64Cf • ~,720-91, see Chapter II~

65Odyssey 11, 271-60

66Fr • 798 Nauck.

67Cf • Robert, I, 57.

68Pindar, Olympian Odes, II, 38-L~0 (476 B.C~) 0
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. \':er(~ also in the tradition before Aeschylus and appeur in his playo

Sophocles, llowever, concentrates attention on these aspects of the

story. The vic Lory over the Sphinx stresses Oedipus' wisdom, and the

or<lcles unrelentine;ly confront an uncomprehending Oedip; s with the

truth about himself. Since those VJere from Delphi, they had prob<lbly

introduced the relir,ious ideafi of pollution of the individual <lnd of

his community through crime within the family, <lnd of the wisdom of

69humility before the Gods o In the Oedipus Tyrannus the plague <lnd

Oedipus' self-blinding result from direct or imagined pollution and

the kn"wledr;e of Oedipus -- whether he knows himself before the gods or

not is the supreme element of dramatic tensiono The Sphinx's
";

attack on Thebes and Laius' oracle are unmotivated, however, and so

Oedipus' fate is not set in a background of family crime, such as

J\CGchylus I Theban trilogy portrayed o

The play opens with Thebes stricken by a plague affecting

crope and men. Suppliants helve come to seek Oedipus' aid o lIe greets

them and telle how he sent Creon to Delp:li days before <lnd impatiently

a~ its his return. Creon arrives with Apollo's com~<lnd to rid the city

of its pollution -- the murderer of Laius, the former king. The

Sphinx, Creon says, had prevented a search at the timeo Oedipus dismisses

tne suppliants and summons his council of elders, the chorus. It

enters, praying to the gods for deliverance. Oedipus makes a

proclamation: the ~urderer must be found and exiled and anyone hiding

69de Kock , ppo 22-270
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the truth is cursed. The chorus docs not know about the crime, but

[;uG£;eG ts sendill[; for TeireGin[), whom Oeclipufi :sayf, he has alre"dy

~;ur:H:.oned. ':L'eire::>ias arrives, but is silent until Oerlipus charges him

with complicity. ':L'eiresias counterattacks with a full revelation of

Oedipus' f,llilto Oedipus in rli5helief aCCUGes him of conspiracy with

Creal" Ldlure to defeat the Sphinx and false prophecyo Teire~;ia~

rebuk(~s this distrust of the family prophet, but only riddles Oedipus'

true identity. The chorus ponder the killer's plir;ht (Ind the merits

of the recent argument. Creon ineffectually defends himself from

pro~lbilities and needs Jocuata and the chorus to save him. Jocasta

tries to comfort Oedipus with the "failed" or<:1cle that Laius would be

killed by his son, mentioning the crossroads where he died o Oedipus

remembers the murder he committed as he fled from Delphi because of

an ori,clc that he woul.el kill his f;,ther ,mel marry his mother, Polybus

and Herope of Corinth, as he thought. The tv/a murders seem different

as the one \'/itness blamed bandits, not one man, for Ix."'tiuso death o The

chorus llopes pious conduct will remain valid despite the doubt cast

on oracleG and the gods' rule in life, otherwise why serve the god as

chorus? Jocasta brings offerings to Apollo as Oedipus is disturbed o

A Corinthian interrupts with news of Polybus ' natural death~ apparently

confirming Joc<:1sta's disbelief in oracleso But Oedipus will not

return to Corinth while his mother liveno The Corinthian tells how he

received Oedipus as a baby from a servant of Laius and gave him to

11eropeo Jocasta fails in a lant bid to end Oedipus' search and exits

to die, while Oedipus, a son of Chance, will learn his parenta~e. The

chorus speculates on Oedipus' divine birth. Laius' servant refuses to
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spe"k, th011l:;h recoc;nizt:d by the Corinthian and the chorus, until,

under torture, JW tells the truth about Oedipus' parents und the

murder. Oedipus enters the palace in desfJDir. The chorus sinES of mnn' s

precarious happiness as exemplified by Oedipus. A servant reports

Jocasta's suicide and Oedipus' self-blinding. Oedipus enters and

laments with the chorus o He charges Creon to care for his children

and att0nd to Jocasta's burial. A farewell to his dauGhters has been

arranGed, but, despite his entreaties, Creon sends to Delphi for Gl~idal1ce

before exiling Oedipus, who enters the palace in isolation.

A profound religious statement seems to be made in the Oedipus

Tyr2nnuS about the validity of oracles and the operation and power of

the gods in human life o 'rile })lague in the opening of the play

motivates Oedipus' search for Laius' murderer and its blighting of

Generation is the punishment for h:i.s crime of incest. 70 'fhe connection

of the breaking of moral sanctions and the plaGue also occurs in the

~nti~one. Uoth pollutions are the result of contravening the close

ties of kinshipo Oedipus sought to avoid Apollo's oracle by fleeing

from Corinth (790 ffo) and his action led to both his parricide and his

incest o The or,{cle Vias thus fulfilled. Teiresias' statements that

Oedipus is the murderer 062-3) and lies with his kin (366-8) are

both lat<r discovered by Oedipus to be true o Even Laius' oracle that

he would be killed by his son is fulfilled. The gods' prophecies all

come tragically true for Oedipus and his family and reveal the

limitations of the human knowledge on which he bases his actions o

70Xenophon,Memorabilia IV, iv, 20-23 says defective offspring
results from incest o
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fl" e play, thus, is a "terrifyinG affirr."Jittion of the truth of prophecy,,71

And rcve.:.tls tile irony th(,t Oecli}JUs, who seemed at the start to hove

;woidcd the wor::;t of predictions so successfully, had in fact fulfilled

it lone ago. The conclusion that oracles are true and gods' knowlede~

superior to man's most profound knowledge is inevitable.

The oracles of the gods, however, do not prophesy the events of

the play. Jocasta's suicide, Oedipus' self-discovery and self-blindine

(1230-1) are all the resu1ts of human, not divine, will. Even

Tciresias' statements do not have any effect (439)72 and are

pa:..~tiany forgotten (767). The pla[ple, though demanding Oedipus'

attention and action, is not specifically the gods' intervention

and the famed plague, sent by Apollo in IIomer, Iliad I, is difficult to

reconcile with the chorus' prayers to Apollo for release (149 f.,

163, 205 fo)o Oedipus' inquiry to Delphi is his own idea (93) and
..'

so, too, are the curse (not demanded by Apollo) and summoning of

Teiresiaso Oedipus decided on the search himself (145, 148) and,

despite four attempts to end the search (Teiresias 320-1, Jocasta 848,

lOGo ff. and the shepherd 1165), stubbornly persists to the end o His

free acts of will form the action of the play and in it he appears totally

responsible for the discovery of the pasta Although the gods' power

and oracles are both affirmed, the play focuses: on Oedipus' will as

seen operating in his searcho

71Knox , Oedipus at Thebes, p. 430

7~6~oS rejection of Brunck's emendation in 376 is persuasive
(Oedipl~s at 'rhebes, p. 8)0
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Oedipus' conflict I"lith divine omrri3cience starts from his ,self-

confidc,nce in the abilities of his mind to solve all the problems of

11Uma.n life 0 He haG already seemingly escaped the ora.cle I s prophecy by

fliGht awi solved the Sphinx's riddle on his own. In fact, he has usurped

divine ommiGcience for himself. There are subtle Gu[mestion s that he

hus assumed the role of a god (2, 16, 29, 216-8)0 His catastrophe

. reveals his true relations with his kin, and the epithets of his godlike

power return to the Gods (!<.e,x.T~\lLJY
.. '

259, 905) 0 His pretensions are mocked, just as his lameness

and the play of words on TlO~ (130, 4L8, 4'19, 8G6, 876) mark him as

an outcast in the past and for the futureo Most ironic, too, are

the frequent repetitions of the word ;{~.z ("know") and its cognates

(" \ '") (' \
(especially Oedipus' doubly ironic 0 riSe\/, C:-d,WS

so close to Oedi,us' own name (he solves the riddle of the feet, he

is "know-foot").7
2

TOGether with the complex of scientific metaphors

that make Oedipus' search a symbol of fifth cehtury achievement, these ironies

of language point to the tragedy of knowledge in the playG His search

began as a hunt for a murderer hut becomes a ~uest for his own identity.

He refuses to give up, completely unaware of the ghastly truth, though

he h<'\s heard it spoken by the gods. Once the horror is revealed, his

sense of his own pollution and the impossibility of facing such

knowledge bring about his self-blindingo In his blindness, however, he

73See Knox, po 264, note 69 for the originators of these
observations o
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S,'L':":; man 1 s essential icnornnce <met firmly grounded on this genuine

;,r,O\'ilerlse he "transcends his ordinary measure, limits and bound~,

7L~
and becomes greater than man." Similarly, in the Sever, Bteocles

\'ii',S i:~nor2-nt of his real, violent relations Hi th his kin and reaches

kn0wlertge unexpectedly by his own device (he has chosen the seventh

Gate). Creon, too, fits this pattern. All three kings are ironically

revei.1led CtG i[~norant by their kingly rule, despite their poses of

,visdom. ;\11 three come to a realization of man's limited knowledge,

even of his relationships \<lith his closest kin.

Oedipus' pair of crimes are committed against both family

and city and constitute at once strife wi thin the family and \~ithin

the city. The opening line of the play contrnsts Oedipus' paternal

hint of the truth to be discovered:
I I

'f\.,L\0( ... v {;-d.

attitu~e to the ThebRns with a
r:;-,/ 1/ I
W 'GI',vcJ.-) '" <t\.~ ,ov ~o~

!hs Hord of actdress "children" opposes his real relationship "lith the

city and Cadmus -- a son. The contorted order that juxtaposes - the

\'lords "ancient" and "new" before "nurslings" (literally "nursing")

SUimests the paradox that Oedipus is to become Cadmus' newest, yet

ancient j descendant. The search for Oedipus' parentage develops from

t'-ie search for Laius' murderer, but the former, a family affair, un

covers the latter, a crime against the city,75 Oedipus finds both his

7L~
, Lazlo Versenyi, "Oedipus: Tragedy of Self-Knowledge", Arion,

1,3, 1962, p.62.

75S . Benardete, "Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrarinus", reprinted in
Sophocles: A Collection 9f Critical Essays, edited by T. Woodard ( Zn
glewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. 107.
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identi ty and his homp. in his investiGation B.nd also diGcloses the

dreadfulness of these. After the possibility that Oediptls killed

Kin~ Laius, his predecessor on the throne, has been revealed, the

c.lorus sings of the tyrant who transGresses the law of the gods (863ff.),

\·!hich r.1Ust be the prohibitiona against parricide and incest ( cf. 823-

. 33) • The tyrant symbolizes the extreme form of illegality in both the

city,often usurpinG pow~r by lorce -- as Oedipus did in effect -- and

the family, since the offsprir~ of incest is always illegitimate.

Oedipus' parricide is also regicide and threatens to make the family

independent of the city by endogamy. Thus the search's progress moves

deeper into political and family problems, and discovers Oedipus' crimes

aGai~l.st both. 76 His self-blinning is punishment for his taboo-break-

iing and he longs for exile as punishment for his c:--imes against his

,city (1331ff.; 14L~9ff.)~ Oedipus, whose nature was wholly public

as seen in h~s trillingness to have the oracl~s answer told to all

and his sorroto[ which is the collective suffering of the city and the

individual (93ff.; 59-63), proves to be the completely natural man

who breaks the divine laws of the city through his natural hybris (873).

Finally, only his kin are able to look on his \o[oes (1430-1) and he

enters the palace where he truly belong~ both as rightful king and

head of the family. Oedipus discovers that he has broken the highest

lat.,rs 0f city and f8J1lily, and his great services to the city are seen as the

worst possibleae~ he could have done. ~ae clash of city and family

is at its most critical \ri thin the single figure of Oedipus.

76_ _. - -~
. benardete, p.lO~.
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All these three themes have a particular reference to the

fifth century climate in which the play was performed and are not

only universal themes in the play. The Sophistic movement and its

r3.tional humanistic approach to ethicE; and particularly government,

has already been discussed in regard to the Antigone. If the dating

of the Oedipus Tyrannus in 429 B. C. is correct, the religious teach-

ing of the Sophists is especially pertinent to the times. The plague

in Athens and the Peloponnesian \'.far in general brought a large nnmber

of oracles ann prophecies into circulation (Thucydides, 2, 8). Cynicism

and rationalization inevitably were applied to them ( cf. Thucydides'

own remark that only one of them came true,-- 5,26) and this attitude

had its extreme form in the attacks of the Sophists. ProtaGoras set

up man's intelligence as the canon of existence: "Han is the measure

of all things: a measure of the existence of the existent, and the

nonexistence of the nonexistent".?? Antiphon the Sophist relates

this approach to prophecy and calls it "the guess of an intelligent man".78

.\ristophanes (~ Kni3hts, passim) witnesses to the number of oracle-

mongers of dubious worth in Athens and this illustrates Jocasta's

aZ:-,5ument that pro}1hecy is vain because some prophets are charlatans

(711ff.). Oedipus' accusation that Teiresias was a political pawn

of Creon's (379f:f.) is similarly exemplified by Cleon is use of oracles

to control the people in the same comedy (Knights, 6 and 1005ff.). \ihen

t~e chorus in the second stasimon mill~e the truth of religion as a whole

77Diels-Kranz, Vorcokratiker (7th edition, Berlin, 1954),
Protagoras Bl~

78~., Antipho, A9.
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depend on the fulfi1ment of oracles and underlines this by referring

) ( '\

to their actual function in the Dionysiac festival (898-910;-'-' bE \ ,"I.t
I

/
'/-0ti:\J{\y;896), thEir ans'v,er is a complete vindication of prophecy

I) 'A- ,...,..
and a proof that GeeE-'- T«. V<:-\d- (910) is 'v'rong o OedipuA on one

I
, level is a ii..Ltol S(;-\t;rd-... of this truth and the moral to be dravm from

his fate for the contemporaries of Sophocles is relevant particularly

to the Sophistic movement and its humanistic stress on the intelligence

of man that disregards the Gods in its view of the worldo 79

On the political plane the play contains a clash between

two ideologies in the role of Oedipus. '.';hen the chorus learns that

he may have come to the throne by killing Laius, it sines of the hybris

that creates tyrants, because regicide' was both violent hybris and

80the mark of a tyrant. Oedipus pronounces himself (380, 535, 541)

I
and is pronounced a -rv{'~v\fOS (514, 588, 925, 1095) jmore often than

Creon, a more obvious example of tyranny (only four times in Antigone).81

Oedipus' power is absolute (237, 46 ff., 63) and he rates his royal

position hiehly (128 f., 257 ff., 267 f.). He suspects bribery

(388-9) and does not trust r~s co-regent, Creon (378 ff.). The other

side of Oedipus, hO''I'ever, contra,stA strongly with tyranny. He holds

a strange joint rule 'vIi th Jocasta and Creon (579), lacks other

hybristic attitudes to the people (rape, summary execution, cf.

Herodotus 3~' 80; plundering, fear for life, cf. Herodotus 3, 39).

79See Knox, Oedipus at Thebes, pp. 44 ff~

80Ibid ., pp. 57-8.

81Tyrannus was probably not the original title, however; Aristotrle
calls the play "Oedipus", ego Poetics, 14520.24.
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He is democratic, and swmnons em assembly (144). Creon's reply from

Delphi is given to all the pearle by Oedipus' command (91-3). He

even Gives way to Jocasta and the chorus over Creon, although he

thinJ<s his ovm l3afety is threatened. Oedipus' rule is tyrannical

and democratic. This clash of political methods has already been

found in the Seven and the Antigone.

The conflict, however, has often been seen as a portrayel

of Pericles' leadership of Athens. Thebes under Oedipus is a

/ 8z.
democracy that is ruled by its leading citizen ('1q~o..--ro(."-1r L~ll).

Other characteristics continue the parallel: the hereditary curse

of the Alcmeonids; the rule of the "first man" <33, cf. Thucydides,

2, 65); tyranny (cf. Plutarch, Pericles, 3); and the titles o1e~~/D~

(33) and 1Ie.06'"..,....1"15 (882, cf. LAdstotleJ, Athenian Constitution, 28).

Such details, however, are vague and have to be weighed against the

over-all inapplicability of Oedipus' situation to that of Pericles.

They betoken the poet's subconscious impression of his time and its

'leadin~ personalities.

The more fruitful analoe;y compares Athens itself \"ith Oedipus. 83'

'I'he mixture of democracy and tyranny in Oedipus' rule recalls Pericles'

remark that Athens' empire was a ,,-ve<l..Vv!s 0 8~ Athens like Oedipus

has wealth (380 ffo, cf. Thucydides, 1, 80) and skill (Isocrates 4, 40)

\'i:lich arouse jealousy (48, 381-2, c f. Thucydide s, 1, 75). The empire,

like Oedipus' rule, was won by self-exertion -- a new hegemony for

Greece -- and was originally offered to the Athenians (303-4, cf.

82E. fi• Elrrenberg, pp. 116 f., 148 f. and Knox, Oedipus at Thebes, pp. 63-4.

83Knox, ibid. pp. 53-77, 99-106. 84. 6' 8Thucydl.des, 2, 37, cf.,.... 5.



Thucyciides, 2, 62 and 1, 75). The idea that a specifically Athenian

caaracter w3s responsible for these achievements was current (Thucydides,

1, 70). Oe~ipus even provides a close pattern of resemblances to

Thucydides' portrayal of this character. He is a man of action ( $e.;;<.. I

/
of him: 65, 72, 77, 145 etc. cf. Thucydides, 6lt • 70)(f CI.OCEw' 2, ' , 1,

anel of courae;e (536, cf. Thucydides, 1, 74) • From his vigour he gains

great experience, of which he can boast ( 8, 35, cf. Thucydides, 7, 61).

His success in the past has been the result of his swift decision

(67-8, 108-9, cf. Thucydides, 1, 70) which leads to anticipation of

required action (Creon sent to Delphi, 67-9, 619, cf. Thucydides, 3, 3)

and impatience with slower men (289, cf. Thucydides, I, 70). He also

has self- confidence (835-6, cf. Thucydides, 2, 62) patriotism (510,

59-64, cf. Thucydides, 2, 60) and responsibility (136, 314, cf.

Thucydides, 1, 70). Even his an~er is Athenian (334 ff., cf. Xenophon,

Hellenica, I, 7, 35, against the Arginusae' generals). The characterisation

of Oedipus' search as the typically Athenian process of le~al investig-

ation and his sophistic and scientific outlook also point to the

same concluGion. The city may be heading for a similar fall, because

of its rejection of the divine and its other hybristic attitudes~

At the end of the play, however, Oedipus undergoes a limited return

of his character, his intelligence (1309-11), his deliberation (1367-

70), his ',ctivity ( 1330-1), especially over his self-blinding, where

his swift action and responsibility are at Hork (1231, 1329-31).

His self-confidence is based on true knowledge now (1454 ff.) and he

is just as eminent in disaster as in prosperity (141l~ ff.). His greatness,
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t .en, Ili<ly be il IIprOlJhetic vision of a defeated Athens \llhich \111.11 rise

to a greatness beyond anything she had attained in victoryll.85 This

is not hO\.,ever political propaganda but rather a tragic vision of

the defeat that is inherent in such splendour as Athens displayed

in its Golden Age under Pericles.

The language of the play brinp,s alive its action and adds

many dimensions to the reliGious, political and social significances

of Oedipus' univer~al nature. A principle mode of imagistic action

is the characterisation of Oedipus' search as a legal investigation.
86

The Athenians a~sociated themselves \lQth the institutions of civic

justice, as the e;lorification of the Areopagus in Aeschylus' Ewnenides

proclaims. They provided law-courts for their empire (Thucydides, 1, 77)

~~d legal language must have been familiar to many because of the

large number of jurors that tried each case. The images of law are

couched in terms of both public and private law, the former because

the murder of Laius is treasonable, the latter because an individual~

not the state, prosecuted for murder in Athens. Legal terms are
/ I

110, d,'''rf~Df:'-rigidly applied (r'lvv",1.- 102, possibly 4. 1 T<:t v rb'ov

111) • Oedipus' proclamation is typical (236-40, cf. Demosthenes, 24, 11),

and so is his curse (246-8, cf. Plutarch, Alcibiades, 22,4). The

fact that om.y a relative could bring a murder prosecution adds

further irony to Oedipus' remark that he vlill seek Laius' murderer

as though he were his son (258-64) and the herald's proclffination

is also proper to private proceedings (Antiphon,.2,¥, 34).

85Xnox , Oedipus at Thebes, p. 195.

86Ibid • pp. 78-98.
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~eiresiaG is a hostile witness (320), but he has richts (he does not

I
need Creon as D.1le.0o'-'-olTi/S411). He produces court invective (415,427),

while tle chorus actG as judge (404-7, 480 ff.), finds no motive (490-3)

and so decides on the past records of the adversaries (498-510) -- a

reversaJ. of Oedipus ' position as prosecutor. Creon's defences.: (51.>-19,

. 583-615, cf. iL~tiphon, TetraloGies for arf,uments from prob~bilities)

! are in the sophj.stic manner and receive eflually leealistic charges

in reply (643, 657), but Creon is saved by an appeal to pity (672).

Jocasta's att'empt. to invalidate Teiresias' evidence leads to confirmation

of the charge against Oedipus (703) and the penalty for conviction (825).

The shepherd becomes a vital eye-witness. Meanwhile the choras prays

for purity (864) and the punishment of crime to uphold the laws (885-
,
.901t), reassuming their role as judges (890 ff.). The recognition

'scene is a legal eKamination with torture for the slave (1153 fr.).

Oedipus' crimes

calle Oedipus a

human happiness~

I
are exposed ( r'f-Y'd..if'rd.. L 1171). The stasimon following

/tr''<''{'''S fl'(rd-. (1193, cf. 1213 ff.) of the brevity of

This complex of imagery employs one of Athens'

boasted achievements -- the law -- to symbolise Oedipus' search

and delineate it as nan's search for knoVlledge, just as in the sphere

of ethics law is maru~ind's main instrument of truth. It also implicates

the sophistic movemer.t and its c:l.ose concern with both law-courts

and ra~iona1 moral principles in the investigation.

Sophocles in the /\nt~.Gone typified man's ingenuity by his

hunting animals, his crossing the seas ann his ploughing the earth

and warned of the dangers to man's intelligence by the ironic
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reven::ill of the fie imClges. All three JlR tternG recur in the Oedipus

Tyrannus I'li th q similar hrist. The huntinG imaGe appears as the

first lY,ctaphor for the search (108-11), and Teiresias points to

Oedipus as the prey (354 f.). The choral ode depicts the hunted

murderer (L1-74-6) , where the puns on Oedipus' name emphasise the truth

(468, 479). Finally, Oedipus is revealed as the hunted, not the hunter

(1255, 1265, 1451). The image mirrors his reversal.

The ship imagery begins with the commonplace of the "ship

of state" in a storm (4-5, 12-14, 101, 103 f.) with Oedipus its

pilot (694-6). He proves a bad helmsman (922-3) both of the city

and his own ship (420 ff.). Though he has plotted his course (794-5),

it brings him to an unspeakable harbour (1207-10) and ironically

fulfills the chorus' wish for the plague to voyage alvay (192-7). Thus

Oedipus' captaincy is his downfall, his knowledge is false, he wishes

for dro~lning (1411). The irony of Oedipus' nautical skill, like that

of Creon's symbolises the limitation of man's knowledge.

The antitheses of birth and death, and the growth and decay o~

nature are linked together l)rincipally through t':e visual symbol of

the plague. An interruption in the cycle of nature is blighting

. the crops and people of Thebes (25, 171-2, 254, 270). The person

responsible for this is cursed by Oedipus in both these aspects of

gener~tion (270-1). It is his own marriage, however, which proves

the anti type of Dio~vsust holy marriage lath his Athenian ~rid~, the

fertility rite that was performed annually for Athens' prosperity
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(1043_5).87 Oedipus is both sower and Geed and he i8 the pollution

(353, 1396). Finally, birth and destruction, and Oedipus' pnrents

a.s the D~ents of these for him, become the same to him (i~ 38, lLI54).

TIle ploughed and sown field are the constant symbols of this confusion

of kin (1256 f., 1485, 1497 f.). Oedipus' skiJ.l as plour;hmDn risked

and suffered a terrible calamity, and so also do all man's skills.

This sequence of im~~es streAses too the ignorance of kinship

relntions, just as Creon's actn in Antigone bring terrible disease

on Thebes and he is punished by the deaths of his relatives, ~ard

to cleanse' (1283). Eteocles in. the Seven learns he must reap his

brother's blood (718). All three heroes have their true relations

to kin revealed by this nature image, and their ignorance is also

disclosed.

Nany other images cluster round Oedipus' search and illustrate it

in the terms of fifth century science, that Athens fostered. Knox

has profoundly analysed these and suggests the following categories:

a. General attitude of Oedipus:

(278), "investigation"."to investigate",

..,1

IX. e. I o--rof

'Z1'-1/'~

r /
G,-~el crt" f- \ V (440),

b. Methods of investigation: 0"'K.OrT0~ "to conternplate ll
g

~ '"'. / n
La--r0e. 0:\y "to inquire", 1E:K-~\f.-~I1"(J'"""'O<\.. "to infer".

1
c. Instruments of investigation:

/
'Dl;yvwcn-<....f-1Y lIto recognise", .....,

YCV5

"intelligence",

"mind".
/

(Activi ty of intelligence: pe OVI'S "thou~ht").

1')'(' ? (' /

d. Re:=;ul ts of investigation: O\.C}~ ~lo {:-y.,(\. Uta know",

87These three j.maGes are discussed in P. \'J. Harsh, "Implici t and
Explicit in the Oedipus Tyrannus", American Journal of Philology,79,1958',pp.243-58'.
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~ /
E'" C'- \~' "to find, discover", (n..fV~ 7;-v~-r-"",- 378 "discovel'ies"),

/ (

,&(\.vh Y "to brinG to light", (resul tine; in cr~r11 "visihle,

c\/ rl ,()/
clear, true"), ill" ovJ , ')(:l f( """'('- "to make evident", r-,xv l>'~Vt-l v

"to learn", [uf!.(;'<.E:l'1/ "to te[l.ch", (.TTf.<eJ dE' IOrcL 1193 "example").

e. Claims f
.. I

o ~nvestlgators:~w~~e

f 1 " 88ree, reo ease •

"saviour" (and cognate forms),

\"i th many of these words there is a reversal pattern working af,Dinst

Oedipus to emphasise that he is the object of the inquil~ and the

inquirer, the discovery and the discoverer, the lesson and the

teacher. He does not save as he had hoped (1+8), but was saved for

a terrible fate (1457). These reversals once rr.ore illustrate the

real and seeming knowledge of Oedipus, of the Sophists, and of universal

man.

Further verbal'- complexes drmm from science follow a similar

pattern. The climax of man's achievement in the ode on man in the

~ntigone is medicine (361-2) and Oedipus is portrayed as a doctor

for the plague (23-4). Yet Creon sees him as a patient (674, 6£•. 678,

915, 922) and Oedipus' self-blinding is described as if it were

an operation (1278). He stresses his sickness (1395). Mathematics,

a pro~inent symbol of man's ingenuity in Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound

(647)! provides the fullest scientific metaphor for Oedipus i..Uld his

seal"ch. E'luations f8l1se and true recur throughout and end \',i th man

equG.ted not to the gods but to himself. The priest vlishes Oedipus

to equate himself not with the gods (23) but with his former self,

88Knox , Oedinus at Thebes, pp.116-158 •
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the ~;clver of the Srhinx's riddle (52). His name i t.sclf c,,!uates his

as Laius' ~on. Oedipus is constantly me~lsuring (61, 73, 84) and this

is Prota~oraf:;l definition of man (IIJ·an is the t~easure"). The problem

of the one survivor 11ho may reveal many thinGS (118-20) se8ms

m~thematically solvable to Oedipus, but not to the chorus (168, 179).

Teiresias adds further equations: himself and Oedipus (408-9) and

Oedipus I..·ith himself and his children (425), "/hich OerliI'US must solve

(/.61) . Creon also deals in erludions (54/+, 561, 563) and some are

ironic (581, cf. 1507). JOC"lsta introduces more numbers and

Oedipus finds hope in their imi)Ossible solutions, but the chorus insists

that these equations work out (902). Hith further eqUi1tions from

the Corinthi:m (937), Jocasta rejects calculation (979), only to

have the Corinthian prove Oedipus' equations wrong (1018). Jocasta

Cffi1not pronounce the answer of the equations (1071-2), while Oedipus

fin8l1y equates himself with the universe (1083). Oedipus, however,

quickly completes the true equation (1182), and the chorus equates
".'

him with zero (1187). His return to his previous greatness at the

end of the ~lay suggests that Oedipus is not a cipher. The finale~

however, hints at an equation for the relations between A,ollo's

prophecy and Oedipus' actions. Despite Oedipus' freedom of will,

the two are equated, but this is not a causal connection, rather an

equation of two separate entities. Oedipus, for all his ~~il1 in

calculation, cannot alter the truths of life by it, only discover

them, and how incalculable these are. This formulation of Oedipus'

search underlines the clash between the certainty of the gods' oracles
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and Oeoi9us' free \-Jill. The frailty of sophistic knowledGe, and

hum;-n knO\:,ledge in general, are both integrated into OedipuE '. search.

The Oedipus Tyrannus centres on its dominating hero. His

univel'sality results from the operation of mCl.ny strata of images that

depict his search in the form of several spheres of human endeavour.

Each of these is a facet of contemporary Athens and many features of

its democracy and imperialist tyranny are reflected in his character

and po~ition in Thebes. The greatness of his humanity asserts itself

in the determined search he undertakes, and, despite an awful result,

revives to greater heights, victorious though defeated, in the

knowledge of man's ignorance.

4. Oedipus Coloneus

Sophocles' last play, the Oedipus Coloneus y ..,ras '.:Jri tten in

406 B. c., when the fall of Athens was inevitable. Its theme is

Oedipus' last sufferings and miraculous death at Colonus in Attica.

Its events therefore fit between those of the Oedipus Tyrannus and

AntiGone in Theban leGend. Oedipus' apotheosis may have been alluded

to in Euripides' Phoenissae, 1703-9, produced in 409 B. C. 89 Else-

where in the literary tradition, Oedipus is buried at Thebes, as in

90Aeschylus, ~,1010, but cult-shrines at Eteonus in Boeotia,

89Perhaps interpolated, see D. J. Conacher, "Themes in the Ex
odus of Euripides' Phoenissae", Phoenix, 21, 1967, p. laO.

90Cf • Iliad, 23, 679-80; Resiod in an unknown work (Scholiast
on Homer, Iliad, 23, 679); Sophocles, Antigone, 49-52, 900.
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at Colonns itGelf ::md at Sparta -- a foundation by order of Delphi -

:;Jay have f3Um:;csted the ending to Sophocles. 91 In the Thebaid frag-

ments, two curses of Oedipus are found, one of continual fraternal

strife, the other of mutual slaughter. Of these, the first is delib-

erately provoked by Polyneices, the second motivated by the sons' ne8-

. g2
lect. - J~eschylus in his Oedipus probably used t he second story and

'stresses the rage of Oedipus' curse in the Seven (724, 780). Euripides'

Oedi~jus also curses his sons in madness (Phoenissae, 66, 874).93 In

Sophocles' Oedipus Coloneus, the hero has already cursed his sons when

exiled (1375),94 and confirms this curse in the course of his interview

with Polyneices (1369ff.). The trifling change of the brothers' re-

·,lative ages (1295) strengthens Polyneices' case for help from Oedipus.

Apart from the curses and the characters of the legend, Sophocles seems

'to invent much of the action in the OedipuG Coloneus. 95

Oedipus, old, blind, ill-clad and beg~arly, arrives at Col-

onus on the arm of Antigone and rests by accident in an inviolable

grove of the Eumenides. A local man warns him of this and goes to

91See Chapter II.

92Cf. ibid.

9)-For a recent account of the curses, E. L. de Kock, "The
Sophoklean OidiDus and its Antecedents", ActR Classica, 4, 1961, pp.18-20.

94Cf • the scholiast, using the Thebaid and H. D. F. Kitto,
Greek Trar:;;edy: Ii. Literary Study (New York, Doubleday, 1951+), p. It15, n.2.

95Cf. Baldry, p. 35.
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consult his neichbours. Oedipus recalls Apollo's oracle thnt he would

die in such a plnce, a benefnctor to hiR hosts and a bane to his en

emies 9 The chorus persuades him to move from the grove, but on hear

ing his name vlishes to banish him to prevent pollution, ienoring hiG

pleas of inr.ocence. Theseus' arrival is awaited, however, since Oed

ipus tells of the benefits he vnll bestow on Athens. lsmene, who has

been spying for Oedipus in Thebes, comes to reveal that an oracle has

declared Oedipus' decisive influence on the war between his sons and

Creon is about to fetch Oedipus and place him on Thebes' borders because

of ito Oedipus wishes for continual strife between his sons since

they did not prevent his undesired exile. The chorus advises a sacr

ifice to the Eumenides, which lsmene leaves to perform, and again

discusses \vi th Oedipus his claim of innocenceo Theseus assures him

of protection and hears the benefits Athens will receive. The chorus

sings of Colonus' beauty and protecting gods. Creon fails ~Qth his

wily approaches to the chorus and Oedipus and seizes Antigone -- he

has already captured lsmene. As he tries to remove Oedipus, Theseus

enters, rebukes hiM and gives orders to stop his henchmen. He holds him

hostac;e for Ismene and demands to be taken to her. He ignores Creon's

argument that Oedipus is not fit to live in Attica, which Oedipus

refutes by contrasting his innocence with CreoITs deliberate violence.

The chorus describes places in Attica where Creon's followers may be

. fleeing and prays for an Athenian victory. Oedipus greets his rescued

daughters and thanks Theseus for his kindness. Antigone, backed by

Theseus, begs Oedipus to aceept a suppliant and he agrees, half real

ising that this is Polyneices, his son. The chorus laments
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t:18 bitterness of old a::;e an 0. of life: not to be born is best, to

die younG is second best. Polyneices apologizes for his neGlect of

Oedipus and plc<1.cls for his Good Hill in his conflict with Eteoclcs,

Hho h.:lS unjustly expelled him from Thebes. Oedipus renews his curGe

of mutual slaur;hter on his sons for their neglect. Polyneices will

net give up his fight, despite the curse and Antigone's pleas: only

his burial need concern her. He leaves to die. A thunderclap interrupts

the chorus' comment; Oedipus is summoned by the gods. With Theseus

and his daughters, Oedipus, though blind, leads the Hay into the grove

to his place of death. The chorus invokes the gods of death. A r.le6S-

enge~ describes Oedipus' preparations and summons by a supernatural

voice. Oedipus and Theseus \vent further into the grove 9 and then

Theseus alone was seen. The sisters return and lament. Theseus com-

forts them and promises to send them home to Thebes where they hope

to stop their brothers from fighting.

The core of the play is a religious action: "the apotheosis

of Oed~pus is Ivhat the play is all about". 96 Oedipus gains the fitatus

of a hero such as receive worship in Greek hero-cults. Such cults

formed both a kind of' personal reli::;ion for fifth century Greeks,97

with which Sophocles himself was connected -- he even became a hero

himself after death98 -- and also a city cult. They did not imply

a godhead like the Olympians, but a spirit with powers over

96\daldock , p. 219.

97The term of A.J. Greeks
(Berkeley and Los Angeles,

qR
/-Connections with Halon, Herac1es and Asclepius (~, 11 ff.);

worshipped as Dexion (Etymo1ogicum Magnum, 256, 6).
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f(~rtility and the dead. The hero' oS Rtate isnot important j they are

"helpers or avenGers of the living ••• , but their own happiness

js hardly in question.,,99 Prophecy is often attributen to such cUlts. 1OO

':L'he play shows Oedi:rus slowly developing these sever;].l functions.

Oedirms' first action is to enter the grove of the Eumenides. This

su~r~ests the final IJJ.ay of the Oresteia, the Eumenides. The name

0: the goddeGses here is si~nificantly that which they come to gain

in the course of J\eschylus' play. Athena persuades them to turn from

their pursuit of Orestes as the Furies and adopt the fertility

lOOacharacteristics of the Athenian cult of the Semnai on the Areopagus.

In the Coloneus Oedipus begins by invoking both their aspects (84-110)

and his self-justifications in the play hint at their espousal of

the justice of the Areopagus, that is implied in the resolution of

the Eumenides. The events of the Coloneus, however, reveal that

Oedipus "seems to earn his place among the chthonian powers by
,
I

.administering that kind of blind and passionate justice, based on

·the principle of retaliation and involving the innocent Hith the

::;uil ty, \vhich He associate with the earlier phases of the Oresteia

rather than with the closing scene of the Eumenides.1I101

99Guthrie, p. 305.

lOOE.G. the cults of Trophonius and Amphiarauso

101R. P. \'linninc;ton-Ingram, t1A ~eligious Function of Greek Trn£edy",
Journ~l of Hellenic Studies, 74, 1954, p. 24.

100a. 1 hr 1 t. OedJ..pus had a sepu c a monumen
(Pausanias, 1, 28, 6), but this may have been
see L. R. Farnell, Greek Hero Cults and Ideas
Clarendon, 1921), p.334•

in their sanctuary
the result of this play,
of Immortality (Oxford,
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Oedipus' anGer W,J.,c; tracli tion,"1~ but it is one rr.::mife:,t:<tion

102
of ~is growinG divinity. His curses, too, and his power of blessing

631) give similnr evidence. The two II'curses" are

contr<:Jsted. The firet is expressed as a wish (/1-21 ff.), \'1hile the

seconrl is an extravagent cur"e (1375 ff.). The groHth of prophecy

in Oedipus witnesses to )~is eathering deityol03 Apollo's oracle

at fir::,'t guides his decision to stay in the grove (84 ff.), ano this

is supplemented by Iemene's new oracles (387 ff.). These fit the

p,;ttern of the former \'/hen Oedipus learns that ar!: his tomb the Thebans

will come to grief (411 ff,). Oedipus then decides to aid Athens

and \~Ghes a fatal issue to his sons' quarrel. His prediction

of his powers to Theseus is qualified:

In the Creon scene, however, Oedipus prophesies in his O\V-n name

(787-90). Again, to Polyneices he foretells the fulfilment ~ not

of Apollo's prophecy but his O\vn curse (1372 ff.), and Antigone accepts

his m::mtic pm/ers, v/hen she tells Polyneices he is fulfilling Oedipus i

oracles (1425, lL~28). Polyneices discounts them, an echo of Joc~Gta's

similar ironic act in Oedipus Tyrarmus (l LJ.43-4, cf. Oedipus Tyrannus

857-8). Theseus finally accepts Oedipus' superhuman power (1525-6)

and the pattern of Oedipus' divinity is complete. The gods impatiently

------------------------------ - ,. - -_.

102Antigone (1181 ff.) and Theseus (592 ff.) both comment on its
,excessiveness, see Knox, Heroic Temper, p. 152. The interpretation of
ToGo Roscnmeyer, "The Hrath of Oedipus", Phoenix, 6, 1952, pp. 92-112, that
the ancer of Oedi})us, operatinG through his curGe, has the function of'
removins his taint to his sons, is refuted by Oedipus' remark that he is
tainted (1132ffo)0

103Knox, Heroic Temper, Chapter 6, passim.
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summon the hesitating mortal:

')r/o l 'h tlOVj
r C' 'r'
W 00..-05 0 v,-o S

S \
'l

/
-rl

) "-r.,( (\0

r-~"h.\.o tC:-v

0-00 0eo(r J"EId..l . (1627-8).

At t~e end of the ~lay, Oedipus returns to the bronze-stepped

threshcld rooted in earth (1590 ff.), where the beginnin~s and ends

of earth, sea and sky originate, accordinc to Resiod (Theo8ony, 726-8,

736-41~ 811-13). Theseus is seen reverencing earth and Olympus

together (1653-5). Oedipus returns to e2rth and receives the hospitcu_ity

of the gods in the grove of the Emoenides, his sacred birth-right.

This does not mean, hOvlever, thp.t the play "is justifying

the cult of a recognised hero".104 The three points which,- on this

interpretation, Sophocles must explain, are: Oedipus Y alien

nationality, his welli<ness at death and his pollution from taboo-

breaking. Oedipus' place in epic was probably sufficient to justify

his claim to V10rship anyway. 105 The '~crimes" of Oedipus may have

been part of his spiritual power. Taboo-breaking gave a man strange

status. It was responsible for the deification of Cleomedes of

.'-lstyphalaea, \"rho killed an op~)onent at boxing in the Olympic Games.

The Delphic oracle decreed him cult_rig}1ts. 106 Oedipus is received

by Theseus before he has made any defence of his innocence~ and so

104S .M• Adams, Sophocles the Playwright, (Toronto, University of
Toronto fress, 1957) pp, 162 ff., cf. his earlier article, "Unity of Plot
in the Oecti;Jlts Coloneus", Phoenix, 7, 1953, pp. 136-147.

105Cf • Farnell, Chapter XI, The Cults of Epic Heroes, pp. 280-342,
especially pp. 332-4 on Oedipus himself.

106pausanias, 6, 9, 7.
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Sop.1OeleF does not manifest a IJrimary interest in justifyinG the cult

f 0
,. 107

o COlpUS. The play is <:< p<:<triotic mystery rather than a piece

of religious prop;tganda.

The central theme of the play, then, is the displc1 r of

Oedi::)Us' heroic char-ncter in its final sufferin[5s and the endurrtnce of

t~.ese that leadG to his attainin~ the status of hero. He gradually

manifests all the qualities of spiritual power connected 'vlith hero-

cult, eSIJecially prophecy smd influence for good and ill. The fertility

aspect of his powers, mentioned re}Jeatedly throuGhout the play, is

rtn overt statement of the theme traced in the Seven in regard to

his sons. Both his suffering and his influence on prosperity connect

him closely with Dionysus, preeminently a god of Thebes. The

celebration of his deification forms a religious ritual inside the

"'Jorship of Dionysus, \'lhich is tragedy itself.

i\rnong the many motifs th'At re);ent themselves from previous

So~hoclean tragedies, the theme of knowledge is foremost in the

Oedi'j'uG Coloneus. This play seems to reverse the movement of the

Oedipus Tyrannus. ~bile Oedipus is confident of his insight, reason

and knoHledge in the latter play, he enters blind, accursed and led

by his dauc;hter, Antigone, in the former. His confidence in his

grasp of Apollo's ~Qll induces him to curse the uru<nown criminal, in

contrast to his petition to the Eumenides in the Coloncus. Like

107Kitto, pp. 410-11.
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'I'eiresiari in both previous Thcb.:\n plays, the blind Oedipus 8h0"'s indc;ht

\-Ihieh neither Creon nor Po1yneices recoGnise. Finally, his knowledge

is vindicated as he leads Thl~sn.u.., to his burial-place by his inner

vision. He knows mnn's ignorance mId the limitations of the human

mind, Ilnd spe~(s of them to Theseus:

r
!"-o..;(:>\)

. t"-d..'\ &-d-Vc e"

)

ou

::::verythinG human is in a state of flux and man I G kno,tJ1edge is rect11y

ic;norance. His O\·m prophecy fo1J.o\-l0 and underscores his genuine

insi~ht. He has learnt the 1e[;80n of the Oedipus :!yranr..us and

• 'J-remalns It-S In the Co10neus he cautiously re-assumes

b n d' "t d' f' 11 d 1 J- th d 108t~e attri utes or lVlnl y an lS lna y rna e equa t-O e go s.

The tu~nin~-point of the play reveals his know1edee, not his ienorance,

and the gods finally endorr,e it. The theme of knowledge, then, appears

as Oedipus' main divine attribute A.nd echoes all the con:lotations

found in Sophocles' other Theban plays.

The sufferings of Oedipus are r,ha.rpened in this play by his

conf~iet with his Gons, the last statement of the perennial clash

betvreen city and family in the Theban :;.,1<1.ys. His sons permitted him

to be e):i1ed a~a.inGt his IJil1 for poli tical pO\'I'er (448) and Oedipus

contrasts their effeminate and unnatural family ~ttitudes with those

of his two daughters, who have supported him (337 ff.). Po1yneices

108Cf. R.D. Murray, Jr., "Thought and Structure in Sophoclean
Tra.gedyll in Hoodard, pp. 26-7.
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.:-It lCi,st 1l( 0 0- \, <A.. r- r,:'" vI::"" K1 ,L.:>s 1-<''''' \i~1 C378-9), :md is rejected
I I

by 08dipus tOGether with his hrother. Not only are both brothers

no sons of OedipuG (1369), but Po1yneices has hecome his murderer:
~ r /

ero 1J <p \) v t w5 r tJw1 rtvo5 (1361) • They are to learn the duties of

kin too late. Oedipus also struGGles \-lith and rejects his city. He

clashes with Creon, the rel)resentativ.e of Thebes (736-7), 'vlho wishes

him to return to his city (741 ff.). But Oedipus, a city-less

wanderer at the outset~ has accepted n new citizenship in Athens at

Theseus' hands (637) and refuses the feigned end of his exile th~t

Creon offers. Instea~ he will be a curse to his former city (788)w

;.. t the t\"iliGht of life, Oedipus is at war \·,ith his kin and with

his city. Athens and h~r people become his new kin? his new city.

There are several themes of specifically political relevance

in this play. The major antithesis that recurs in the play is that

between Athens and Thebes. Oedirus, a Theban hero, seeks and finds

refuge in exile from his city and in return rewards Athens for its

services. The eulogy of Athens is central to the play and Thebes

,is both the object of Oedipus' hatred and a foil for ar, idealised Athens.

This reflects the enmity of the tvlO cities at the end of the Pelopon-

nesian war. Thebes wished to raze Athens and enslave her people in

404 B. C. (Xenophon, Hellenica, II, 2, 19)" The Athenian reaction

to this may be reflected by the constant references to Oedipus' poten-

tial for Thebes' destruction (93, 389ff., 409ff., 460, 606, 614ff.,

788, 1533ff.). Once this is combined with a historical reminiscence

of a battle fought nearby at Acharnac in 407 fro C~ which may have
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been attributedm the hero. 109

The main vehicle for this antithesis is the contrast between

the Thcbans~Creon, a \~ly and power-crazy despot, and Polyneices, the

fratricidal hypocrite, and the idealized Athenian king, Theseus.

The characterization of the Thebans may represent a typical Athenian

vie\,~oint ~~d Theseus could certainly not symbolize the Athens of

that per~od. The aggressive Sicilian expedition of some years before

and a number of other wartime atrocities had stripped the city of

a~~ serious pretence of upholding Panhellenic ideals. Theseus, how

ever, is humane, generous and compassionate in his reception of Oed

ipus m1d shows traditional Athenian vnllingness to accept outsiders

(258ff.). He embodies the best traditions of Athens' partly mythical

110past.

This vision of old splendour and greatness is noticeable too

in the ode on Colonus, just after Oedipus has received his citizen-

snip in Athens (668ff.). The pre-war beauty of Attica is recreated, the crops

and olive-groves, probably burnt long before, the birds and flowers, no

longer p.njoyed by the besieged citizens. Each detail glorifies some

aspect of Athens as well as Attica. The ivy suggests Dionysus and his

theatre, the narcissus the mysteries of Eleusis, the olive Athens W chief

109Bowra, p.3Q8'l cf. lines 621-2"

110\\TJ:1itman, pp. 209-10 0
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111eXliort, the oar Athens' naval supremacy. Yet even here there is

a hint of s~dnes:.. The nightingale is the bird of sorrow, the nar-

cissus the flO\-/er of death and the crocus a grave flO\'1er. For all

he:~ beauty Athens is dyin!~, jU3t as Oedipus' grave had been the site

of an eleventh-hour defeat of the Thebans o Some hope remains: the

~leusinian mysteries promised life after death to their initiates

and the olive can create i~self (678). Athens is to die but become

immortal. Under the guise of Theseus the city represents a world

of real human values and only there can Oedipus find his home.112

Sophocles imitates Aeschylus, especially the technique of the Eumen-

ides, in employing an Athenian tradition for dramatic and religious

pllrposes and creates a "solemn religious and political pageantry".113

Little study has been made of the imagery of the play, but a

number of motifs from ~lsewhere in Sophocles' Theban plays can be de

tected. There is considerable sight-blindness imagery.114 The sequ

ence begins in the very first line: TLKvo,/ '1V~\ov o'rOYTO)) AvnlVj

and occurs ten times in the opening forty two lines, often through

references to Antigones sighto Most important, Antigone sees for

Oedipus (33-4). She can only guess that they are at Athens and that

lllKn niT 154 5ox, nero C emper, pp. - v

ll?
Imitman, p. 210.

l13L. A. Post, From H0IT.l.~.r_ to Hennnder; (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
University of California Press, 1951), p. 169; he places the empha-
sis on the political aspects of the play, calling it "wholly political"

'(pp. 156-7).

11Lt-. .c .' n S'· .,:) ,t ,.,. ,. • - .. - 0 d-'
h. u. lu.e.L(lS, ".::>~gl1l:; ana .,tj.i.J..nCU'.eas lmagery in the e J..pus

Coloneus ", Phoenix, 15, 1961, pp. 63-73.
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the stranGer tells them it is con-
/) /

E.Vt\fI'I~d.5 (42). OedipuG contrasts his

blindness \vi th their sight and at the same time claims inner vision:

(74).

His fearlessness in regard to them objectifies the sueeestions of the

, previous images and is confirmed by by his address to them as S<':IYWllf)

(84).

The chorus' search in the parodos expresses the image in terms

of action. They look and look without result (130, 135-7). Then

Oedipus rewals himself and their exchange is full of words for sight

(141f. g 145, 146-8, where the contrast between Antigone and Oedipus

I
suggests he is truly ~fD~5)0 The chorus conjectures wrongly that

Oedipus has been blind since birth (148ff.), thus emphasizing the

weakness of their vision. Antigone suggests that the chorus should

pity Oedipus by seeing him with her eyes, as the postion of words shows:

,i ,,) \ r- ./
OLVT0jv'<J..\- ()\)\, d. rJ..ol) 1\e.0o-O(WjV~tYol..

') / \ ') Ior- r- rJ-. cr-<:>v err 0( cs- \ vi (2 l f4-5)

They must understand him as fu1tigone does to have her compassion on

him g using their eyes fully (252-3). This idea of weeping from pity

as the form of right Geeing occurs \vi~h Ismene (324ff o ). After this,

the first episode contains only obvious references to Oedipus! blind-

ness and occasionally his insight (279-80, 285f.). In the first half

of the play, the image underlines the central paradox that Oedipus,

though blind and feeble, has greater vision than, the ordinary man.

Oedipus makes clear that his only mode of communication is



heJ.ring, through which knowlede;e and oracles come from the god::>:

i10\\-~ 0\ <J'0!A(Tlf:-e K.~\"- lJo<-rttJT{eWy I<..)..J;W)
eDoC.c.u -rE: 1,d!vlo3 z.'1vo~.. (792-3)

T~is contrasts vrith Creon who hears but does not know, as his scene

with Oedipus reveals. Oedipus calls the Sun's all-seeing eye to fulfil

his curse on Creon, \'Ihose invitation to the chorus to 'sed Oedipus'

\vords hints at the 1111derlying irony of the scene -- the discomfiture

of his superficial pragmatism by Oedipus' truer insight~(866-72).

The climax of the Oedipus Tyrannus \'las Oedipus' self-blindinG

and this culminated the sie;ht imagery in the play.115 The high point

of the Color.eus likewise brings this motif to a peak:
rr r-0 '((\1 cI f)'> ')" \. (' \

(,J ilo(\. <)(5 ) W \) € ilEcfif • E))W O«'~ '1 Ofr-w y
r- )' / I (( \ /

csy L.(y t:Lu 'T\E:r~c/",cJ-.\. Koe\.voS) 0Jo-'"-rlC: e tJ'<p W 1\~Te\·

r- "" ~l I , ) \" ~ (C\ /
~u.J{ (;:cTf:. \<..0(.... 1''\ r-o.. v E I ) iLl'- 'f.. --lX..TE: if.

) \ "(:,, / ~ ")2 I"
ti..vTc"o/ /o'l ,-Ge 0 "'; T\Jfl'OY E-'l.tvt€.'\f ••• (15Lt2-5)

Oedipus regains his physical siGht in a mystical acting-out of his

profound insight by leading Theseus into the grove.. Oedipus shows

himself acceptable to the gods and even godlike himself.. He reveals

',the uncterlyil;G tension between appearance and reality that has persist-
I

'ed th.:1"oughout the play. This image pattern, as in the Seven and both

of Sophocles' other Theban plays, denotes the paradox of knowledge and

the insight of the blind.

'15
~ Harsh, pp. 252-3, 258 0
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Other i~a~es that are striking for their connections with

Sophocles I other Theban plays include huntinf,t the::la\-I and sailinr;.

Creon attempts, but fails completely,;to trap Oedipus as his quarry

(950) and Theseus turns this metaphor against him (1026), an intereet-

ing parallel \.!i th the Antigone. Oedipus' self-justifications all

seem to bear the stamp of the court (258-88, 509- /+8). His final de-

fence is made to Theseus against the accusations of Creon that he

is unfitted by his crimes to reside in Attica. His reply contains

several rhetorical devices: abuse of his opponent (960-1, 980), appeal

to the gods (1010-12), hypothetical example (991-4) and flattery of

the "judr;e" (1006-9). The action as much as the words lends these

scenes their legal flavour. Images of the sea and storm occur (~.

148, 812) and have their most pronounced effect in the lyrical descript-

t
~) 2< '1'0( T t\'\OVTO sc{L

c <;.~
, / ') '" )

cU- e( Vd-- Iv... f:-o~d.."; c<..t-<..1\ V :>
C S\ ) ("'\

') " L? "- (1239-48)OlL c\/V vft d,..j 0(1l0 L tlol-" "

Here the themes of exposure and sailing in the Antic;one, the theme of
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t:'e ~,e?, nnd shipr; in the 'ryra.nnus nnd the closeness of na.ture to

t:-.<O char;lcters of Thebnn legend all interact to envision Oedipus'

The imaGery of the play not only communicates the ess-ify

no\"! :llode of existence and the spiritual pO\'/er he has evinced to just

it.116

ence of the play's meaning, but also introduces reminiscences of

the other plays that preceded which deepen the sUGgestiveness of the

\·;hole.

In the Op.cJipus Coloneus many different elements coalesce to

form rJ. moving mystery play with patriotic and more deei.')ly reli3ious

themes. Oedipus is a man of sorrows cmd must suffer until he dies.

In his final hours he begins to ~ssert a divine essence in himself:

endurance, prophecy, an8er and inner knoHledge. The theme of Lno\\'-

ledge is profoundly explored, just as it had been previously in

Sophocles' other Theban ploys. So, too, Oedipus' relationships with

his kin and vlith his city are sho\'ln to be deadly, before, during

and after the play. He Gair,s a nevi city and a new family by becominC;

a citizen of Athens and bestows on them his only blessing, the bene-

fits his crave can bring. Released from lris superhuman sufferings,

he dies an honoured death as a hero~

In his Theban plays, Sophocles treats individual episodes

of the legend in a complex manner. In the AntiGone, political and

l16Bo\vra, p. 354, points out the Epic orlgl.n of the basic
simile l hut not the significant development of themes (Homer, Iliad,
15, 618-22).
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reliGious siGnificance clusters around the two protagonists and d~lin

eates the conflict of city and f[tmily and of male and female. The

trc.lsedies of both characters sprinr; from their limited Hays of know

i:r.:8 about a central problem of human life. In the Oedipus Tyrannus,

Oedipus, a universal syr.1bol of Han as well as of contemporary flthens,

;searches for his own identity. On learning all the horrors that

this entails, he can yet endure it with courar,e by holding fast to

t.1e knowledce 0 f Han's ignorance. The Gods eventually acknowlede;e

hie extrc:wrdinary endurance in the. Oedipus Coloneus. He 6loHly re

veals that his insir;ht and sufferings are not of this world and in

a mysterious death bestO\'ls his last favour on an idealised Athens.



CEAP'rt::R IV

1. :Suripidp.~ :&no. Greek Tragedy; l.0St Thehan Pl.::ws

::;ven i todi1Y Sophocles' t)'lree plays seem b:! far the most suhtle and

succe~sful treatments of Thehan legend, their merits did not deter

other Athenian plaY\'Jrie;hts from \'Jritinr; further dramas on this sub-

ject. l The only such pieces that survive intact, however i are two

plays hy his your:e;er contempornry, Euripides (485?-!f06? J3. C. ): the

Sup'Jhants (424 B.C.)2 and the ?hoenissae (409 B.C. ).3 Both plays

1::,.:;.: Heletus (fifth centnry) i'/rote an Ocdinodeia tetraloGY I

cL .\. Na~i Tra;:;icorlim GraeC?rWl1 ~_ar::r.~enta (Leip~i[';?Teulmer,J.856),
••• 606; Philocles (fifth century):~ (Nauek, ed.2,18~9,:opo759f.);

Ca_cinus (fourth century): i\mphiaraus and Oedinus (Nauck ,PPQ619f.);
'I'heod8ctes (,£.375-334 B.C.): Oedipus (Nauc-(?"p.623) and (i'ydeus (r~auck,
p.624); Diogenes Sinoper.sis or Philiscus Aeginetas or Pasiphon (third
century): Chrysi.pJ)us and Oedipns (Nauck,p.627)i Achaeus: Adrastus
(',;. uck,PP.578-9) and Oedipus (j'anck,p.584). A line is quoted by
Suetonius frol. aGree. Oe ipus (Nero?46). Suidas E;ives a few addition
al authors a.d titles: .f.stydarnantes the Younger: ~")iGoni i. Lycophron:
I"~;us? Oedipus 1 and 2, C~rysippus; Cleophon: Amphiaraus; Nicomachus 1
e:tnd 2: both v!l'ote an Oedipus?; Ptoler.lD.eus TTephaestus: Sphinx; Timesi
theus: Capaneuso ';ost interestingly? a fragment recently found belongs
'co an upJmO\m \·.rriter's Seven against Thebes (? fourth B.C.?). This
lay, hO','i'!ver? be an adaptntion of Euripides' Phoenissae, cf. D.L. Page,

Greek literary ':'any~i (London? Heinemaungl942) 1,172-181-

2For tre date, G. Zuntz ~~e Political ?lays of Euripides (Man
chester, l1anchester University Press? 1955)?pp.89-94.

3For the date, R. Goossens~ E>.trinide et Ath'enes (Brussels i ce.
e~..:'-e :-'oyal de Belgique? Classe des Lett· os et des Sciences .'-:orales et
PoEtiqt:es? Jo1e'moires? Tome LV ~ fasc Q 4? 1962) g~o.628?n.62. Neither of these
dates is sure, but metrical evidence seems to confirm the political allusions.



and tLe secor.d viith the 3.uel i:llld deilth of Eteocles i.lnd l'olyneicu;,

Creon' 5 refw,Ctl of burial for Polyncicc~; [>lld the cxilc~ of Oecl.ipu.s,

i., cor.lbination of therr.cG fro, !\c;;chylus' The lxm trilo~y, e';pecicll~.y the

~ic"cn, and from Sophocles' l\nt:if~one (the Oc,dirw, Coloncus \'!flS vJritten

,\ftc the Phocniss,'1c in al,out L,06 B.C.). EuriI):i.des' outlook on life

D.nd ctl't, however, f.10.kc5 for s\'Jeeping c]'lF"np;es of trei.trr.ent <lncl [·,tmosl~}wre

cor:l))arecl I'iith the approaches of )li8 predecef;sors, no leE,S in his The lan

plays than elsewhere in his work, and, ~hilc the formal clements of his

tr.:.\[';cdies tend towards stcmdardization? his attitude to the received

r:;yths shoVis constant innovC1tion \uith the accent on re-expression in

terms of conter.1porary political and soci<::.l actua.liticf>.

lthouGh f,risto))i1.unes' COr.1mcnts in the Fro!"';G (1206-47) deal

,~:pecifically with the'metrical and gra.f.rr.<ttical riGidity of :iuripideG'

prologues (;\eschylus fits in his ridiculow, \1\<...~f}IOV" lc1.~\~':;c-~v

to eight Euripidean prologues!), they may be criticized Cl.[; Cl I'/hole for

their lengthy [:nd someti!-:les coloclrless explanation of the mythical

scene. In this vein Jocasta's openi.g monologue in the l'hoenissae

contra5ts \7ith Aetllra' s to the Surl,li,Hlts which introduces the

dram~tic situation briefly and pointedly, althOUGh the former has

~ore liberties with the legend to intro'uce. Similarly, the chorus of

the SUllpliants is as much an actor in the playas any of t.e characters.

It is their petition to Acthra which eventually leads to Theseus'

recovery of their sons' corpses. In employing this type of chorus



:-;uripides follo\'!i.' the prE...ctice recor~r~ended by f\ristotle in the Poctic::;

I.

to the o.r;",rT:' tic situntion. 'T The PhocnjsGae, on the other heme, haG a

chor~IS of Phoenician \'iomen on their \'i;".y to Dcl·~J:'li elL; a gift to I,pollo's

snririe (200 fL)? viho i:.tre tenuously connected to the nC~lliJ.l IJlot of t'w

pli:.ty. ~hey functio both as symbols of tlle past history of the house

o· Oc(lipus throilgh their kin[;hip \'Ii t1l l'hocnicinn Caur-,uE; and their

an "i' ea.l spec ta tor" seeinG bot sidc~; of the brothers 9 stru[';[;18

in~cFtially and the i·/hole aeony of \'Jaro
5 The s'.'/ift clction of the last

hi If of the play allows them only one stasimon (1019-66) ~nd little else.

Y.eir role is typical of Euripidean tragedy, however, and that of the

chorus in the Sup~liants an exception.

Prolx:bly the most rcmarki:lblc of the formulistic tendencies of

Suripidcs is his passion for set debates. Conflict in deb0te is a major

dramn tic princ iJ)le of Greek tragedy from Aeschylus omlards for

,::xD.l.lple? it is the \'Ihole action of t' e -)rometheus Bound -- since violent

bction is almost never portrayed on stage. In Euripides, however,

situations seem almost contrived spe~ifically for treatment of both

sides of em c-rgument. This technique of ~ lcfCo"- is

4C:. G. 1-1. A. Grube, The Dr,J1cl of Euril1ides (London, t--iethuen,
191+L? p. 89.

5Euripides, The Phoenissae? cd. A. C. Pearson (Cambridge, 1909),
pp. xxx f ..
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deriv-2d f1'or.. the Sophists ,:,s the ano".'/ ::OlJ.S tre<.;tise of tLis nr,me

declares. ~hiB treatise las probably based on the approacl of the

mid-fifth century Sophist, Protagoras, whose lost book, the Antilo~ies,

(

was tIc principal work o· Sophistic dialcctic~ Since Prota~oras w~s

'"1 1 ~., c. ~ ""d 7· t "prooao y a c ose Irlena 01 ~urlpl es, l· lS like~y thct t e teclmique

o~ attacki;ig Clnd then defellding a t: esis vlhich appeiJ.rs in :Euripides'

trar;cdy ridS the result of this i'riend~)hil). The tone of l:.:teocles' and

Polyneiccs' remarks in their debate (Phoenissae 469-6;;4) is Sopnistic

c"s are several of their pll:i.losopliical doc trines, espec ially the

politics of power adopted by 1teocles.
8

This debate is very muc'l

part of the drama, but the lengthy discussion between Theseus and tIe

Theban Herald in the Sl.llJpli.;mts on the best form of constitution

(403-510) not only strains the heroic settinG by the kine's ~~omalous

chc..mpior;i,.t~ of derwcracy but also hindel's the dcvelo)n~cnt o;~ t. e plot,

though o.dding greatly to the socio.l implico. tions of the play. 9 C1he

so.me problem of relevance occurs in ~he reverse ~spcct in the Suppliants

and Phoenissae with regard to EuripideG' use of unexpected episodeso

For here two pieces of plot action -- Evadne's suttee (Suppliants 900 ff)

6eL \·i. Jaeger, Paicleia: the Ideals of Greek Culture, tr2Jl.s o
by G. :'it;het (2nd eo.. , I

TerJ York, Oxfor Ur,iversity Press, 1965) I, 315 f o

7DioGenes Laertius (IX 9 511-) says Protogoras reced his book at
:=uripic.ies' house and Philochorus (apo Diogo Lacr. IX, 55) clairt",s Euripides
alludes to his death in the IXion, cf. P. Decharme, Euripides &nd the
Spiri.t of hj.s Dramas, trans. by <J. Loeb (2nd edo, New York, l';achillan,
1909), pp. 34 ff o

8Cf • Pearso~, on 499, 501, 509, 536 ff o

9G , 3~ruoc, po b o



and ~~noeceas' patriotic suicide (Phoenissae 991 ffo) -- are examples

of !\ristotle' 5 idea of an epiGoclic plot (Poetics Ilf51b33 £f 0) because

they l::crcly follow the precedinij incj.ci.ents without probahility or

necessity. If, h(Jwever, with Kitto, Iphi5 amI EViJdne (and 1'1enoeceus too)

are considered 'hot melodramatic chara.cters but more examples of

Euripides' cAbstri\ct or suggestive use of plot ll ,1° a juster <-tnd more

apprOIJriatc judgment of Euripides' intentions is made. His dromatic

~ethod is not concerned 50lely with involving the audience in the

~Ite of one or more characters in an orGanic Aristotelian type of plot,

',out 1'<.].th8r v;ith cOfiimunicntinr: his visioL of trc::.e;ic V/<';'Ctc by cxploithlZ

a Vlllole range of theatrical resources including surprise techniques such

HS in the two episodes mentioned. ~enoeceus fools his ~ather only to

reveal his noble decj.sion ironically afterw2rc.is, while bvadne appe<'trs

hI her wending gd'ments in Si:,cl contrast to her intention (Su·opJi3.nts,

10.:.;4 f 0) 0 DeslJi te their apparent melodrama, these episodes inter!sify

the trucic effect of both plays, especially the Suppliants in ~hich the

Evadne episode turns the balance towards the 6ufferin~s of war and

underlines the ironies in em apparently rr,elodramatic endingo

Besides influencing E~ripides' formal tecl~iques and encouragin~

innovc,tion, the Sophistic movement aifected the style and characterization

of his dramas. The iambic dialogue of his plays (except for the

trndi tionally elaborn te frieSsenger speeches) shov/s an unparalleled

10H D v K' J·to ...... 1.t.. o,
Doubleday, 1954), po 234 0

Greek Tr2.r;edy: A Literary Study (New York,



closeness to prose and -;;hi[; c,iils the n<J.turcllisr.l of h:i S Chd!';, ctcrization.

;\rir>tophanes' parody U1charnL,ns\ L~ll flo) of buripides' hecg&r-king,

f.:'elephus, rc:vo",ls the external realism Euripides affec ted. Ie treJted

the chc'1rc:.cters of myth as everyday ",er bel'S of his om::. societyo He

~epicts Eteocles' motive for defeGdinc Thebes as luut for po~er and

justi ies Polyneices' att3c~<, on his mother-citYo He thus refusE:s to

accept J eschylus' and Sophocles' idcab.sed patriot clnd impious traitor,

<-'.nd the divine interventior: thi,t is a final CClUGe of the duel in the

Seven. Ie can even co~trast his own approach with that of his

~redccessors by parody, as, for example, in the Suppliants Adrastus'

culo;:,;y of the hybri5tic f,rgiv<:;::> io possibly em ironic echo of ~ similctr

Similar jibes at ~eschylus over the

conventioLal static description of the combat of heroes occur at

,su:)pli<u,ts 8Lfb ff. and Phoenissae '151 10 12 Clnd sUGcest that Euripides

iG not above the kind of carping competition with Aeschylus that

Lorms the centrepie~e of Aristophanes' Fro~s (1119 ffo)o Sophocles,

then, was right to say

(~ristotle, Poetics 1460b)) f.), for Euripides is the culi~ination

of the increasingly more radical process of painting the heroes of

r;;yth in contempOriJTY colours o He reClcts from the limited effects

and formalized vision of his predecessors and shows the influence of

irtellectual trends of his day.

llCfo J. ','. Fitton, 1111.']10 'su'}pliant \.'omcn &nd the H~:!."3l-;:1E'id::ce
of :;i;uri})ides I1

,. IIerrr.es 89 (1961) pp. 439 f.

12Cf 0 especially, the lone; r;'::trody of Aesc'.ylus' Choephoroe
in the recor;ni tion scel1e of the :.c18ctr~ (:;18=h1}) 0
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~~ch in~ovation in tre- trRnt ufpc:r3 even in t~e fr;r~cn~s of

b,l:"i}Jidcs' two mu.jor lOG t plays on ':-'heb<'lll legend. In the O<:cU_}Jus, of

V/Lich new
. 13

frilGmen~~s h"ve recently beer. found on Egyptiun papyrl? the

ac~ion of t'.e play still rern~ins problematic, since the placinE of the

~resh ~aterial in the play is & ~atter for conjecture. The t~o major

14
nc~ fra~Dents- tell the story of Oedipus an- the Sphinx and sec~ not

to oe part of the proloe;ue but of a descriptive 5peech, "'/l1ich deals with

, • L 'h 1 15
even~s prlor LO ~ e p ayo 1';1i5 'llould (;w,m that Oedipus t (~arriar;e to

Jocasta is longstanding in the ~lay, since n number of general remarks

also point tllis WEtY (frso 547, 549, 550 tbuck) 0
16

'.2he significant

13'l'ho Cxyrhynchus Papyri, P,c:.rt ~)7? ed o by t;. G. 'l'urner et a10
(London, 1962), No. 2459, frG. 1-5 and see B. Snell, "Der i\nfanc von
Euripides' Oedipus" , Hermes 91, 1963, p. 120 for the identificRtion of
the first line from Po OXYo 2 /+55 fr-o-Lt, colo iv, p. 39 cL'1d Naucle, frgo
trn~o ~despe 3090

1Lt ];, 1 d 2.I.rs. nn 0

15'I'urner, p. 82 0

16Cf • J. Vaio, I"J'he NeVI Fragments of Euripides I Oedipus" 1. Greek,
Romnn and Byznntine Studies 5, 1964, ppo 50-2 0



detail that is :C::norln ::lbout thc: OedimlG, howcver, concerns the blindinG:
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U;choliast on I;uripides, PhoeniGGCte GJJ.

Arguments Qgainst the reliability of this account have b~cn based on:

(1) a mythograrher's account of the Oedipus sto~y, the so-called

Pis,,:.nder scholium, which is alleced to usc this ])la.y but prob;:;oly uses

, " -J' . 17 ( 2 \
,~he Inoenlssae, ) the un1ikeli.ood of Euripides tlepci.rting so

far
~ , 18

from the received accot,nt 01 the leGend! Since OedipuG is cHlled

t:'1C SOYl of ]?olybus the blinding f.'IUSt occur before the recoc;nition of his

true identity and thus probHb1y before the playa 19 ':ihatever the

circurristltnc es of the marriage, the dri'lGtic change of the lccend i.s

virtually assured.

In Euripides' lost Chrysippus, the compimion play of the OenOl~i:,uS

<-md the Phoenissi1c, other strikinr; inr.ovi:l tiona nre found o Euripides?

17:80 L o ele Kock, l''l.'he Pej,Gandros Scholium -- Its Sources, Unity
etnel Heli:',tior,s~i~: to l:uri.[)ides' ChrysiV'os", Acta Classica 5, 1962,
ppo 35 f o mairJ.tc:ins t'.e scholiu.r:: is (l cor'lilosite of themes fro;,;, the
Oedipodeia ~s ~e~l as Sop!loc1es' Oedipus Tyrannus, but th~t the Chrysippus
and Fhoen:i ssae were the main sources.

19v ' '-4 ~ F ' ,alO, PI' 0 :J' 10 'or ano-cner
(Berlin, Weidmann, 1915) I, 306 ffo

vier/, cf. C. Robert, Oidinus



so ~otivutes Pelops' c~rse that causes L~ius' childlessn~ss ar:d de~th

at his son's 112..no.s.
20

13esic1.cs this remo.l'l-:c;.ble invention, there is

(. ~r3.cment containir.c un interesting cosr0.0Gony derivinG lifr=; ror:1

the mo.l'ri2.gc of Earth and .'\ether (fl'. 336 Nauck), \'/hich Vitruviu.':;

(JIll, praef. 1) ceems to li~( with ~naxagoras. Another piece of

SOl')histic philosophy deals vii th the o:;;position of !";ature unO. Renson

(::"1'. 837 Nuuck), clearly concerned. VIi th the basic theme of the pliJy.

~~u... ipides ~ lJo\\'ers of invention and preoccupation vri th the intellcctu~l

revolution of his time are both illustrated in the C};rydppus.

T!'le i'J.:.t~_r:one, probably part of the trilog;y of 410 3. C.

':/i th the :~uue and IXion,21 also shoHs cre:;.tive use of myth. 7he

;~Gument to Sophocles' RntiGonc notes that:

/
I~ 0 I. ,,' W V L cI., V

" c 0_ ,I.
/' ;:, \....--d.. \... II j\. v lJ t' 1\ 0 L lac.
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EU:'ipides I Anti30ne \';0.3 apparently a .elodr&ma \'!i th a happy endinG, sealed by

?O
- de Kod:~ pp. 30 and. 35.

21Goossens, p. 597.

22~ ~ N~ f H . -_. d I,I! o. l.""eon, c • .orner, .L.ila. , .,.? 397.
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the divine in:;crvenU.on of DionySl.s (fr. 17'7 Niluck)oL.:J 'rhc rorr.L~ntic

r~.otif (cf. fn.>o 161, 102, 16L, NClucld seems to do,·;inc:.te the UeYlOUerncnt,

Lor [aenan's love prou~t8 him to rescue Antigone, accordinG to the

(\., ) 1,'\
scholiast on Sophocles, AntiGone 1350: r W f.0 v L:\. .s,_",- (I~C:' v1 0 \. •.>(

\. Ar:( / ") 7 (I [j.. '- /
-;e oJ '- ,v\. " V 0 Set vV '\.,L E- '<--[ (, () u c;. 1 Ite v J If ,( :V\ e \/)

..,·--'l....,,{~~ oZ.. S ~ (= Sophocles' play) TO~Vc{.VT:'ov.

In the fr~gments, the marked reCllrrence of anti-tyrannicvl comments

(frs. 171-173 Nauck) suggests pro-moderu.te propaBanda at the time of

the Four Hundred in Athens (410 B.C'?), especially since similar remu.rks

occur in itG sister :play, the [,ure Urso 277 and 279, Ni:iuck)o24 Itis

intcreGtillg to note thc{t imaGery of disease (frso 160, 166 Nauck) and

the yoke (frs. 175 Nauck), so important in Sophocles! Antigone, recurs

even in these short excerpts. Euripides' ;,ntip;one, then, seems to have

J8en both a romnntic and a politicf.l play with a novel plot differing

r~dically from Sophocles' version, but highly conscious of ito Of

:uripides' other Thebun plays a conGiderable number have been 10st,25

23Cf • J 0 Hesk, IIDie ilnti.,one des Euripides 'l , \Jiener Studien
L,9, 1931, pp. 11-12 0 The play is reconstructed \"lith u tr;olgic eriding
involving the suicide of f\ntir~one and lIaemon and the ivine intei:vention
of Ileracles by C. l{obcrt, 381-95, usinG a vase-paintine; and I-Iyc;inus,
Faoulae 72, il consider<1bly more speculative vieVl.

21t
Goossens, po 627~ note 60 0

25, .
r'.r:lOr:.g the remaininG ~hebc;.n plc;.ys not on the theme of Laius'

hcuse: j[erac1eiL'o.e an ;erclcleso There are fragments of L1C following;
~lcmeon through Psophis (438 B.C. ~ith Alcestis, cf. tluck, frGo 65-
74); i.Jcmeon throngh Corinth (40'7 B.C. \'lith 3acchae, cf. ranck frs.
65 0-nd '75-8; frs. 79-88 are attributed just to the IAlcmeon" 9 without
further distinc tiol1j and Page, Greek Litera!'y P~pyri (Londen ~ Heinemi-:UUl,
19+2) I, 5Lt-5); }~lcmena (Ncluck, pp. 30~-10); Jntiope (Nuuck, P!.l. 326-339,
cf. Pace, ppo 60-71); Cadmus (l':auck, p. 39Lf) j Hypsipyle (Na.uck, ppo 467
4'71), cf o Page, ppo 76-109); Ino ( lnuck, FPo 383-3b9); Licymnius (f\auck 7

1':90 Lf02-404)j Phri::-:us 1 imd 2 (Naucle, pp. 492-497, nnd Po OXYo 27, 2L1-55 ,
fr'o 14: Phrixus 1 and frQ 17: Ph.rixus 2 -- two lists confirming UOtil
plays); Rhadamanthys (Nauck, pp. 445-6)0
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'Jihilc Clmong survj_ving ;;lays on 'the xm lec;cr:d other thun th,.t of the

hOUf38 of Laius is the lhcchne, a vivid drar:1ntizaU_on of Dionyfius l

persecution by Pcntheus a:nd valuable

Dionysiilc cult v1orshipo

for its revelation of

2 0 The Sunplinnts

Both exta::1t plays on the 'rhebc\l1 legend of the house of LEl.ius

add further develocments und ramific;;l_tions to the storie::; in uccorda_nce

witll Euripides' perso~al approach to tragcdyo The Su~pliClnts treats

3iT,in the subject matter of ;\eschylus' Eleusini<.ms
26

and portray::> the

recovery of the corpses of the Seven against Thehes by Theseus and

their cremation at Eleusis. Both these plays iGnore the version of the

Thcbaid, in which the seven were buried at Thebes,27 and also perhaps

the story of ~ntiGone's illegal burial of Polyneices, well-est<.lblished

by buripides' time especially after Sophocles' version. Euripides'

differs from Jeschylus' (and others') treatment of this story according

\
'1';

26Cf • Chapter 1 0

27Cf • scholiast on Pindar, Olympian Odes VI, 15 ff o
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'~'his devio.-:;ion from U1e usual story obviou.s:\_y had a. F __ triotic <.:liJlJC",l u.nd

pOGGibly, too, an ctl1ti-Theban allusion to the battle of Dcliurn (L,24 B. Co) 0

~teocles' pe~ce offer (739 ffo), another new element,may be a sirnilDr

contempo~ry reference. The strnnGc funercil speech of Adrastus (857 ffo),

in which the hybristic ArGive champions of Aeschylus' Seven (375-652)

cire praised in contr~st to their lc~end&ry chRructers, seems to have a

sutirical purpose. Evadne's suicide leap onto her husband's pyre is

:Suripides 'awn invention.
28

Certainly, its theatricality bE:ars the

hallmark of Euripides' drnmi-l tic tee hr;ique. 'fhe play, then, reveals

innovc:tion in lec;end for dramatic and other purposes.

The })roloc;ue of the play, spoken by J\ethra, the r:Jother of

Theseus, introduces the main action of the play immediately, as well as

setting the scene at Eleusis and introducing the r:Jain characters.

I.ethra has been interrupted in her sacrifices at the altar of Demetcr

by the chorus of Argives, the mother of the seven attackers of Thebes,

\'11 10 besieGc her there. Together \'/i th Adras tus, king of \rgos, und sale

survivor of the leaders, they ~upplicate for the help of Theseus to

recover their son's bodies which the Thebans refuse to surrender a

~heseus enters seeking his motheryand on hearing the suppliants' request,

cross-examines hdrastus revealinG the illogical folly of his sponsorship

of Polyneiccs' expedi tiona j\drastus appeals for sympathy and avers

that his natural ally, Sparta, lacks the character to help him and

other cities lack the strengtha Theseus rejects his pleas, and points

28Cf. H. C. Baldry, "'l'he Dra~"atization of the TheDan LeGend!l,
Greece and Rome, Second Series, 3, 1956, p. 350
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to f\drnstus as ("'.11 eX;:J.r~ple of overcor.iidence bred b,,/ finn's civilization.

Adr<.lstus rnust endure the results of hj.s stupidity. J\cthra I however,

ur[!;es re~,pect of the suppli~nts <.Ind of the P<.Inhellenic custom of

burial as duty to the gods and dVlells on the glory to r)c gi,iLcd 'oy

fulfilling it. Theseus <.Igre.s and leaves Dith Aethra to persuade his

citizens to accept his decisj.on. After the choruG sinp;s of the f""vour

tl ey hope for from Athens, Theseus enters giving his instructions to

'lis 11ere\ld. J\ Theban her<:ild ir,terrupts and asks for the "tyrant!1 and

so provokes a debate Dith Theseus on the merits of oligarclly and democracy.

The hernld warns him not to allow Adrastus into Attica, which would

constitute an act of war, and to leave the dead Argives to their just

punishment. Theseus disavows any hostility towards Thebes but puts the

case for custOlTJi\ry burial. 'l'he herald leaves defiantly i-iDd Ther;eus

gives his r.1archine; orders, leaving f\drastus behind as a sign thnt his

expedition is no continuation of the Argivcs' war. The chorus is

a~raid and questions the justice of the gods. A freed Argive prisoner-of

war tells of the Atllenian victory that follows the Thebun's refusal to

negotiate and Theseus' couraee th~t turns the b~ttle and his r~fusal

to enter Thebes afterwards. f\dra5tus moralises on the foolishness of

J\rc;ives and Thebr:1.l1s alike ,:end learns that the slain Arc;ives have been

buried at Eleutherae and the leaders' bodies, tended by Theseus himself~

are bein[S brought to Eleusis. ',jhen the biers appear the chorus is joined

by Adrastus in a lament (first Kommos 798-836), followed by hdrastus'

flner~l speech on the civic merits of five of the chieftains. Theseus

adds comments on the fates of ilrnphio.ri::us and Polyneices, once ;li5

GUest. The two kinE;s leave to o.rrang;e the cremation and the chorus
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mourn their sonso On the roof of the st,,-ge huilding Evndnc, wife of

Cupaneus~ suddenly npfcnrs. She si~~s of 'er intended suicide on

ler dead husband's pyre. Her f~ther, Iphis, enters on his way to t~ke

his dead SOD, ~teoclus, another of the Seven, b',ck to Argos, Gees his

daughter and le~rns her intention too late to dissuaCe her. She leaps

to her death ,md Iijllis leaves Grieving for his childless old . ge. '-'he

ao3hes of the Seven are brouGht on by their sons who joi; their f'lothers

in lamente:.. tion (second kom;;ios 1113-1l6Lf) "md soon pray for revenGe,

to their lnotherc' distress. 'l'heseus disr iGsec I,draf,tus nnu the J.... rgives,

cho.rginG them to sholV Athens due gratitude. Athena from the miH":llinc inter-

venes and bids Theseus exact a solemn oath Dnd treaty of alliance from

~drastu5, detailing ritual procedure. She prophesies the victory of the

sons of the Seven over Thebes <md '1'he5eus accepts her orders, commending

the city to her protection. ~he hrgives leave to take the oath.

The theme of the Supnliants is admirably fitted for trentment

as the th".t the \'Iriter of the hypothesis

claims it i~Theseus, the legendary founder of the Athenian de~ocrncy

(Plutc.rch, Theseus 25), leads his city in a disinterested and triumphGnt

car.paign to champion the un~ritten custom of all Greeks. He shows grec.t

r.iornl and physical courage and hum<..tnj_ ty nnd seems to hnve a good

enough character to be a vision of ideal Athenian politicul~tion, as

many critics see hirno This strai~ tforwa-"d view of the Cfl2,racter of

"'heseus ilnd the appeal of the play requires the assumption tilat

)~uripides "identifying himself with a definite set of contemliOr,try ideals,

offered his fellows, in the time-honoured form of tragedy, so~e definite
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and salut;,ry teclching 11
0

29 On closer examination of both relici(ius und

lJoliticOJ.1 attitudes in the play this u.ppe',rs to be em over.s:i.myJlii'ied

vie\'/ of the playo

The religious issues of the play are basic to its meuni~g, for

the central problems are the conditions under which t~e right of

suppliance may be disreearded and the validity of the Panhellenic custom

of burio.l. Both these themes I however I are seen in their political

and social contexts and are used to probe the relationshi~of individual

(especially politican) with city, and city with cityo The sup~lication

of tIle hrcives requires from Theseus and Athens a series of critical

.. 30declslonso Pelasgus in lIeschylus' Surrpliantf5 faces a sirroilar clCl.sh

of loyal ties bebveen the demands of suppliance and his city's so.fety,

but, unlike Theseus, he is blackmailed by a threHt of suicide which

would pollute his city's altars (455-89)0 Theseus questions Adrastus

in a Socratic manner and eventuully elicits from him the udmission that

;the Argive diE5aster was his fc"ult c,md his only claim on i.themj is

human 5:.rmpath:)' (115-246). Theseus, then, sees only the political

situation and is unwilling to hono"r the supplication of an evil man

whose ills are of his own mal·;:inr; 0 But Aethra ~ thOUGh adrni t ting

~drastus' wickedness (304ff.), points first to reliGious duty and exhorts

Theseus:

29G r ')2• Zuntz, poL.

30
I ""dI)}. 0'
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She then stres:o;es the honour Athens and ThF:seus Hill go.in by 'phold-
-,'

in;:; the custom of all Greece (306-13) which he hi;,nself ~Las acceptl":d

a, sacred (123). 1',e approves of her advice on the g;rouna.s tho.t he

h~s not shirked noble deeds before (338ff.) nor his Mother's requests

(361ff.). He makes no mention of the duty involved in suppliance

and seems to ignore any implication that it entails anything more

than a simple request for help.

Not until challenged by the Theban herald does Theseus pro-

duce any religious, as opposed to personal and political, grounds for

",ar, and proclaim his defence of Panhellenic custom (523ff.).31 :Sven

there this rests mainly on rationalistic ar~uments that soldiers would

':ot fi~ht if disregard of burial became general (538ff.). He does

not mention the gods' sanction of burial as his justification until

his partinG lines:

71c:1/\ v ITo<. y J/o \/05

£l0Y L9-J( \. (562-3)32

"
,{.X \.

I
V() (05 'f\;'" \ C<- ( ~ J ~~ l r /./ vJ y

I

,\, ,similar at ti tude towards Panhellenj,c customs iR found in the speech-

es of both Athep~ans and Boeotians after the battle of Delium (~hu-

tydides, 4, 98-100) Hhere both sides defend their' actions by attacl-:-

Lcg their opponents' breaking of the prohitition on fOr'tifying enemy

te~ples-- the Boeotians' plea-- and of the custom of buria1-- the Ath-

enians' excuse. The Boeotians defy the second to secure the

f\

'"1'WV3
1

His claim to be I<O\oecr--r;'s
than re1i~ious.

32Cf. D.J. Conacher, "Relic,ious and Ethical Attitudes in
'-'"~~~"-l,,s' "··-"""~~./-srt m " n f, 0" lort,::, .,..,-- '5-f'
..._1\...4.1. .J..1J.J.. U. \,; .v u ~) !J.l.. ...L C1. .l11.. ,1. . ,/'-\..... . .~\.. 1 U ( , :; _) \..f , l-I.P • .L J...
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~thenia~s' retreat anrl claim retaliation for the violation of the

first principle, while the ,'Ithenians cleny the currency of the first

principle to exert pressures on the goeotians to comply with the sec-

ond. In political neeotiations, such customs see~ little more than

the "rules of war ll and just as flexible. 33 For "'hes~us, too, the cus-

tom is little more than a useful expedient for the glorification of
J

,Athens, and this contrasts strongly with the deep exploration of the

'religiouG and socinl, as well as political ann personal, implications

of t1e buriDl custom found in Sophocles' AntiGone and even in the

spurioHs endi:~g of the Seven.

This ~nbiguous treatment of religious themes is echoed by the

amhivalent attitude of Theseus to the gods generally. ~his is under-

lined by contrast with that of Aethra, whose piety has been seen to

3J+stress the religious aspects of suppliance and burial (301ff.).

:;.~ his m0re optimistic moments, Theseus can speak, like Prometheus

(Prometheus Bound, 442ff.) o~ the chorus in Sophocles' AntiBone (334ff.),35

of the god whose influence has helped man proGress from barbarism

to civilization through the gifts of langurtge (203-4, cf. Antigone, 351+f.\

crops (205ff.,cf., AntiGone, 338ff.), sea-trade (209ff., cL. ).ntiso~le7

33Fitton, p.431. The burial of the dead had been observed in
in the Persian wars hy both sides (Herodotus,7,228 after Thermopylae)
and later, in the Feloponnesian war, the Athenian generals at Arginusae
(406 B.C.) were condemned to death for failing in this duty (Xenophon,
!r011enica ,1, 7 ,22) and Lysander \-Ias stie;matized for Ii fe for a similar
failure after Aegospotami (405 B.C., Pau~anias,4,22,7). Euripides'
Theseus seems strongly atheistic in omitting the religious aspects of
a subject on which feelings ran high.

3
4

Cf • Cop-acher, pp.19-20.

351n J~ntigone man a.chieves these talents for himself and they lead to
to hybris and the gods' punishment (365ff.); a similar cycle appear~ in Supu. 216f.
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When dealing with drastus, however, hA seems to expect a rationnl LPD~

'. roach to prophecy (220f f .) \-ihich l1e implies should be Gctcd on or.ly

if not contrary to practical principles (223ff.). This apparently en~

-tails ;, sneer at Delphi I-!hose oracle AClrastus 1-130'3 interpreting. 36

The fact that this practicLtl criterion is spoken 0:: as the way "gor'J."

works underlines Theseus' pragmatic superstition:

(226-8)

( I
\i '1 0 v r l:: \/e 5

~ l ~ >,e::-c-G<..
(' ,-. f

leu vOcJouvlo~ 1T1/,,·rJ-cJ\V
" ). (' \. ) r /

O-UVV'Oo-OUVT<JL K()uoC:'v' Y)O\1<.1KOToL

,..."

10\5

In a similar vein, ~heseus contrasts human experience of evil vuth

the lu:>..'Ury of the "god" (550-5). He appnrently shares Gloucester's

vie\'J: ";\3 flies to \"anton boys are we to the gods: they kill us for

their sport" (King Lear). Elsewhere, however, he ignores such a world-

view with its accompanying taboos anct, to the surprise of Adrastus,

disregards miasma (763ff.). His reference to his own daimon (592

~ / I
~ ex. \.!'" 0VCS loJr or' ('-&10( )cf. 2?-6ff.) sUESgests a devotion to personal luck

that becomes so important later in Hellenistic times. 37 While the

chorus pose the question of belief in divine providence or blind chance

(598ff.), Theseus' words seem to oscillate between these two views

36Conacher, pp.17f., but the irony is furthered by /I.ethrn's
:-emark that her marriage, of \'Jhich Theseus is the felicitous product,
l!1elS arranged 1\.,:) '\.~ov roXV,&0 M..oLo'""l v (7).

37G. Nor~.JOod., Essays on EuripidcO-n Drar.13 ( ~oronto, Universi ty
of Toronto Press, 1954), pp.121f. sees in this a reason for consider
ing this a portion of the play written 1at~ in Hellenistic times.
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with marked irony.3
8

lIe accepts some traditional ideas but acts mainly

on practical and humanistic considerations. 39

Elsewhere, the important theme of the ,sods' pur.ishment of

.hybris is alGo touched on by Thp.seus in t:1is equivocal manner. He con-

eludes his parting speech by declaring:

·lQ'0 ') S <':. 0 ~5
)i {f(X E:\ v) t> DO L

'J / (f-I C "
-tr v v c v' 0 lv' D v

t

( \

o::..e. ll,)
\ <:\ "-

T~--J () HV
\

1'1
f\ .., rl\l.'e Cl" 0 L Ot v") '1 v'

There is a hint here that only a fortunate operation of the "gods '1lho

honour justice" and human valour jointly can be successful and this

is made explicit by the chorus in their self-questioning (59Rff.).40

But just as earlier Adrastus admitted that the ArGives' defeat was

punishment for hybris (156ff., cf. 494ff.)~ so now Theseus' victory

seems to confirm the chorus' optimistic view of the gods (741ff.).

But before the play has ended, the Argive heroes are alleged to have

died nobly (856ff.) and even Capaneus' hybristic boasting is seen in

a di:ferent light (860ff. contrasted ,nth 496_9).41 Even if the last

is deliberate parody, the sugGestion still remains that chance has

38Fitton,p.443.

39Conacher, pp.18-19, cf. Fitton, pp.431ff.

40Conacher, pp.21-2.

41
Norwood, pp.126ff.
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.has played a part in their f~te. The heroes' sons, too, pray for

vengeance, again sug~esting the humanity rather than the monstrosity

of their fathers~ but their mothers emph~size the suffering entailed

in further hostilities (11Lf3ff.). Athena, however, soon confirms

that such is the \fill of the gods by commanding this retribution (1213ff.)

and the final theophany ",hich should end the play on a note of res-

olution contrasts the harshness of divine justice with Theseus' tem-

perance. The apparently simple theme of hybris and its punishmp-nt

. by just- gods, which appears in all the Theban play~ especially in

. connection with the Argive champions, is treated with typical Euri-

pidean irony in this play and this stems from his realistic attitude

tow~ds the motivation of personal and political action. 42

Irony and rationalism appear also in Euripides' treatment

of the burial theme of the play. ~~en Theseus accepts .\ethra's

arguments in favour of the Greek custor.! of burial, these include

the related religious aspects of this custom which she has pointed

" I / r '- /to <301-3): \fE""e. 0v::; T.xepoJ T0 (0<'(,;(5 i(t>(\. K.-rEel(frd..f'0Y 'Aoift-;V

(308-9). This agrees well with the opening chthonic note of the

play, which concentrates on the Eleusinian locale and its

associations. Aethra's interrupted sacrifice to Demeter ",as

apparently the Panhellenic fertility rite ("f..o'l'~tc-\.c....cf. 28-9 and

42
Conacher, pp. 21-26.

/
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Suidas, ~ )43 which she ,las offerine for the city (cL the

and not part of Demeter 1 s r';ysteries, thoueh these were very much

conce2'ned with fertility.45 This connection with Eleusinian Demeter

,.
:.-Iere ""-1 1i..O Y is a technical term

/fo(\.- y( (e.{L

I
()--,--~V5. (30-2)

"cf. 290 "10 ",VIX\.-
J

(

. E:. ox.rJ...e...J.,<- ), ....Ihile elsewhere notable landmarks of the Eleusinian

area are cited: the Telesterion (104) and lell of Kallichoroc (392,

619, cf. Homeric I~mn to Demeter, 270_2).46 Of particular importance

is the reference, just quoted, to the first ear of corn, for not

47only \"<:,s Demeter probably a corn goddess, but she 'vIas \'Iorshipped

together with Triptolemus whose mission it was to take this Eift

48
tl1roughout the world. This story is part of the Athenian claim

to have been the source of civilization and suggests that the "sad"

whom Theseus praises as the giver of man's culture (201 ff.) may

be Demeter, especially with the pronounced :::;tress on the gift of

43Cf • 3. Lavagnini, "Echi del rito Eleusinio in Euriuide
(SuPPl. 53, 470)", American Journal of Philology, 68, 1947, pp. 82-3,
and G. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries (Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 1961), p.7.

44Cf • T. Nicklin, The Suppliant Women of Euripides (Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 1936), ad loco

45Mylonas, p. 282: il\ve may assume that the fortunes of Demeter
and Persephone symbolizEd the vegetation cycle."

46For its import~ce and fifth century date, Mylonas, pp. 97-8.

47Guthrie, p. 283. 48A. C. Pearson, The Fragments of Souhocles
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agricul ture (205_7).49 Lavagnini 50 argues further that there is a:'l

0/
actual echo of the Hystery ritual where the chorus address Aethra: C::t0"'C:~

,,( r ( ("
"I-\A..\. 6'""0 -rr 0 .. ) ) J-; 11 6 -rV Ld..) \""'- 0 v eoyo- (53). He quotes Hippolytus

R0futatio Omnium Haeresiaru~, V, 8, p. 96:

" .....)
1'/0 1\\. W

l

::> /L0'A '-'~ 0 V •

.,/ /
"'-(( 1 ..·..<... 1","v'oI1e. l <J...

tL C \)1 I
l(:-tOY ~TC-K.f. 'liOTVlcZ

B,'), "'- ~
1... I

( ( r
o l <:'r a ?' eX. V T.) S

Since Demeter's son \;laS Ploutos 7 the paro.llelism may be a compliment to

Theseus. It seems likelY7 however ~ t-hat HippolytuR is interpolating

t~e goddess Brimo from the Phrygian mysteries of Rhea,51 and so cast

doubt on this suggestion. A more likely echo may be found \olhen the

(63-64. )~

since at the supreme moment of initiation the Hierophant emerged in

a oreat light with the Hiera (Plutarch, De Profect. Virt. 81E). Lavagnini52

also wishes to see a further reference to the Mysteries in the herald's

command to remove Adrastus from Eleusis:

(Cambridge, 1917), II, 243, fro 596.

49Contrast the god-given nature of this gift \"lith man's invention
of it in the ode on man (Sophocles 7 Antigone, 338 ff.). Agriculture is
notably missing from Prometheus' list of benefits (Aeschylus, Prometheus
Bound, 442 ff.).

50pp • 83-4.

5~1ylonas, pp. 305-7.
C:;?

/~Pp. 84-6.



Vlreaths 11 ), he convincingly compares tile frequent

Instead of taking ~T6
/

~~r~vas a mere complement;

1GO

to r- v c-"'~e L'7-- (f1 r i tual

use of >-'0vJ vii th

accusative and genitive and translates: "liberare gli augusti misteri

dalla presenza delle supplici bende" (cf. 173). The locatival sense

/of the word is illustrated by the development of --.-,,'r-f.,--rl}e(v y from

I
IE'>.-€: T,) • Elsev,here, toO, echoes of the Hysteries occur. Demeter

(her epithet reminiscent of her Hysteries) and earth are connec~ed by

6 6- IAdrastus in 2 O-l~ (O0\,)5 IE:

&'('~v / IJ 4r1)'t«' (cf. 290).

Tr~s association of Demeter and her Eleusinian rtrsteries with

earth draws its main importance from the graves of the Seven which

Pausanias saw at Eleusis (1, 39, 2) and which were formed into a herotln

in the sixth century B.C. 53 It was for such burial that the chorus

supplicated Aethra and Theseus. Thus the purpose of their supplication and

the stress on locale and on fertility cult in the opening combine to

give f.l. vision of the subsequent action of the playas a kind of ritual

for the prosperity of Athens and Argos, honouring the potency of the

Mysteries &'1.d the seven heroes alike. 5L~

There are suggestions, however, that Theseus allows the

_~gives to take their heroes' ashes home (1167, 1185 ff.)55 and he

certainly rationalises au'lay _ the notion of the pO\.,rers for good and

evil associated with a hero's burial (537 ff.)that plays so important

a role in Aeschylus' Seven and Sophocles' Oedipus Coloneus. His remarks
-.'

53Hylonas, pp. 62-3.

5h
'Cf. Conacher, p. 16, n. 20.

55Capaneus at least has a tomb (934 ff.) and is a holy corpse (935).,
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are eldefly aimed at superstitious fears and are allied with a

:philosop~ica.l idea of death as the separation of body and Goul and

their return to earth and air respectively a kind of impersonal

immortality.56 This realistic approach is especially applied in the

funeral speech of Adrastus, where the five heroes become exemplars of

civic virtue instead of the hybristic monGters of tradition (857 ff.).

This may well be a parody of a similar attempt by Aeschylus in his

Eleusinians (the last play of a trilogy)57 and the Vlhole Eleusinian

atmosphere may also derive from the same ""ource, especially as

keschylus, a native of Eleusis, could hardly have ignored the graves

r> th' th d t' . . I' .L • 58 Th ft· f i h'or e neroes ere an nelr lmp lca~lons. e unc lon 0 ; 1S

religious atmosphere, then, a~d of the other religious attitudes and

themes in the play may well be ironical in that peace and fertility

are not the re~ult of this invocation of gods Olympian and chthonic,

but, in contrast, Athena's threat of war to come -- the final cadence

of this play.

The religious themes of the play have initial importance as

the foundation of the plot and the combination of supplication and the

Panhellenic custom of burial form a situation that requires a political

solution when posed to Theseus, the king and representative of an

idealised mythological Athens. The substance of the play is the analysis

56On the orlglus of this idea in Ionian scientific thought, see
Guthrie pp. 262 ff. He quotes,ho~/ever, an Athenian epitaph (432 B.C.)for it also.

57Fitton, pp. 439 ff.

58Ibid • 444 n. 3; perhaps this play caused Aeschylus' perGecution
for revealing the Mysteries, and the references in Euripides may reflect this.
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of Tneseus' politicRl decisions in dealing with this problem. 7his

issue is similar to that posed in previous Theban plays, especially

Sophocles' Antigone, where a religious custom (again that of burial)

is subordinated to political continGency by a king, with disastrous

re2uJ_ts. The duty of burial and its implications of family loyalty

are upheld by the women in both plays (and their representative, l\drastus,

in the Suppliants), while political and judicial considerations are

advanced by the men. Theseus does this in his Socratic examination

of Adrastus ' motives for war. vlhile the \'/Omen' s appeal is essentially

to human ties and sympathy (Aethra 34 ff. chorus 194, cf. Theseus 284 ff.).

Theseus' view criticises only the integrity of the people and actions,

that his-help 'dill support. The opening scene, then, shows a clash

between family and religious loyalty on the one hand and city and political

considerations on the other, which is further delineaten as a contrast

between male and female psychological approaches to life. Aethra

underlines this by her hesitancy to interfere in politics becallse she

is a ,."oman (295 ff.). This situation has affinities with that in

5q
Aeschylus' Theban trilogy and Sophocles' Antigone, - but Euripides

explores the situation and its results with greater emphasis on the

purely human motives operating in the action. Aethra's speech is the

turning-point for the political themes of the play. Though she pleads

the case for religious duty (301 ff.) and Panhellenic custom (311), which

Theseus himself uses to refute the Theban herald (526 ff.) she ~uickly

59Its affinities to Aeschylus' Suppliants have been seen above.
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tllrns to the honour that "Jill ;Jccruc to ,\thC!1f3 from uphol(linr~ thesc (306),

contrasted with the rcputabon of cO\-Jardice th:,t will be Theseus' if

he overlooks them (314-9). She defends Athens' policy of interference

:ihich is the only (dangerous) road to glory (3211--331). Her ar/jumentG

smack of an appeal to Theseus' ego rather than political philosophy

and his reply reveRls his jealous guarding of his reputation (338-45) and

respect for his mother's wishes C361 ff.) as 'lis main motives. TT •

nlS

conviction that he wil: easily have his will ratified by a soverei~n

people (349 ff.) is perhaps a deliberate paradox and meant to reflect

the realities of Athenian democracy under its democratic leaders, particularly

Pericles and Cleon.
60

The notion of an encomiu~ with Theseus as an

ideal personification of Athenian policy, seems to be only superficial.

Euripides seems to pill~ody this idea~ while he treats the war and its

motivation in a more tragic manner by dwelling on its realism and

psychological aspects. He contrasts the ideal with the real in both

character and action.

This many-levelled approach has not prevented much speculation

on the possible historical persons and events that may be represented

by the pl:J.y and the consequent political lesson or propagnnda lying

behind it. The date of the play is crucial for many of these vievls

but Cilllnot be firmly established. !'Ietrical considerations give the

limits 427 to 416 S.C., with ~reater probability for a date before

420.
61

More specific dates 4ave been advanced on the basis of various

60Fitton, pp. 431-2.
r~

O~Zuntz, pp. 56-8, 68-71, 88-94.
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incidents in the l)lay, especially the similarities of si tuo.tion \vi th

t e battle of Delium (424 B.C.) ,,111 ,"thena's reference to a treaty "'lith

,\rGos (like the one in 420 B.C.). But closer examination reveals

subtleties which diminish the importance of cuch historical reminiscences

as factors for the Gating and understanding of the play.

At the battle of Delium, the Athenians lost the fisht after

thei~ riGht wing had defeated its opponents, only to meet the Theban

cavalry (Thucydides 4, 76). In the Supnliants (703-10) a similar

victory is not reversed by the enemy but turned to total victory by

Theseus' valour, like that of the Boeotian co@nander's at Delium. The

actual battle in the play seems "une revanche sur la re'alite'".62

The Thebans refused to ~eturn the Athenian dead:after Delium and a

similar situation fo110vrs the Arsives' defeat in the play. The

Parillellenic custom of burial was ~t stake in reality and in the play.

A close parallel betvreen play and history is unlikely, however, for

Aeschylus had alreudy dealt vrith the theme63 and the ambivalent

approach that has been traced in Euripides I portrayal of T'Deseus i

actions can hardly sugsest a satisfying vrish-fulfilment for the

Athenians, but rather an only too actual account of the follies of

such idealogical wars. Euripides, then, appears to intend an

uncomfortable feeling of historical reminiscence in the play, but does

not reverse the verdict of D~lium to gratify his audience. He rather

62
Goossensj;pp. 417-20.

63Zuntzls curt dismissal, of ~ contemporary political interpretation.
p.. 4 ..

:,'
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propollnds the paradox that even in her most high-minded campaigns

Athens' desire for self-nggrandisement is a major factor, and this

is true of \·tar universally.

Furt:her appeals to Athenian sympathies are mad0 in the anti-Spartan

comment of Adrastus (184 ff.) and Athena's recommendation of an Argive

alliance (1183 ff.). The contrast of Athenian generosity and Spartan

selfishness cannot be d'-~nied and is part of the contemporary politics

\"hich form the play's milieu.
6lt

This deepens the dissection of Athenian

policy by revealing that even a state which has an ideal is yet motivated

by unworthy rensons for it? wars. The proposed alliance with Aroos

is developed in detail. Zuntz shows that its form is similar to the

actual treaty of 420 (Thucydides, 5, 47).65 The terminology use~however,

is that standard in international asreements of the period and exactly

par~llels the wording of a treaty between Athens and Dionysius I of

Syracuse. There need not, then, be a direct reference implied. Besides,

.~gos has been seen in a poor light throughout the play and the treaty

is completely one-sided since Adrastus is compelled to accept Athena's

conditions, unlike the equal treaty of 420 B.C. 66 The relics that

Athena mentions may well have existe(~ and thus confirmed the validity

of the e.lliance in the play,67 but the whole episode ironically contrasts

Athena's Cleon-like advantage-seeking and Theseus' hUffianitarianism. 68

64Goossens, pp. 417-18.

65Pp. 73 ff.

66Zuntz, pp. 71 ff. The treaty probably reproaches fITgive neutrality,
cf. Goossen& p. 443.

67Zunt~1 pp. 76-8 68Fitton, p. 443.
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Perhaps the implications of Athena's command and the Argos treaty--

further war -- are a sardonic comment on Cleon's peace negotiations

'"'-h' 69\oil.. . rgos. Such a view of Euripides' purpose would seem to endorse the

suggestion that Eteocles' peace offer (739-41\ \oath the remark of

Adrastus on Eteocles' later conduct:

'f,( l' Jv-.. d... T"'-. (742), is possibly a reference to the Athenian rejection of

the Spartan peace proposal~ of 425 B.C. and the simile used by the envoys

of this Athenian refus~l (Thucydides, 4, 17).70 Zunt~'s suggestion

that Euripides is merely folloVling the epics here seems unlikely in

view of the crothers' arrangement of al ternative reigns ''''hich is

71followed by a qua~rel, found so frequently elsewhere. Though Adrastus

fits the simile into a cycle of hybris and its punishment, this may be

thought to add to the discomfort of the allusion. The play, then, seems

ironically to echo historical events and incorporate them into Euripides'

"tragic satire" which shows holtT good intentions oan lead. good people

into an inescapable vortex of folly and suffering, especially in war. 72

69Fitton, p.Lr42, n.2 quotes Aristophanes' Knights, 465-6 for
intrigues in 424 B.C.

70Cf • Fitton, p. 436 quoting WilamoWit~.

71Zuntz, p. 63, contrast the Thebaid, fro 2, the description of
the Argives in the Seven and the absence of any hints in the Antigone of
Sophocles, where Creon might well use such an argument.

72Cfo Fitton, p.442.
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The character 0;£ Theseus has also sU88csted many historicCl.l

equivalents. His similarity to PericJ.es in his ideal aspects and

actual policies is counterbalanced by less flatteri~g p~nts of Periclean

autocracy.73 Theseus' caution in helping /l.drastus is like Pericles'

, \fish not to involve Athens in external commitments during the ftrch

icarnian war,74 and both have a similar attitude to the people they

advise. TI1eseus' assurance that his democracy will accept his decision

C349 ff.) recalls Thucydides' estimate (2, 65) that Athens under

. \ I· \ (' /) I ("'\ \ A / ,) (' \ ) /

'Per~cles was i\OO~ r~v c)vW0l<fo(/\<x- )Eeoet {)f. 0TYO -rev lIE'WTov jXvofoS rzeX7
both r8ther unfavourable judgements. The constitution which Theseus

has set up mirrors the arrangement of political pOHer in Pericles' time.

In both, the poor had equal rights with the rich (349 ff., cf. Plutarch,

Pericles, 7). Theseus also acts on the imperial policy of Pericles:

friendship throngh bestowing, not receiving, benefits (1168 fL, cL

Thucyc~ides 2, 40). These hints are strengthened by Pericles' frequent

'appearance in comedy as a god or hero, and even as Theseus himself on

Phidias' shield of Athena Parthenos. 76 Despite the fact that Pericles'

policy led to the Peloponnesian war, his period of power seems already

to have become an ideal era for Euripides' audience. But Euripides

73Cf • Goossens' detailed analysis, pp. 433-440, though his
conclusions differ.

74Cf • Thucydides 2, 65 on the over-ambitious foreign policies
of the demagogues after Pericles, Goossens, p~ 435.

75Goossens, p. 435.

76Cf • Goossens, p. 436 and for Phidias' portrayal: Plutarch,
Pericles, 31.
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})robes deeper into events and their universal meaning and shows the
".'

ambivalent nature of the policies and approach of Theseus and his

archetype, Pericles. The allusion seems ironic.

Other suggestions have been made which can reasonably be

dismissed. BlatRnt propaganda. on behalf of Alcibiades, the :lyoung

general ll (190), is offset by the warninfjs ,..bout the pernicious

ambition of young men (160, 232, 250,).77 That a pious devotion to

aUfjury is part of Theseus' character wh~n Pericles WrtS a Gceptic has

t d th t E . 'd . ~... P' 1 ' 78sugges e a urlpl es was proposlng l'lClas as erlC es successor.

Nicias was also a modera~e79 and hostile to imperialist enterprises. 80

The amhivalent attitude of Theseus towards the gods and the Delphic

: or~cle, together with his person~l motives for war, sugfjests that

Euripides was depicting human affairs in a far different light to

that required for such commonplace propaganda purposes.

These particular political references do not exhaust this

77Zuntz, p.4. If Alcibiades is involved, chronology requires the
play to be performed after 420 B.C. and this applies also if the Argive
alliance of that"year is concerned, Goossens, p.443.

78Goossens, pp.442f. For Pericles' scepticism: Plutarch,
Pe:::-icles,6.and 35; and Nicias' piety (Thucydides,7,50), cf. Suppliants,211ff.

79Cf • ~Al~istotle-7, Athenian Constitution,28, 3 and 5; he led
the oligarchic party. The remarks about the middle class (238ff.) hint
at the moderates, cf. Goossens, pp.429 ff.

80He 9Pposed the Sicilian expedition: Thucydides, 6,8if.
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Other political concepts further the contemporOIY
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"theniun atmosphere of the plays as well as itG uJ·ivcrsCl1 ap:-;Jicution.

'l'he most marked of these is the long dcbt1.te between Theseus and the

T1eban herald over forms of government (399 ff.). Even here there is

considerable irony, for, thouGh its provocation is the mention of the
(

\"/Orct ""ve~\fVOS and Theseus' quick attack on this in favour of

democracy, he himself has acted like an autocrat (349 fa). Both

opponents attack the weabwsses of the other's constitution (Herald:

411-425, 471-488; Theseu~ 428-Lr31, LrLrl+-455) more than they pr8.ise their

own (Herald: 410-11, Theseu 405~8, 432-443)0 There is an ironical

reversal of expected positions when the herald advocates peaceful

co-existence and Theseus threatens \'/ar a This comes to the fore v/hen

Theseus' Athens, shown in 0.11 the contemporary fifth century o.spects that

the her<.<ld delineates, is seen to jeopardize peace in Gome of the most

moving lines of the play (481 ff.). The stress here on motivation when

dccicting on war might illustrate Theseus' decision earlier. Thus

plausible views of t~e play's situation arc ~iven by both speakers but

neither seems the best, and no clear-cut argument in favour of war is

presented. Theseus' ideal Athens, championing Panhellenic custom, seens

81
militaristic as its policy leads to waro This underlines the clash

between ideal and actual in the portrayal of Theseus and Athens, as

well as holding perennial interest for Athenian audiencesa82 The

clash between tyranny anct democracy in debate and conduct occurs in

81cr . Fitton, pp. 432ff.

82Cf • Herodotus~ 3~ 80ff.; and espe~ially Pericles' praise
of the Atheni~~ constitution in the Funeral speech ( Thucydides, 2, 36ff.).
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other ThcbRn plays, especially the Antigone by both authors and

Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus o

The remaining political pasSD6e in the play -- Adrastus' f~neral

speech -- has alre(ldy been discussed and some of its ironies outlined.

Zuntz83 has pointed out that it does not correspond in detail to the

speeches made annually in the Ceramicus over the Athenian war-dead

tlds function is more closely that of the debate on government and the

. 84
action of the play it?elf in its ideal aspects. There is praise of

the dead heroes, preceded and followed by their relatives' lament,

as at the festival, and their valour is attributed to their civic up

bringing0 85 They are models for the citizens.
86

But at Athens no

personal tributes were paid and praise was given by exaltinc the

ideals for which the men had died 0
87 Adrastuscan employ neither of these

themes because Argos is disgraced, but he completely reverses the

procedure and describes their lives rather than their deaths. Here

88
deliberate "dissonance" is at vlOrko Each hero's attribute.s seem to----

87-
':>Ppo 19-200

84
Cf. Zuntz, ppo 16-18: Athens~ freedom (405 ff. cf. Hyperides,

IX, 25), equnlity oflavJ (433cfo Lysias, II, 18 f.), equality of citizens'
rights (407-8 cf. Thucydides, 2, 37), character (340 cfo Thucydides, 2,
41), its example to Greece <367 cf o Thucydides, 2, 41), help for the
injured, often this story -- (380 cf. Isocrates, XII, 178), upholding of
Panhellenic law (526, 671 cf. Plato, Menexenus, 243a).

85909 f., cf. Thucydides, 2, 42.

86917 , cf. Plato, Menexenus, 236eo

87Cf • Zuntz, pp. 13-150

88Zuntz, p. 25, cfo p. 23, recognizes this but silently blames
Euripides' artistryo
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(8G9, cfo ~-r~rd..eoOS Seven, 1-t47); Parthenopaeus is very handsome

Seven, 537);

Hippomcdon employs his body usefully (887, cf0 erx,';] r- vi..

Seven, 488). The ab,surd bathos is underlined by the moral (917) that

the young should follow these examples. Rather, these ,sketches reveal

how the real evil of these men may be passed on to their children,

and this is soon conqrmed by the boys' entry.89 Clearly, the sugGestions

that ,see any Athenian state,sman of the time in these caricatures is also

. t 1 90mlS a <en o

Buripides' use of various contemporary l)oli tical ideas and

personalities in the Suppliants is not surprising in so civic a playo

Hisihcmes are universal: the motivations and assumed attitudes of

po1iticicU1s advocatinG war and, more generally, of men amidst the evils

of life at large. The folly of the actions of even good men trap them

in evil consequences they cannot escape and did not intend. Even thou~h

Theseus' expedition succeeds, it is seen as part of an inevitable cycle

of war breeding war. Peace is unstable while men continue to act with

stupid and self-centred limitation of vision,and the gods with harshne.:;s.

No study has been made of the use of imagery in this play and

a brief survey reveals few major image sequences. The principal recurrent

metaphors in the play seem. to be military ones that show much evidence

89Cf • Fitton, pp. 437-90

9
0

Cf • Goossens, PPo 450 ff. for attempts.
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of the irony found in other aspects of the playo Ar:thra intimate.:, her

('- \ .,,('
involvement in the VJar when she calls her ritual garlw'1u H6Yov dbHrOV

(32) and tile chorus similarly describe themselves as taking part in a

" (lr) II\\'1 / I I /contest: I:! Ow-v til) <X 0)" ce.x.cT(;(,--- tow,," nOwV' S'Lo(~OXO-)

(71-2). Theseus often uses military terms metaphorically (93, 1j9, 195,

207-8, 219) and his middle-class maintain stability in the city in

military terms:

, \1 ) ,/ \ )1
'f~~ r/o\~s (245)01"'- Q<J rOY CfV o(o-o---oUo' Cl''1LV O/V ":J

'/ too, provides a picture for Adrastus' vision of mun's hybris:,nr,

\
Ko;vo(

For Evadne, marriaGe is associated with wall-building and her happiness
-,'

with martial activity:

(996-999)0

There is evel, a subtle suggestion that Theseus' deed is to become the

paradigm for soldiers' valour in his own words towards the end, for the

Argives must tell their sons of his favour: rVlr"1V TT()(eo<..O'O'~'A'AOVToZ.5
,..., ) I

(li passing on the wutchword") J)y G K.V~()ol"-~ (1173). The

military imaces, which constantly recur, seem, then, to playa counter-

point with the theme of ideal action in a good cause and add undertones

of the unavoidability of continuing Weir and its human sufferir.8_

Similarly, the images of athletics serve a fm1ction common in Greek

poetry: they depict war (e.go 3l7~ 637, 665, 685, 706) and its

combatants (704) but also hint at ironic dissonances in the glory

) '"' 0
attributed to its victors, especially when Evadne says: C:V"\O<V V<:i.. t.,({'
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(1059)~ echoing Adrastus' title for

Theseus (113). Her father 1phis reiterates this ironically, usi~g

I G) r
the same metaphor as Theseus himself had earlier (550: 11/1... '>--""'-6'!"-d.Y 'II"';:; v'

~ ~(o~ ): X [vO-~~\oI.lO--rOV '.':1(<<'5) ~s rIO-:J 6-)~XwY(1108).

11:la",e8 from the garnes, then? evince the slorious aGpccts of war 2_n<1,

by ironical usages, the horrors that life holds, especially the re-

sults of war. This second function is shared by the continual anti-

thesis betlveen childlessness and good children throughout the play

(18, 35, 45-7, 66-7~ 810~ 955ff.~ 1132ff.2? particularly associated

'Nith the chorus. This culminates in the appearance of the heroes'

ashes in their sons' hands.

The animal imagery frequent in the play shows considerable

development and application. The chorus and Adrastus bear a burden

(20), like a pack animal, and seem worl?e than wild animals in their

lack of protection (267), Adrastus being yoked to an oracle (220).

This oracle was about the contest of a boar and lion Polyneices and

Tydeus -- who, like th~ armies (653~~\~, cf. 703), are vald beasts

(140ff., 316), as man himself was before civilization (201:&'7ei~~ov~,

The chorus suffers like a dog (-r~ K0"{-r«...- 1 ~\01 KoX: K. CJv 807),

and Evadne in her romantic suicide shows the vastful sadness of a bird

(Philomela ?):-

{ \ r"\

U/T c L 1T 0(.ot S
I

110( -r ~e. (1045-7) ~

(Ir? 1 \ !
~o G){W rre-rl o!-.5

[; (J"'f:;\ Ko(-rloL y'!wS

? / / ')oLLeWr-d.. KOVepl1W ?

1/

0e..V'l) --I'S

S(; rs--r ?If 0 V

The theophany of Athena results in Adrastus being yoked once more by

his oath (1229). The animal imagery shows ironic development silililar
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to the other patter:r.s, una the plays domir:ant note of trilgic irony iG

echoed by the Aeschyle~n diction of the two kommoi th~t set the tor.e of

. , ~. 1 e 91 Th . t f' f d" 11 1 d' ,. h 1 '1:ne Ilna. e mD< ure 0 grle an JOy lS para .e e In IICSC Y UG

Seven (825, cf. SuppliMnts, 778) and,us ther~ marks a return to present

action (847 cf. Suppliants, 794) after a discussion of past evils

(8j2 ff. cf. Suppliants, 778 ff.). The final stanza of the first

kommos in the Suppliants (832 ff.) is especiaJly reminiscent of

)r /
J eschylus, Seven (941), with the final word t:. e. \VVS' (836) as in

Seven (791). The p21.thos of the J\eschylecm play is recalled, but in an

atmosphere of greater hopelessness and more tragic suffering. This

impression is quickly sealed by Evadne's suicide and the ironic vows

of vengeance by the boys. The Suupliants, in its religious, political

and imagistic aspects, is filled with Euripides' tragic sense of

futility and suffering despite the apparent encomiastic and optimistic

ni~ture of its plots and ideal mythical characters. Its place among the

The11c:m plays is not so obvious as the other plays dealt with since its

Sllbstance is as much Attic. as Theban, but a number of themes, religious,

social and political, reflect previous treatments. Its relationship with the

lost Eleusinians of Aeschylus, already seen to be c10s~ may be more

important than can be conjectured in the present state of knowledge.

3. The Phoenissae

The final play of Euripides on Theban legend of the Labdacid

house is the Phoenissae. It Vias put on Vii th the Oenomaus and the

",
/LCf • Zuntz, pp. 11-12 0
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Chrysippus (probably produced in 409 BoCo)9
2

but has no links wHh

the former <1nd only tenuous ones \'lith the littter, thouGh this play de:... ls

\'Ii th Laius and h:~.s fallo 93 The inventiveness of plot in that play is

[3een again in the Phoenissae, vlhich in a long page.:mt (hov/ever c.ltered

b: later producerf.:)94 displays most of the major members of the house of

Oedipus by a remarkable series of rnythicnl innovations. The plot

covers the same ground as Aeschylus' Seven and Sophocles' AntiBone,

though with fresh incidents created by various manipulations of the

lec;end. Jocasta, who gives the prologue outlinine; the fur~ily's past

as far back as Cadmus, is kept alive after the discovery of her

ince~;tuous marriage and can thus arrc:mc;e an eleventh-hour truce for

ncr SOl,S in which they revea.l the pathos of family love (livided by

dispute. Oedipus, too, is still living but shut up in the palace, a blind

brooding presence round \.,r;;'ornA the play revolves. The two brothers'

roles are reversed and Polyneices, though a traitor, is more

sympathetic than his power-greedy brothero Polyneices' burial,

forbicden by Eteocles and later Creon, becomes a dilemma for

92
Cf E . . d T' P" d b A -, P (C b' 1o urlpl es, nenoen18sae, e 0 y • C. earson am rlcge,

1909), pp. xxxii ff o and Goossens, p. 628 note 62 on the difficulties
involved in the acceptcmce of this date. The Argument in Vaticanus
l345F fixes the plays of the trilogy, at least o

93See suprao

9Lfnecent writers tend to be more conservative in their treatment
of corruption in the play,- cf. Baldry, p. 36: "the forger or forgers
seem to me not to have departed far from Euripides' own purpose".
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Antigone, as elsewhere in the Theban plays. Creon himself evokes

})athos in his fate. Teiresias, prophet of divine ridcnes, proclaims

that ~enoeceus, Creon's son, must die to propitiate Ares. The boy,

deceivinG his father, commits patriotic suicide, a story perhaps

associated elsewhere with the name HeGareus (Aeschylus, Seven, 474,

h77 and Sophocles, AntiGone, 1303 f.).95 Jocasta, too, commits

suicide over the bodies of her sons after failing to prevent their

duel, while l\ntiGone breaks off her marriar,e to Haemon in defiaJ1Ce

of Creon so that she may accompany Oedipus into exile. It is Creon

who orders this final indignity, UJllike other versions (Oedipus

is retired somehow in Thebaid, frs 2 and 3, cf. Aeschylus, Seven,

785 ff.). Clearly much of the play's action is novel and unfamiliar

because of Euripides' creative changes in the story.96 The play

has an effect of breadth, like an epic poem, but, despite the

theatrical surprise involved in the presentation of so many

characters in one play, there is, too, an overriding tone of tragic

irony in the contrast between the family's fatal strife and its

past glories, a theme that displays Euripides' sardonic vision of

human suffering.

Jocasta opens the play and immediately carries the story back

to the time of Cadmus, including the stories of Laius and Oedipus,

95Cf. Pearson,. 'po xxiii.

96Cf • Baldry, pp.36 f.
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Apollo's oracle, the parricide, the solving of the 3phinx's riddle,
-.'

the incestuous marriaee and its discovery, Oedipus' calf-blinding

and curses on his sons and finally their agreement and quarrel, \',hich

Jocast~ hopes to end by her truce. Antigone, a secluded YOUTI3 girl, and

her tutor appear on the walls and view the violent attackers from

l\rgos, among whom Polyneices inspires the girl's tender affection.

The chorus is composed of Phoenician \'Iomcn. They enter, explain their

mission to Delphi as an offering to Apollo and describe their fear for

their kindred city where they are stranded by the war. Polyneices

enters the city warily under the truce and is gre~ted passionately by

Jocasta's lyrics. Her questions reveal the wretchedness of his exile

. and the oracle's command that led to his strange marriage to Adrastus'

daughter. Eteocles, on entering, reveals his hatred for his brother

a~:d is unmoved by his brother's plea for justice. Love of pO\·/er is

Eteocles' only reply, come what may. Jocasta pleads for Equality a~d

!-~ode!'ation as the only stable principles in life. The two brothers

lapse into hatred and promise to seek each other on the field. The

chorus tell of Cadmus' struggle to found Thebes and its first citizens

;that sprang from the dragon's teeth. Eteocles and Creon pla~ stratecy

and settle Creon's succession if Eteocles dies, then send for Teiresias'

advice. The chorus ponder Cadmus' and Oedipus' stories again, stressing

their deadly struggles. Teiresias reveals to Creon Ares' demand for

M2noeceus' death as a propitiation for Cadmus' slaying of the dragon.

Creon bids his son escape from the city, but, deceived by pretended

complia~ce, leaves. Menoeceus reveals his intended suicide for the city.

The chorus sings of Oedipus and the Sphinx. A messenger tells of
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rlenoeceus' suicide, a fierce battle and the brothers' planned duel

to decide the issue. Jocasta and Antigone leave to prevent this. The

chorus lamentR the horror of thiG duel. Creon enters seeking Joc~sta's

help to layout Menoeceus only to hear that both brothers have died

and Jocasta has committed suicide after a momentary reunion YQth her

sons. Antigone, back from the scene, laments this horror and summons

Oedipus from tne palace. He enters, a dream-like spirit, hears the

fates of his wife and sons and then is banished by Creon. Polyneices

is forbidrlen burial by Creon, despite Antigone's pleas. In return,

she rejects her betrothal to Haemon, Creon's son, to leave with Oed

ipus for exile after a lament.

The play's remarkably wide coverage of the events of Theban

legend is matched by its equally numerous invocations of gods connected

\oIi th Thebes and referel~ces to divine intervention of various kinds

in the human action of the story. It is exceedingly difficult to

see any fully developed religious themes running through the play.

Rather, like the plot itself, Euripides introduces the accepted divine

part in the action and adds to it further myths and gods whose

connections seem tenuous. The play restates many themes from

previous \1ritings but only its overall pathos can really be claimed

as an indictment of the gods. Host of the outspoken passages are

repetitions of old ideas and only cumulatively mill<e an effective

statement. In contrast to plays like the Hippolytus, there is no

conflict of cruel, amoral gods, whose will acts on men whatever

their worth, and responsible, moral humans, cast dOvrn despite
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their r.~erits. The gods are cruel, but their Vlill is fulfilled hy

the interaction of human pride, self-will, wickedness and greed.

The contradictions that a)~ear in such a treatment are

best seen in Teiresias' view of the situation (865 ff.), which bears

the stamu of Apollo's approval. He says that the evil in ~hehes

is the result of Laius' disobedience (caused by lust and drunken

ness according to Jocasta, 21 ff.) of Apollo's oracular command ~ot

to have a son and that the gods disclosed this to Greece by the

self-blindine of Oedipus. His sons ignored this warning and

tried to escCJ.pe the gods' vengeance by their pact. Oedipus then

cursed them e-nd in the face of Teiresias' warnings they

undertake the fatal duel. The only way to save Thebes is to

sacrifice Menoeceus, an innocent victim (885 ff.), to propitiate

Ares for Cadmus' slaying of the dragon. It seems impossible to

rationalize this sacrifice,and Cadmus' slauGhter nowhere else

provokes such revenge from the god. The episode is an invention

of Euripides, perhaps suggested by the chthonic link between

Eteocles and Theban earth in the Seven, where the brothers combat

ends \nth their blood soaking earth (735 ff.). Certainly, the

dramatic effect of the unexpected suicide is intensified because it

precedes the deaths of Eteocles and Polyneices, which are anticipat~d

and, though moving, not unjustified. The preceding scene with

Jocasta and her sons has revealed the false gods that lured the

brothers to their deaths. Eteocles' gods are Tyranny (506) and

Mnbition (531), Polyneices' is Justice that sees only his own
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profit (470, 495 ff.); both contrast with Joca~ta's Equality (535 ff.).

These motives seem more real thun the divine factors often spoken

of and Joc3sta says:

(350-3, cf. 379)
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Elsewhere, on more conventional lines, the chorus co~siders as destroyers

Ares (252 f. 1 783 ff., 1576; cf. Teiresias), the Fury (255, 1305, 1503)

and Oedipus' curses (253 ff., 474 fL, 1355, 11~26, 1556).97 Both the

Fury and Oedipus' curse were operative in Aeschylus and \fith other

gods form part of the forces that hrought about disaster for the

house of Laius. Jocasta, Antigone and Oedipus (1595 ff.), and

especialJ.y t'Jenoeceus, seem to be innocent victims of the gods ca.ught

up in the consequences of others' crimes. Their fates appear to

illustrate Oedipus' words:

" ') e- r< ') f e:.. '- 16 ~.... / Y ( 6 \ 98
'T0(5 o~e. e:K.. EWV O{'Vo(OK«'S DV,,"[,OY V,P( ofl 'f~fl 17 3).

The throng of gods, then, who in various Ivays cause the sufferin[;s

of some of the characters, are incalculable factors in human life

\·,hose power is undenia;>le. Since Euripides' main theme is the

combat and death of Oedipus' sons whose fate seems humanly justified,

97Even the curse of Pelops on Laius is mentioned (1611,
the scholiast quoted by Pearson, ad loc.), which was the result
Laius' 89duction of Chrysippus, as Euripides showed in the play
that name.

see
of
of

98This passage may be modelled on Sophocles, Oedi nus Tyr?.!1nus I

1524 ff., but this line does not occur there. Pearson, ad loc., suggests
~edea, 1018 and Phoenissae, 383. The latter hints at genuineness.
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there is no central emphnsis on the cruelty of the gods 1 though the

hi.story of Laius' house reveals this as far back as Cndmus.

As in several of the other Thebnn plays examined, the thpme of

burial in ~lother Earth occurs ",lith some importance in the Phoenissae.

This is a leading motif at the end of the play, where the burial of Poly-

neices is forbidden by Creon. This is seP.n in a wider context. The

story of the Sown Men of Cadmus is again the paradigm for the self-des-

tructiveness of the house of Laius, as in the Seven, and their story

occurs repeatedly ( 657ff' 1 818ff., 1060ff.). A central episode in the

play, that of Menoeceus' patriotic self-sacrifice, is the direct re-

sult of Cadmus' killing of the dragon whose teeth were the seed of

the Sparti. AccordinG to Teiresias, Ares and Earth require this sacri-

fice as appeasement for the loss of their child ( 934ff.)1 demanding

one of the descendants of the Sown Men in return for favour. Thus

the closeness of the Cadmean race to Mother Earth is emphasized and

also the idea that death for these men means return to Mother Earth and

consequent enrichment. It may \"ell be that Euripides is also hint-

ing at the chthonic cult dedicated to Menoeceus that Pausanias ",lit-

nesses to at Thebes ( 9, 25, 1). Near the Neistan gate, there was

a tomb of Menoeceus on which 0rew a pomegranate tree, a plain asso

ciation with Hades and the dead. 99 Such an aetiol06rical interest is

displayed by Euripides in Hippolytus ( 1423ff.), but there it is clearly

99Cf . the way in which Persephone was trapped into returning
to Hades by eatinG a pomegrannte ( Homeric Hymn to Demeter, /+11 ff.).
Pausanias' account says Henoeceus was obeying Delphi's corr~and and perhaps
points to a pre-Euripidean origin for the story; but against this: Robert,
pp. 416 ff.
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stated! This nexus of ideas, however, lends undertones to the prob-

., C'.- 1,// ......
lem of Polyneices' burial. He has SHorn by 'l'lv 0efr",-a.xV'Oo<.lclv'(626)

and requests burial in it:

r\-./. (' I ,.r:;- ,-...., "/ (
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,....., c 1 r r- I

lIo<.e. ~DOe~L·,'()vl t.-..'5 --roo-ov,)\,- {f0uv '-VXL-0

>\f)-OY'~s 'TIo<.Te~oIf) I<(.~ ~cfrov5 ~ff~\~o-oL.( 1447- 50)

The theme is a familiar one and, when Greon forbids his burial, Anti-

gone's opposition is inevitable, especially as her affection for Poly-

neices earlier ( 154- 169) and Eteocles' strict ban on it have prepar

ed the audience's mind for it. 100 The development of the conflict is

possibly different here, as Antigone, after her pleas fail to move Creon,

seems to relinquish her plan ( assuming interpolation in 1743-6). This

may be because Creon has full knowledge of her intentions and can

easily prevent them. This unexpected twist may be mitigated by her

venting her pique in refusing to marry Haemon and accompanying Oedipus

. t '1 101J..n 0 en e. This would then be psychological compensation for her

frustration. Polyne:1:.ces' burial, then, despite its significance in

the Seven and Sophocles' nntigone, appears to be tragically denied

and adds further tribulation to the outcome of the duel for the house

of Laius. Though the chthonic associations of the play are marked,

...._-------------------------------------
100Gf. D. J. Gonacher, "Themes in the Exodus of Euripides'

Phoer.issac " , Phoenix, 21, 1967, p.94.

101~or the~e and th t' t . t' b . 1~ ~ 0 er argumen s agalns removJ..ng -ne urla
motif from the ending of the play, cf. Gonacher, "Themes. 0 • ", pp.97ff.



p.:u-ticularly \'lith reference to local heroes of Thebes ( Amphion and

Zethus: 115, IJ+5, 606 i 824, cf. Pausanias, 9, 17, 4; Niobids: 159ff.,

cf. l"='ausanias, 9, 16, 7 and ArnphiarauG; 17Lfff. ) and their Tibmic opp-

onents, connectecl with the Argives as in the Seven ( Hippomedon: Y,:J-j.-(TL

I / 8
"6"11ev(;I'~ i1eOOO('OlOS 12 \"ith Argus on his shicl~ 1115f., cf. Aes-

chylus, Prometheus Bound, 677-8; TydeuG with Prometheus the Titan on

his shield, 1121; CapEl-neus with a O(Ool<; 01(&Y1f on his shield, 1131;

and Adrastus with the Hydra on his shield, 1135f. ),102 these seem

merely reminiscences from Aeschylus. The them~s of the Sparti and

Polyneices' burial are considerably adapted and elaborated as part

of the tragic effect of the play. Although, like the Seven, this

play abounds in references to the gods, their part in the play resembles

baroque ornamentation: rich and florid but included for its o~~ sake.

The references to Dionysus ( 228ff •• 650, 783ff., 1489, 1951ff.) -- a

god of Thebes, but with little part to play -- and 10 (828ff., 678ff.)

a distant ancestor of Theban kings -- illustrate this tendency. Only

the roles of Ares and Theban Mother Earth show some ironical comment

on the cruelty of the gods.
/

The political themes of the play considerably develop motifs

exploited in other Theban plays. The main plot of the play centres

on the quarrel of Eteocles and Polyneices. While Aeschylus' Eteocles

102The messenger speech ( 1091 ff.) containing many of these
descriptions is often thought an interpolation, cf., ~., E. Wyckoff,
The Corr,plete Greek Tragedies ( Chicago, 1959), Euripides V, Introduct
ion to The Phoeni~ian Women, p.68Q
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identifies himself with the city in the first half of the play and

appears an ideal representative until faced with his brother, neither

brother is idealised by Euripides and Polyneices is the more moderate

of the two. Both are prepared to sacrifice the ties of city and fam-

ily for their personal interests, Eteocles for tyranny ( 506ff.) and

Polyneices for his due share in the ruling of Thebes (486ff.). In

set speechen the two brothers state their cases. Polyneices has suffer-

ed severely in ey~le ( 389ff.), which was his part of the agreement

to share the rule at Thebes (477ff.), and now comes to claim his rights,

by force if necessary (490ff.). Jocasta's censure on the injustice

of such an attack on his homeland is sufficient to show his disregard

of kin and city alike ( 568ff.). Eteocles, on the other hand g preaches

power ~olitics like that of the sophists Thrasymachus and Callias and

103of the Athenian demagogues over ~lelos ( 503ff.). Tyranny is his

506) and he would

. go to any lengths to obtain it. Jocasta points out the dangers of

ambition:

(

1
/, ? (' I

"Ol\f,lf G() VcX.l(' ovo<:S

-(Sv Xfw/I.A.&VW';. ( 532-4)

Eteocles is clearly at war with both city and family. His espousal

of tyranny is contrasted vuth Jocasta's view on the principle of dem-

ocracy, Equality, which operates as much on the personal as the

103Cf. Grube, p.359.
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If Equality is not present among men, jealousy and strife is ah/ays

the outcome. This contrast of power-ereedy, self-centred tyranny

with egalitarian, just democracy recurs throughout the Theban plays.

T:his clash of attitudes is set within a wider vision of the

relations betv/een Thebes and its ruling house. Since the days of

Cadmus there has been strife \fithin the family, as the archetypal

symbol of the Sparti illustrates. These strife-torn men 'vlere the

first citizens. Laius' death at the hands of Oedipus was a further

~mily conflict, even if in ignorance, and it left Thebes to face

the Sphinx defenceless (37ff.). On attaining manhood, Oedipus' sons

confined their father and provoked his curses, which despite their

precautions lead to strife in family and city (63ff.). This latest

suarrel is the focus of the first half of the play. The family's

past, a recurrent theme of the choral odes, justifies Teiresias' stricture:

")" " " ,..... '"' r-.
fKE.-lvo r~" ll(:~'{ lIe w -n:>v 1v ) ....WV

('/ I' /('1,1)
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r (' r- ) /tWS Qo(L r0-vw V'd.5 KP[vo( (J-reE: OVId;

!Creon's harsh banishment of the feeble Oedipus and Antigone that follows

the self-destruction of the rest of the line is the final removal of

the strife-ridden family from Thebes, the city it has jeopardized so

often.

The theme of family and city has a further ramification in
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the play. Creon refuses to accept Teiresias' prophecy and surrende v ,

his son:

is family affection comes before the cit:"s need. This contrasts

,.'-·Iith Eteocles, who is untouched by all but self-love, and Polyneices,

,whose love for his mother D-nd city (358ff.) is lir.lited by his selfishness.

'l'~enoeceus is at the opposite end of the scale to the brothers and

his love for city and family is stronger than life itself (994ff.).

lie shows this in action by his patriotic self-sacrifice. Menoeceus

emphasizes the clash of loyalties within Oedipus' house and its self-

seeking that lead to its eventual destruction.

,\nother important theme in the play is that of exile and its

suffering. Polyneices enlarges on' the hardships and sufferings exile

involves even for a young man (389ft) and the frequent references to

Oedipus and his ruin, repeatedly before the audience's mind,104 hint

that Euripides is keeping him back for a grand finale, which can only

be his exile. 105 Creon's harsh interpretation of Teiresias' remark

that Thebes would have been better off without the house of Oedipus (886-8)

may show his self-interest removing his rivals,106 just as Antigone's

wedding is to be next morning (1635ff.). At least, his decree is

the final blow to the house of Laius and Antigone, rejectil:g marriage,

l04Cf G '• ruoe, p.359.

l05Nowhere else is Oedipus in. Thebes during his sons' fightin~; for
defence of the burial theme, Conache:c, "Themes ••• ",p.94.

l06Conacher, ibid., p.95.
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accompanies Oedipus to death in exile (1619f., 1681). The last remaining

me~iliers of Oedipus' house thus leave behind the city their kin have

tortured. At last the city can reject and punish instead of being

r~jected md punished itself. The final cadence of the play is one

of tri3-8ic pathos for the dead, the unburied, and the exiled.

The importance of this theme of exile has been tDken to have

a more precise reference to the political events of the day. If the

date 409 B.C. for the play's production be accepted, it will have

been played in the same festi VF,l as Sophocles' Philoctetes which also

has exile and its distress as a leading motif. The situation at Athens

was critical in that year. The Four Hundred oli(;Clrc;hs, who had taken

over the city in 411 B.C., had excessively employed the useful political

,-;eapon of banishment (Thucydides 8, 98) and had just been repJ.aced by

the Five Thousand, with the return of the democracy. Before the

Dionysia of 1+09 B. C. the AtheniCln people, in fulfilment of the decree

of Demophantus, had to swear an oath that they would do everything

in their power to destroy any who tried to overturn democracy again

(Andocides, I, 96-8). Besides, the fleet at Sa,110S that had maintained

a democratic opposition all along under the generalship of the exiled

,~lcibiades and had saved Athenian power in the Aegean,107 \.,ras obviously

hoping for reconciliation with Athens andrecall for its general.

Theramenes' decree in 409 B.C. seemed to fulfill their wishes by recalling

exiles, but the situation was by no means settled. The city, like

107At the bClttles of Cynossema (411 B.C.), Cyzicus (410 B.C.)
and Abydos (411 BeCe)~
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The:)es in the fllay, loJFJS split into two irreconcilnbJe camps for the

preceding yenr and Alcibiades, like Polyneices, hCl.d heen unrairly

exiled. Polyneices speaks of exile like an Athenian, complaininG of

/

its slavery (393 ff.) and l~ck of ~~e(1~~~(391). Eteocles' motive~

are sir.1il(),r to the oligarchs', \'Ih08e ambitions did Po.\oJElY v;ith tr;lditional

Atheni~n liberties. Goossens conclUdes, howev8r,l08 that there is

a contrast bet~een Thebes and Athens, since the latter avoided civil

war, principally through the tact of Alcibiades (Thucydides, 8, 82

and 86), despite the ambition of C;-itias (Xenophon, 11ernorabilia, I,

2, 14, cf. Jocasta, Phoenissae, 531 ff.). Democracy and moderation

are the chief lessons of Jocasta's conciliatory speech (534 ff., 554 ff.)

and the stability of this constitution is praised (538). This can

be understood politically as a contrast with the year of oligarchy

preceding. The policy of equality between parties and cities seems

to represent the beGt way that the Athenians could hold together a

crumbling empire, as well as reconcile their divided city, and both

109objects were aollieved briefly in this way. The conduct of Henoe-

ceus hints at the need for patriotism and self-sacrifice in war

(1015 ff.), but it is unlikely that any contemporary person is intended.

108D 605 ""
4. p. .l. liiI

109 6 8Cf. Goossens, pp. 0 -9 with notes, where a decree '~r:lein

de so11icitude" is cited.



In the political themes of thiG driJm<-J. Euri}1ides strikes Cl.[~:~in rr.cmy

chords that have sounded in other Theban plays, ~articularly the conflict

of city and family and democracy and tyranny, and probably alludes

in general terms to the politics of the day, gdVising moderation and

adherence to democratic principles.

Several imagistic themes run through the Phoenissae and provide

a unifying complex of conceits in a play that is otherwise "epi.sodic

and over-stuffed" .110 The first of these patterns deals \"ith light

and dark and the linked contrast of sight and blindness. lll These

images recur throughout the play but are dominant in the first

six hundred lines, suggesting life and hope for the characters.

Jocasta opens the play vath an address to the sun in his golden

chariot amid the <otars (1-3) and ends her speech by reference to Zeus

\1ho lives in the "bright folds of heaven" (84). Antigone on the wall

is dazzled by the glories of war and the brightness of the Argives

iu'gos means literally "brightness" -- and this attribute hints at

their just cause, (cf. l5i~ f.). The plain is like lightning (110 f.),

the soldiers gleam in their armour (119, 129, 146-7), Polyneices is

like the sun (168-9) and recalls Jocasta's opening. The moon (175-6),

the lightning that punishes Capaneus' hybris (182-3) and golden

Artemis (191) complete the sequence.

110Author of the Third Argument.

IllThis account follows that of A~J. Podlecki, "Some
in Euripides' PhoeniRsae", T.A.P.A., 93, 1962, pp. 355-373.
of light: pp. 357-362.

Themes
Il'1agery
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The climax of the imaGe, however, comes when the chorus, Rfter

speaking of themselves and their destination in terms of briGhtness

(212-3, 215, 220-1, 224; 226-7), reverses the trope and describes the

blood of Ares as if ablaze (241) Rnd the city as in a cloud (250-1).

This r,loom is CRSt over the next scene between Joc:lsta and her son.

Polyneices (276,308-9) and Jocasta (32Lt ff., 343 ff., 372) are do.rk

beings and Oedipus is hidden in and sees only darkness (377, 336).

Thus the blindness of the father overcomes his sons (773) for all

their actual vision (265-6, 370, 445-6, 461 ff.). These images are

recapitulated in the first stasimon following (653-4, 659-60, 671),

but do not again function as a unifying factor. Their importance

in the brothers' death scene lends it pathos (1440-42, 1451, 1480-1)

and their occurrence increases \olhen Oedipus appears. Antieone's

elaborate remark about the sun's chariot echoes Jocasta's opening

address as an ironical commentary on the false hopes implied by the

imagery there (1562-4). Oedipus' final address to ~is subjects is

\ ( \ ( .) 1121\ E<J GO r:: ., 1757-- spurJ.ous? • The contrast of liGht and dark

also occurs strikingly in the Menoeceus episode, \vhere Teiresias (949-

950) and later the messenger (1091-2, cf. 1010) see his act in

dark colours that contrast with Menoeceus' own vision (1006f •
.,'

Alumals recur frequently in the play (~. Cadmus' heifer,

639-44 and 10, 2Lt8, 676 ff., 828-9), but only those threatening

1120ther instances include an interesting parallel between
Oedipus (1539 ff., 1549, 1616) and Teiresias (834-5) -- Ifblind foot",
Podlecki, ~., p. 361, n. 12.
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113Thebes appear to form ~ p~ttern. The Sphinx, part of the le~end,

is ioremost among these (1+5-50, 801-9, nearly all the third stasimon,

1018-1054, althougt Menoeceus' suicide has just preceded it). Her

function seems ironical: to underline the glory R1l0 the shame of

Oedipus, his solving her riddle and his marriage that was its

consequence (1352-3, 1732). His vanished triumph acts as a b3.ckground

for the action (cf. 1758 ff.), and this function is similar to that

performed by the story of Cadmus' dragon. Both beasts play an

important role in the shaping of events for the house of Cadmus

and especially for Menoeceus. On the metaphorical plwle also beast

images, especially of the hunt, characterise sav9gery of Eteocles

and Polyneices (263-4, 396, 405, 421, 698-9; the latter is a lion

in the oracle: 411). Their treatment made Oedipus like a wild

animal (876) and Polyneices' shield device -- the Potnian mares (1124-

25) -- contrasts \rith Menoeceus' sacrifice like a colt (947). The

brothers died like animals (1296, 1573-4, 1669) and their fate as

the prey of animals (1634,. 1650) parallels Oedipus' at the hands of

Laius (1602-3).

The same ironic contrast between Oedipus' triumph and its

ghastly results is summed up in the epithet KoI.:"'\..(YW,o$" (tlvictor

"th tI) 114, N t 1 " 0 d" , "t t h d b t h'In .e games. o· on y lS e lpUS VlC ory wre c e, u e

also sends his sons to a similar end through his curse (1052 ff.)

113n d' k" "bOd• o ...ecl,~.,

114Ib';d., 367 9... pp. -.
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in contrast to Creon's son, whose victory his father wished to ~revent

(1054 ff.). This is in turn 0Pl)osed to Eteocles' selfish hopes in

the same image (781, 1200, 1252-3, 1330), and later to the brothers'

Il contest ll itself (1330, 1355). 30th brothers have the same imaGe

in their prayers (1367-8, 1374 ff., 1047-8, lLf20, cf. 368, 1478-9).

In the finalp- Oedipus alludes to his former prize -- the kingdom --

with the saIne metaphor (1728 ff., cf. 52).

The finol seo.uence of images seems to spring from an ironic

contrast betvleen the joyful atmosphere of the Dionysia, '''hich was

the setting of tragedy, and Antigone's surrendering her nf'l.tural

position as a votary of the god for exile "lith Oedipus.115 The

paradox developed in the sec~nd stasimon (78 lf-883) is that the dance

of war is joyless. Ares does not act like a bacchant (785 ff.) but

Tlcl...e.:'lovaos(785). The Sphinx too is unmusical in ,her riddle (807),

\-lhile Amphion's lyre, his building tool, is the Iliron circle of the

besieger's force".116 Elsewhere, the chorus invokes the Dacchic

revel (235-6, 655 ff.) and Jocasta dances her joy at the si~ht

of Polyneices (314 ff., 352-3). The chorus sees the Sphinx as a

bacchant (1028) and Antigone develops this theme, calling herself a

(1489 ff., cf. Jocasta's comment 1265-6).

I 1 J[ /
J ocasta' s joy becomes )\t>Le id1' C.... vOS (1503) and Antigone can be a

bacchant no longer (1754 ff.). The image mirrors the sadness of the

situation.

115Ibid ., pp. 369-372.

116Pearson, ad loco
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The ima~ery builds the pictures of brightness, victory nnd

the dance only to show their ironic reversals. Oedipus' blindnesc

is surpassed by his sons and they are destroyed. The Sphinx -- a pnst

glory -- is contrasted Ivi th the bestial rava~inG of Thebes by his

sons and the slaying of the dragon by Cadmus is paid for by I' enoecellS.

Antigone becomes the epitome of ruined hopes in a dance of death.

These themes are repeatedly stressed by the chorus ns background to

the play and find echoes in the characters ' language.

In the Phoenissne Euripides [;ives a panoramic vielv of the

characters and incidents of Theban lE"gend. He contorts the myth so

that brilliant scene follows scene in a theatrical page~nt. The past

illuminates the present and reflects the continuous strutgle of kin

wi th kin and family \Vi th city do,m the generations. These conflicts

recall other treatments of Theban legend. Old themes are given new

twists. Polyneices' burial is forbidden and Antizone leaves him to

accompany Oedipus into exile. Fresh pathos is centred on Oedi~us'

exile as he must leave his dead sons and \rife. The images also recall

past treatments, though fresh ones are added. The result is a spectacular

farrago of theatrical effects that communicate a grea~ sadness and

compassion for the helpless victims that remain of the once-proud

house of Oedipus.
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